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 i 
ABSTRACT 
This dissertation investigates a subtle yet complex contemporary issue of colorism 
in India that traces its ideological roots back in the British colonial period or even prior to 
that. It focuses on the issue of skin-color discrimination in urban Indian men, which is 
significantly under-researched. This project aims at investigating the issue of skin-color 
discrimination through analyzing a small corpus of thirteen YouTube commercials dating 
from 2005 to 2017 for men’s skin-lightening products of a popular skin-care brand called 
“Fair and Handsome” from a multimodal critical discourse analytic perspective. This 
study further aims to understand how the discourse of colorism is operating in these 
Indian commercials for men’s skin-lightening products, what kinds of semiotic and socio-
cultural (discourse) elements are naturalizing the notion of “fairness,” and finally, how 
the construction of male gender is facilitated. Although the project’s main theoretical arc 
is critical discourse analysis (CDA), the methodological needs necessarily require 
drawing upon theoretical tools from advertisement analysis, multimodal analysis, gender 
studies, social psychology, history, cultural anthropology, race theory, and other related 
fields of study. After successfully facilitating an exhaustive analytical undertaking, this 
dissertation contributes to the understanding of colorism as more than intra-group racism 
in India and situates this perpetuating issue as a contemporary research target in the 
socio-cultural contexts of globalization and urbanization. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 India and the Notion of “Fairness1” 
In the wake of the 21st century, television commercials became one of the major 
ways to advertise skin-lightening products for men in India. Indian society is currently 
being inundated with the telecast of several of those commercials every day. As a result, 
lighter skin tone (“fairness”) has become one of defining properties of attractiveness 
(being “handsome”) through the advertising of skin-lightening products. These products 
and their mode of advertising have been shaping the notion of attractiveness of Indian 
men by portraying lighter skin tone as the most fundamental quality of being 
“handsome,” attractive, cool and hence, always desirable and successful. These television 
commercials portray and reflect that the urban population of India does not seem to 
believe in the popularly uttered phrase of “tall, dark (skin tone2), and handsome” in the 
West to describe the criteria of a modern “handsome” man anymore.  
However, such a change in the defining characteristics of modern Indian men is 
also in stark contrast to the cultural background of Indian society. Historically, Lord 
Krishna3 was a man of dark complexion. The name “Krishna” literally means black or 
dark in Sanskrit (Kanta, 1975, p. 159). Lord Krishna, traditionally, has been revered as 
the epitome of attractiveness in the Indian context (especially by the young women). 
Martin (2007, p. 241) depicts Lord Krishna as “...the amorous Dark Lord,” and Sethi and 
 
1 “Fairness” is the word commonly used as an alternative to “lighter skin tone” in the Indian/South Asian 
context (Parameswaran & Cardoza, 2009, p.213) -- in many research articles, in matrimonial ads, and in the 
television commercials for this study. 
2 Although in the West “dark” stands for dark hair color, in India the integration of this phrase in popular 
usage denotes dark skin tone. 
3 Lord Krishna is one of the human incarnations of Hindu god Vishnu (Pattanaik, 2003, p. 204). 
	   2 
Jain (2007, p. 43) describe him as “…a beautiful cowherd boy with bluish hued skin.” 
Lord Shiva4 is also dark-complexioned and prayed to by young women to be blessed with 
a Shiva-like husband. Sethi and Jain (2007, p. 43) state, “…unmarried women pray for a 
husband like Shiva, who is considered the ideal husband.” In the end, the effects of such 
kinds of commercials or campaigns are detrimental to the progress of a diverse culture. It 
creates and enforces the notion of colorism and discriminates against the people of color.   
1.1.1 The Significance of Investigation  
The issue of colorism and the skin-care products for men is a crucial issue to 
investigate. The advertisements, to a certain extent, reflect the current nature of society in 
the ways that it operates. Preference to lighter skin tones is one of the tenets of how 
Indian society perceives attractiveness as a whole, and the consequences of that 
preference may be disturbing. The shocking newspaper story (Sharma, 2019) of a young 
woman murdering her husband allegedly because of his dark skin color should indicate 
how the prejudice of skin-color discrimination is perpetuating contemporary Indian 
society. As mentioned in the previous section, Indian society should have been keen 
towards preferring relatively dark skin tones because the mythological stories would 
hypothesize such. However, that is not the case in the real world. The term “fairness” 
indicates light skin with regard to attractiveness and beauty. This term is not a standard 
label to index lighter skin tones in the western part of the world. It seems to have found 
its currency of denoting skin color in the Indian subcontinent. The term has become so 
powerful that it is ruling the skin-care industry’s jargon. The meaning of fair as being 
ethically unbiased and honest might have bearings on the standards of judging a person’s 
 
4 God of destruction in Hindu mythology (Pattanaik, 2003, p. 206). 
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character, but the word “fair” having any connection to skin tone and attractiveness is 
unclear. 
The advertisement industry is counting on the special meaning of “fairness”; the 
skin-care companies have used this term to name their products. Although colorism for 
men, women, and children is as bad as for any one group as another, light skin as some 
kind of a benchmark for women’s beauty standards is not at all alien to Indian society in 
general. Women are considered better marriage material if they possess lighter skin. 
However, lighter skin being the most important attractiveness factor for Indian men is 
relatively new. The underlying ideology of preferring light skin color to dark has entered 
the men’s skin-care product as well. Although it might sound like an inevitable 
progression of beauty standards for men in the western part of the world, it does not 
really seem like a smooth expansion for Indian men. Even if it does appear to be an 
expected expansion of beauty standards for men, it still should ring a bell of caution. The 
factors that make “fairness” a good attribute for the purpose of marriage for women in 
India are not quite traditionally the same for men. To resort to an overtly simplistic 
generalization, one could say that men are typically the marriage material when they earn 
well or have good social standing, but women only have their beauty and traditionally 
idealized feminine nature to qualify for a perfect bride. In that case, skin color should not 
even play a role in men being attractive as per how the marriage market operates. For 
men outside of that marriage paradigm or men for whom dating is a concern, the 
“fairness” standard should not apply to them as well, because it is only the woman who is 
supposed to be “fair” and beautiful.  
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Since the “fairness” standard has invaded the space of Indian men’s attractiveness 
benchmark, it requires a closer investigation. Even though a few studies have looked into 
women’s skin-care products and the vast usage of the term “fairness,” men’s skin-care 
products are hardly talked about. Therefore, the overarching research question for this 
study is the following: How does colorism/ skin-color discrimination operate in the 
context of contemporary urban Indian men? Moreover, how this issue is an active 
indicator of everyday colorism in India makes it a worthy target for investigation. On the 
surface, it might look like a straightforward ongoing process that ties lighter skin tone to 
better men—“handsome” men--, but factors ranging from gender, class, economy, caste, 
urban vs. rural setting, etc. will complicate things further. According to Thapa and 
Malathi (2014), in India, there is a long history behind the obsession with skin color, 
owing to caste, and culture. The desire for lighter skin may have originated from the 
structure of Hinduism’s social hierarchy, in which those belonging to higher castes 
typically had “fairer” (Thapa & Malathi, 2014) complexions and are better placed in the 
political hierarchy. However, the relation between a darker skin tone and the caste 
hierarchy is not that simple. According to Mishra (2015, p. 2), “In India, acceptability in 
society does not solely rely upon skin color–though it forms an integral part of 
everyone’s desire.” The acceptability variables range from caste, classes within a caste, 
religion, region, economic level, and skin color supersedes each of these categories as a 
virtue much sought after by one and all. Without exaggeration, it appears to be the most 
crucial factor. In order to answer the broad research question mentioned earlier in the 
beginning of this paragraph. this work will investigate the possible factors that are 
influencing the whole issue of colorism and skin-care products for men in India by 
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looking at several YouTube advertisement videos for a product called “Fair and 
Handsome” from a critical discourse analytic point of view. The research is based on the 
contexts of colorism both in India and globally, and the following chapters will delve into 
the details of it. Looking at colorism as a whole should help glean the understanding of 
the concept and how it operates in different areas of life.  
1.2 Colorism and the Global Context 
The issue of skin-color discrimination has been historically prevalent in many 
other communities of the world. The following discussion provides an overview of the 
issue; the discussion will be in-depth in the upcoming chapter. The skin-color 
discrimination is termed as “colorism” (Hunter, 2007). As Hunter (2007, p. 237) defines, 
“Colorism is a persistent problem for people of color... Colorism, or skin color 
stratification, is a process that privileges light-skinned people of color over dark in areas 
such as income, education, housing, and the marriage market.” It is a problem which is 
often subtle and has serious consequences. This problem mainly involves an unequal 
power relation in a larger group where the deciding factor of dominance is a lighter skin 
tone. It provides privileged access to resources to only the elite members that bear a 
lighter skin color. This discriminatory practice is observed in many non-white 
communities like in Africa, Mexico, Brazil, Philippines, and South Asia (Hunter, 2007; 
Charles, 2003; Coates, 2008; Foster, 2009; Hussein, 2010; Mishra, 2015; & 
Bhattacharya, 2012). Moreover, this discriminatory practice is often combined or may 
even form its own nature solely based on the physical features that may be stereotypically 
linked to different races or ethnicities in the United States.  
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This label of colorism is often attributed to the macro-level ideology of racism. It 
is argued that this ideological practice of racism gives birth to this more narrowed-down 
issue of colorism in the societies mentioned above. However, scholars like Hussein 
(2010) considers the strength and weakness of using the term colorism in the contexts of 
skin-color discrimination. She argues that the label does give a conspicuous and separate 
identity to the issue of skin-color discrimination, but, at the same time, it downplays the 
more significant ideological role of racism in the discursive practices of skin-color 
discrimination in any society. Hence, unlike Hunter, she resorts to using “intra-group 
racism” as the label for skin-color discrimination in the South Asian context. In using the 
concept of Foucauldian genealogy, Hussein (2010, pp. 406-407) argues that this kind of 
racist ideology does not have linear historical developments. Instead, they are dependent 
on turns in history.  
Inventing "race" in terms of defining the "other" was one of the main cornerstones 
of creating colonial power difference. The white colonizers created this notion of racial 
“other” wherever they set their foot on. This process of otherization worked in strong 
correlation to a physical attribute like skin tone. Since the colonizers had a skin tone of 
white, that served as the prototype model for the “self,” and others were the dark-skinned 
colonized people that lack the same pigmentation and hence reduced to inferior. Even 
scientific theories of genealogy that classified the dark-skinned African others as animal-
like creatures or intermediate categories between ape and human were formulated. This 
highly biased genealogical stratification shows the invasive power of racial superiority in 
the ideological domains of white colonizers even in the field of scientific discourses, 
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which is meant to re-configure the power structure for further discriminatory practices by 
justifying the inequality as being absolutely natural. 
The discrimination based on skin color worked toward solidifying the hegemony, 
and the dark-skinned subjects took part in that. The dark skin tone attached symbolic 
values of stigma to the non-white colonized natives, and at the same time, uplifted the 
symbolic supremacy of the white-skinned colonizers. Hunter (2007) describes how the 
lighter-than-dark skin tone provided better resources, and still does, to the non-whites in 
American communities than their dark-skinned contemporaries. She mentions, that out of 
the two individuals of the same ethnic identity in the United States, how the one with the 
lighter skin tone or with a less dark will have an economic, educational, and socio-
cultural advantage than the other individual. This reflects how the symbolic association 
of a lighter skin tone and an individual’s socio-cultural situation has expanded into 
further segregating a so-called non-white group. This discursive practice of colorism, 
thus, is not absolute and involves gradation in creating dominance across the ethnic 
groups. It is re-scaled as from between white versus non-white to dark versus less dark. 
This interpretation is supported by Fairclough (2016) as the re-structuring and re-scaling 
nature of discursive practices and can be applied to the domain of racial discrimination 
based on skin color in American society. This global socio-cultural evidence of skin-
color discrimination shows how the white imperialism flourished historically and still 
does in several contemporary societies/groups. 
1.2.1 Skin Color, Advertisements, and Identity  
 The previous paragraphs provide a brief introduction to the entire issue of 
“fairness” in India, the significance of the investigation, and colorism in the global 
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context. This section will discuss the notion of “fairness” in connection with a skin-color-
based identity construction (through advertisements) in India. Since the issue of 
“fairness” is at the heart of constructing a skin-color-oriented hegemony, a discussion on 
skin color, advertisements, and identity (construction) will pave the way for the 
investigative journey that follows. The crucial subparts—racism, colorism, colonial era 
and skin-color discrimination, and skin tone along with several other interacting factors— 
concerning a bigger discussion on the socio-cultural background of colorism in India will 
be examined in detail in the next chapter. 
It is evident that people in India yearn for a lighter skin tone. The primary dataset 
for the present work, various matrimonial advertisements in newspapers, the prevalence 
of skin-lightening products in the cosmetic industry, research and scholarly articles, and 
one’s own point of view as an insider to the said society corroborate this socio-cultural 
attitude. This preference for a particular kind of skin tone, both for men (Mishra, 2015) 
and women (Parameswaran, 2011, 2015) is a complex issue that is reflected in the 
television advertisements. The following sections will discuss the issue of skin color with 
a focused discussion on India and South Asia in general and then proceed to talk about 
the discourse of advertisements and media in the identity formation with respect to 
colorism afterward. The discussion will operate by unpacking the notion of skin-color 
discrimination as a complex historical, discursive practice in the South Asian context and 
then relating that to the modern-day identity construction. 
Although the Indian, or more broadly South Asian, context of colorism has 
parallels to the African or American contexts, the nature of colorism is much more 
complex in this case. As both Mishra (2015) and Bhattacharya (2012) emphasize, that 
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said context involved, and still does involve, interactions of so many other factors that 
were not there in the African and American societies. Indian and the majority of South 
Asian communities subtly take into consideration class, caste, geography, education, and 
many other socio-cultural elements to facilitate the discursive and ideological practices of 
skin-color discrimination. The concept of race does not function very well in the Indian 
context. As Bhattacharya (2012) points out, India and most other South Asian cultures 
are racially homogeneous unlike the American cultures; hence, race theories of 
discrimination are not useful to demystify the ideological nature of Indian colorism. 
Equivalent to race, Indian/South Asian communities have a caste system5 where Brahmin 
(the religious leaders, advisors to kings, priests, etc.), Kshatriya (the warriors), Vaisya 
(the peasants, merchants, and traders), and Sudra (lower class people like cobbler, 
undertaker, carpenter, janitor, laborers, etc.) represent the four major social groups based 
on their occupations. Hussein (2010) correlates the lighter skin tone to be symbolically 
attached to the Brahmin class. However, that is not entirely true. As pointed by Mishra 
(2015), that skin color is not necessarily a caste attribute but is heavily dependent upon 
the intersection of other elements like geography, profession, economic affluence, socio-
economic class, gender, etc. For example, a Brahmin from the southern part of India 
could easily be dark-skinned, and some Sudra from Himalayan foothills could very well 
have a lighter skin tone, both because of the climatic characteristics of the two 
geographical regions. However, being a light-skinned Brahmin may establish a 
connection between power (of being an elite member of a higher class) and skin color.  
 
5 See the encyclopedia entry for “Caste” by Waskey (2008) 
	   10 
Scholars like Mishra (2015) and Bhattacharya (2012) also emphasize the fact that 
there is no historical evidence of Indian subcontinent being culturally and discursively 
colorist because there were historical and mythological figures of dark skin tone and 
there were no prejudices held or mentioned against them. Both Mishra and Bhattacharya 
emphasize the historical turn of British colonizers constructing the racial other and skin-
color discrimination in South Asia. However, this hypothesis is not free from biases and 
does not disprove the existence of skin-color discrimination in pre-British South Asia. 
Therefore, either the reshaping of the color-biased view, or the historically embedded 
ideological formation, or both, make possible the discursive and ideological construction 
of skin-colored identity in India and the majority of South Asia. The next two paragraphs 
will discuss the discourse of advertisements and media in identity formation concerning 
colorism. An exhaustive discussion on the genre of advertisement will be included in 
chapter three. 
The discourse of advertisements conspicuously reflects colorism in the Indian or 
South Asian context. The generic English term for a lighter skin tone in South Asia-- 
“fair” (Hussein, 2010; Parameswaran, 2009, 2011; Mishra, 2015; Thapa & Malathi, 
2014)--is even used to label both the skin-lightening products and to denote the 
usefulness/effect of the products themselves; for example, a major skin-lightening 
product for women in South Asia is “Fair and Lovely”6 and it used to come with a 
“fairness” scale to measure how much “fair”er the woman had become after using the 
product for a certain period of time. The genre of advertisements makes use of several 
semiotic modes in its discursive practice of selling the product through the 
 
6 Unilever launched this commercial skin-lightening product in 1975; see Segran (2013, para. 4). 
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advertisements. In so doing, it relies on the socio-cultural principles of meaning-making 
by the audience. That means anything related to skin-color shown in the advertisements 
will be decoded as being so by the audiences’ ideological knowledge. Advertisements, 
targeted to both men and women, make use of the symbolic relation between a lighter 
skin tone and supremacy, dominance, and elitism in the South Asian context. 
Advertisements exploit the already culturally embedded discriminatory ideology in 
selling the product. In this way, the advertisements also reproduce and solidify colorism.  
One can argue that the “primary discourse” of an advertisement is to sell a 
product; still, the “secondary discourse” or the connotation (Cook, 2006; O’Barr, 1994) 
promotes and thrives on the discriminatory practices based on skin color. As Hussein 
(2010) and Parameswaran (2009, 2011) point out, the discourse of advertisements works 
on exploiting the stereotypes in a society—the stereotypes that provide a mold for 
identity formation. The discursive practice is carefully woven to target the stereotyped 
populace that has a first-hand experience of facing skin-color discrimination and provide 
a way to move beyond that possible stereotyping in the future. By buying the product, 
consumers buy happiness and freedom from discrimination by others. All the 
advertisements (for skin-lightening products for mostly women) mentioned in Hussein 
(2010) and Parameswaran (2009) are clear examples of this scenario. Many parts of 
advertisements operate at the level of connotation. It is hard to disprove any 
discrimination that is apparently absent in the primary discourse -- selling the product -- 
of advertisements. It is thus flexible, elusive, and yet, compelling. Thus, the crucial issue 
of colorism and the role of identity construction are propagated by the media, and more 
specifically, by the discursive practices involved in advertising skin-lightening products 
	   12 
in India. As Segran (2013, para. 3) rightly points out about the skin-color-oriented 
behavior, “ [w]hile racism runs deep in India's history, its roots intertwined with caste 
and colonialism, in today's India, it finds expression in consumer behavior and corporate 
advertising.” Hussein argues, unlike the scholars in the previous section, that the 
ideological basis of racism and colorism in the Indian context is never a historical 
progression from the ancient past. Instead, this emergence of colorism is a sharp turning 
point in the colonial history of India through ideological manipulation in the discursive 
practices of the strategic ruling. 
1.3 Configuration of the Current Study 
As expressed in the previous sections, the current study broadly deals with 
investigating a small corpus of YouTube commercials for a men’s skin-lightening 
product “Fair and Handsome” to examine the perpetuating discourse of skin-color 
discrimination in the contemporary Indian society. The study consists of five chapters 
excluding the introduction (which has introduced the notion of “fairness,” the 
significance of the whole investigation, and the concept of colorism in the global 
context). A brief description of all the chapters is given below.  
This chapter provides a concise discussion on the socio-cultural background of 
colorism in India. It is comprised of major sections on discussing race and colorism, the 
colonial era and the formation of skin-color discrimination, and skin-color discrimination 
in contemporary India/South Asia. The aim of this chapter is to provide readers with the 
significant social, cultural, and historical factors that have direct bearings on the 
contemporary discursive practices promoting colorism in India. 
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This chapter provides an exhaustive review of the relevant literature that is 
comprised of works of different theoretical approaches to help understand and unpack the 
issue of colorism in general. The chapter discusses three broad theoretical frameworks of 
critical discourse analysis by Fairclough, van Dijk, and Wodak. Moreover, relevant 
sections on discussing multimodal analysis, advertisement analysis and the issue of 
colorism have been included in this chapter. This chapter aims to provide sufficient 
theoretical background to show how different approaches come together to contribute 
towards an effective methodological standpoint for the current research in the next 
chapter.  
This chapter explains in detail the methodological configuration adopted to carry 
out this research undertaking. In so doing, it further explains why a multidisciplinary 
approach is needed to analyze the current dataset effectively. The chapter presents the 
objectives of the research, the dataset and the methodologically eclectic framework with 
justifications and adjustments to arrive at the present admixture of several methods, 
transcription of the data and apparent challenges, and a primary analysis of the 
categorized dataset in thirteen tables replete with useful information to begin the in-depth 
analysis in the next chapter. 
This chapter documents major findings after examining all of the thirteen 
commercials. Then the rest of the chapter provides a thorough strategic analysis of the 
data at several levels. The constitutive sections of this analysis are linguistic analysis, 
multimodal analysis of several other semiotic (non-linguistic) elements in relation to 
language, the discourse of colorism in the commercials, and construction of male gender 
in opposition to female. These sections span across several paragraphs of analyzing 
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further layers, themes, strategies, and concepts supported by the data and frames of 
relevant instances from the commercials.  
The final chapter is dedicated to a concise, well-informed discussion on the whole 
issue of skin-color discrimination and how its unique nature in the context of video 
commercials of “Fair and Handsome.” The discussion also focuses on the aspect of 
cognition and knowledge formation vis-à-vis the narrative representation of certain 
beliefs reflected in the commercials. Further, the chapter provides the concluding remarks 
on how the objectives of the research have been fulfilled and some more relevant 
discussion based on a few crucial components the study has produced so far. Finally, the 
chapter discusses the limitations of the study, ways to better them in the future research 
undertakings, and the implications of the current study in terms of the social, cultural, and 
economic nature of contemporary Indian society. 
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CHAPTER TWO: SOCIO-CULTURAL BACKGROUND OF COLORISM IN INDIA 
2.1 Race and Colorism 
2.1.1 Demarcating Racial Boundaries 
Race plays a significant role in the very existence of colorism or skin-color-based 
discrimination. Before delving into the racial factors playing roles in the context of India, 
a discussion of the configuration of racial boundary on the basis of skin color from the 
early colonization days in the United States will be informative. The genesis of color-
biased racial execution (both literally and metaphorically) is itself a vast topic to discuss, 
so the following paragraph will only touch upon the issue to provide an edifying 
transition to the concept of race-like segregation potentially influencing, if not creating, 
skin-color discrimination in the Indian subcontinent.  
The early days of colonization in the United States provide potential insight into 
this concept. The early days of colonization in the Americas marked the dawn of shifting 
skin color from being complexion to race. As Harris (1993) points out, these were the 
days of creating “whiteness as property” for colonizers. Harris expresses (p. 1721) how, “ 
White identity and whiteness were sources of privilege and protection; their absence 
meant being the object of property….whiteness was the characteristic, the attribute, the 
property of human beings.” The issue in question is how slavery was legitimized, and/or 
how the ownership of land was justified as it shifted from the native Americans to the 
white-skinned colonizers. The skin color was one of the useful and evident ways to 
configure the ideas of race and superiority justifying these actions. Black people were not 
white-skinned and hence were not superior to the white colonizers. The color of the skin, 
later on, legitimized the notion of individual freedom to people of color in the way that a 
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lighter skin tone provided or claimed authority to allow freedom. Although all the black 
people were not slaves, all the slaves were considered “other.” This otherization strategy 
further reinforced the idea of dominance over people of color. Slaves were legally treated 
as property that a white person could own. Eventually, the skin color became the ultimate 
deciding factor of one’s identity as being free or enslaved, or even the right to own a 
slave. As Harris (p. 1726) rightly notes, “Whiteness defined the legal status of a person as 
slave or free.” There were hardly any instances where a black person could own a slave 
of white skin color. Moreover, the lighter skin color became a property that valorized 
ownership. If a person of color could “pass” for a non-black person, the concept of white 
skin being an asset is bolstered. This phenomenon has been happening since the early 
settlements in the United States. Harris (1993) also emphasizes the fact from her personal 
experience that “passing” as non-black or white was seen as a sign of prosperity for 
people of color. Thus, the concept of race centered around the notion of skin color in the 
early days of European colonization in the Americas. Needless to mention, the skin color 
being the deciding factor of race is a simplistic generalization of the idea of race, but this 
is what white colonizers aimed to introduce in order for them to legitimize the process of 
colonization and appropriation of the racial other—the non-whites. Skin color played the 
most crucial role in denoting racial boundaries, which privileged people of white skin 
color. Moreover, the “passing” phenomenon was always unidirectional-- from non-white 
to white--when it came to racial crossover for prosperity. Thus, skin color not only 
consolidated racial hierarchy for white people, it occasionally restructured that hierarchy 
for non-whites, where the prevailing ideology of color is still in favor of white colonizers. 
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This occasional restructuring of hierarchy practiced by non-whites is a rather unique 
phenomenon, but it somehow marks the beginning of intra-group skin-color racism. 
2.1.2 Probability of Racial Origins in the Indian Caste System 
As Bhattacharya (2012) points out, the racial scenario of India should not be 
classified the way it has been in the case of the United States. He points out that India is 
racially homogenous and race does not feature in the operation of colorism here. 
However, social class based on caste may have a major bearing on skin-color 
discrimination in India. There is hardly any scholar who would propose a race theory to 
colorism in India, but the ideologies that configure the concept of race in societal 
classification and domination worldwide may have similarities with the operational 
ideologies in Indian skin-color discrimination partially based on caste. According to 
Bhattacharya (2012), a color-based ideology in India may be found dating back to 1500 
B.C. In the Vedic era, the “imperfect” or “rather confusing” part of Yajurveda7 was 
labeled as Krishana, which means black, and the other part was labeled as Shukla, which 
means white. This labeling of different text sections in the Vedas may denote a relation 
between black being less than perfect, whereas white symbolizing pure and perfect. Even 
in the Hindu calendar, the fortnight of the month that consists of the dark lunar days of 
the waning moon is called Krishna Paksha8 and the other fortnight that consists of the 
brightening lunar days of the waxing moon is called Shukla Paksha. However, the 
connotation of color-coded terms from Vedic texts and Hindu calendar can only imply a 
 
7 See Witzel (2003, pp. 76-77) for the description of Yajurveda (consists mostly of mantras to carry out 
rituals by a priest; it is one of the four Vedic texts of Hinduism.) 
8 See Defouw and Svovoda (1996, p. 185) for the explanation of Krishna Paksha and Shukla Paksha in the 
Hindu calendar. 
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color hierarchy about the skin color of the people during that era. These kinds of color 
terms are not a firm ground for hypothesizing colorism on the basis of labels used in 
Hindu religious texts, and they also do not indicate any intersection of color and caste 
system in the Indian context. It can certainly alert readers to the potential existence of 
colorism as a discriminatory process in ancient India if it indicates social segregation 
based on skin color massively affecting the caste system mentioned in the introduction 
chapter. 
Scholars like Macdonell (1914) have been in favor of theorizing the caste system 
in India based on skin color. He has argued that the caste system is, in fact, a racially 
embedded hierarchy. He mentions that the word used in Vedas to refer to the caste 
system is Varna, which means color in Sanskrit. Thus, the caste system has to have 
originated as racial segregation based on the skin color of groups. He (Macdonell, 1914, 
p. 214) points out that the three upper classes in the caste hierarchy were called “Arya 
Varna” (literally meaning Aryan color) and the lowermost class was called “Dasa Varna” 
(literally meaning slave color). The perfect analogy could be drawn between the master-
subject or the superior caste-slave caste structure in India and the likes previously 
discussed regarding the United States. Macdonell also mentions that in some Pali texts 
Brahmins had described themselves as of white caste and the other as black caste. 
Another scholar (first prime minister of independent India) Nehru has discussed the 
Indian caste system along the lines of Macdonell’s. Nehru, in his book The Discovery of 
India (1994 edition, pp. 79-86), has talked about Vedas and the Indian caste system. 
According to him, the caste system during that era attempted at the social organization of 
different races in India, namely the Aryans, the Dravidians, and the indigenous tribes. 
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This theory of caste system proposes that the so-called Aryans, people of lighter skin 
tone,  gained the supremacy over the people of color.  
Durant (1942, pp. 395-399) also talks about the Aryan invasion theory in the 
Indian subcontinent. He even compares it to the German invading Italy, and the 
conquerors as being invaders or immigrants than rulers. According to Durant, the caste 
system was based on skin color and not on anything else like social status. Thus, this case 
system was there to preserve the racial supremacy of the Aryans and “…divided the long 
noses from broad noses…” (p. 398), i.e., the Dravidians and the indigenous tribes as 
Nagas. In Durant’s account, the arranged marriage system—where parents decide the 
prospective partner for a man or woman, and marriage was not a result of a couple’s 
romantic relationship—originated in the Vedic era when Aryans performed Hindu 
marriage within the same caste. Marriage was a prerequisite for the romantic union for 
any couple. Children born to parents that were not married would be stigmatized. The 
dynamics of marriage within the same caste were aimed at retaining race purity for the 
Aryans. The caste system, as one sees today, later became more complex as the 
population grew, and the earlier concepts of race and color started interacting with other 
elements. However, this theory of caste system having originated primarily as a racial 
classification based on skin color is not what other scholars think. That is why the more 
popular argument explaining the caste system in India is the division of labor and the 
classification of different groups based on their professions. 
Although marriages in India are still preferred within the same caste, there is an 
abundance of weddings which are inter-caste or inter-faith. The level of stigmatization of 
inter-caste marriages has gone down with the advancement of education and liberal 
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beliefs. Having said that, it is still problematic to think why light skin color is preferred 
for both brides and grooms if the present caste system is not dependent on skin color. 
There are scholars who argue in favor of a race-theory approach to colorism in India but 
do not necessarily employ the lens of looking at race as the scholars mentioned above 
propose. For the scholars as mentioned earlier, the concept of race primarily drew 
similarities with the white and non-white racial segregation found in the western part of 
the world. For the scholars who will be discussed in the upcoming section, the concept of 
race and colorism operates on a very different level. 
2.2 Colonial Era and the Formation of Skin-Color Discrimination 
Hussein (2010) argues in favor of colorism as a form of racism brought to India 
by the European colonizers. It worked well strategically in favor of the colonizers to form 
subjects by stigmatizing them for their non-white skin color as well as creating a 
fragmented population that lacks unity for a mass revolt at any point of time. The 
imperial rule in India created an intersection of white colonizers and non-whites subjects. 
India, being poor and facing the depredation of the European colonizers, served as the 
best ground for the inception of racial segregation. Since race was not a system that 
existed in India when the colonizers arrived and operated, the arrival of “the racial other” 
is the strategic invention of the colonizers. As the colonizers were leading a luxurious 
life, they labeled themselves as superior and of higher class. They made the indigenous 
people of India inferior subjects. Now, the interesting part of this race narrative is that the 
Indian population that worked for the white colonizers was comprised of many classes 
and castes. That means the stigmatization based on existing class and caste would not 
have worked in favor of strategic subjugation. Then, the notion of skin-color-based 
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segregation entered the ideological space of the colonizers. Indigenous people from both 
higher social class and upper caste worked for the colonizers, but they were still not white 
in color. So, evoking a sense of superiority for the masters in the minds of colonized 
people worked as the best option. Along with the skin color supremacy, the colonizers 
foregrounded their wealth, lifestyle, and power as the symbolic presupposition for white 
people. Not only they imposed colorism on the Indian population but legitimized it as 
being a natural process. Mishra (2015) speaks elaborately about how British colonizers 
treated Indians like “black” slaves and boasted their right of doing so as they were white 
superiors that had the responsibility to rule. They were a white-skinned breed of higher 
quality that was uniquely fitted to rule this beastly lesser breed, and even without entirely 
relying on the law. Scholars like Mishra and Bhattacharya also emphasize the fact there is 
no historical evidence of Indian subcontinent being culturally and discursively colorist. 
Although there were historical and mythological figures of dark skin, there were no 
prejudices held, or at least mentioned in such a manner, against them. What is interesting 
is the historical turn of British colonizers constructing the racial other and skin-color 
discrimination in South Asia. This was so powerful that the ideological formation among 
Indians reanalyzed the pre-British non-Indian invaders through a colored lens (Mishra, 
2015). This comparatively new ideological set of restrictions saw Aryans, Persians, 
Mughals as being light-skinned and powerful. Thus, the British empire culturally 
reshaped the notion of skin-color of an entire civilization. This socio-cultural construction 
of colorism to maintain the hegemony was also prevalent in other former British colonies. 
Skin color discrimination did not have a solid binary operational structure 
consistently. Although white and non-white were the two segregating benchmarks, non-
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white involved gradation on the basis of how close it could be towards dark or how close 
it could inch toward being white. While colonizers labeled Indian (and more broadly 
South Asian) population as other and often “negroes”; people with less dark skin received 
better placement and servitude opportunities to enslave others than their fellow Indians 
who possessed relatively dark skin tones. People with light skin tones received service 
opportunities inside the residential places of white British colonizers. Mishra (2015, p. 
731) notes that the British recruited indigenous people for the army in colonized India, 
and people with comparatively light skin received better placement opportunity and were 
hired more frequently than the non-light ones. More astonishingly, this concept of 
colorism was even absorbed within the indigenous population in India when the colonial 
regime was flourishing, and the British depredation in India was far from being over. 
Indian people with lighter skin thought highly of themselves. They started associating 
their less dark skin color with the masters/emperors. This shows how the skin color 
discrimination involving gradation was internalized in the erstwhile British colony India.  
Although skin color was a major factor in attributing service positions to the 
colonized Indians, it was not the only factor. Since a close parallel between skin color 
and racial divide was not very useful in India, In the colonial era, the ethnolinguistic 
divides also played a significant role in allocating power or positions in the Indian 
employment sectors by the British rulers. However, to what extent it had played into the 
ideological formation of colorism in Indian society is not clear. Since the ethnolinguistic 
composition of India is not totally ethnic and linguistic, but a rather unique admixture of 
both, the two broad linguistic families were major stratifying categories to understand the 
distributed employment opportunities and roles for the colonized Indians in the 
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administration in British-governed India. Indo-Aryan and Dravidian were the two main 
linguistic groups during the said regime. Although there were Tibeto-Burman, 
Austroasiatic, and Andamanese & Nicobarese groups, these hardly had any part in the 
administrative jobs of British-ruled India. The castes and clans, along with their skin 
color from Indo-Aryan and partly Dravidian groups, took part in the various employment 
and administrative opportunities during the British era. From these two groups, people 
from higher caste were employed in the governance (whatever degree was mercifully 
made available by the rulers) and clerical posts. Among these posts, people with lighter 
skin color receive better proximity in terms of their job locations with the white 
colonizers. The lower caste people from these two major linguistic groups were not given 
relatively decent employment, and their skin color might have had some bearing on that 
as well, as people from lower castes or laborer clans in the most parts (exceptions would 
be some of the northern and northeastern states of India because of less humidity and 
colder temperatures) of colonized India had (and may still have) darker skin. Dravidian 
people from lower castes generally had darker skin since the geographical regions they 
belonged to had climate conditions favoring dark skin color for those who worked 
outside. Still, people from upper castes, especially Brahmins, even from the Dravidian 
group had lighter skin tone because their livelihoods did not depend on working out in 
the sun. People from the three other linguistic groups had hardly received any role in 
working alongside the British rulers.  
Austroasiatic and Tibeto-Burman groups had more clan systems than castes. With 
those group, the people with lighter skin tone worked as servants, soldiers, and daily 
laborers for the white rulers. Austroasiatic people were the tribal “other” slightly less 
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distant than Andamanese and Nicobarese. The Tibeto-Burman population had a 
prevalence of lighter skin tones, but they were often perceived as less of Indian as far as 
the whole Indian population was concerned. Their physical attributes had evident 
Mongolian features, and they were treated as a different kind of Indians. Andamanese 
and Nicobarese people were not fully colonized and ruled. Had they been governed, they 
would have been treated as the darkest of “niggers” (Arnold, 2004, p. 263) in India. 
Andaman served as one of the major correctional establishments up until Indian 
independence and freedom fighters dreaded it. Other than all these linguistic groups 
constituting the Indian populace in pre-independence India, another constructed social 
group had some role in forming the lowermost laborer class. This social group cut across 
the linguistic stratification discussed in terms of the five major groups previously. This 
group was initially formed of people from “untouchable” communities of Sudras. They 
were as marginalized as they had been before the start of the colonial era in India. Their 
skin color was relatively dark because of possible non-Aryan inheritance and their nature 
of work in the harshest and most oppressed environments. British empire, before the 
independence of India, allotted this group the reservation status—similar to affirmative 
action in the United States but structurally far more complex. This reservation status gave 
them a feeble shot at the equality discourse, and British empire was kind enough to 
elect/select a few members of these marginalized communities to serve alongside other 
dominant Indian high-rank officials and politicians in the last few years of the British 
regime in India.  
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2.3 Skin-Color Discrimination in Contemporary India/South Asia 
2.3.1 Skin-Color Discrimination and Indian Society 
Skin-color discrimination is existent at a massive level in modern India. 
Irrespective of the fact that it had been strategically planted by the European colonizers or 
historically consolidated in ancient India, it has a significant role in creating an air of 
superiority in the Indian minds. Several scholars (Parameswaran & Cardoza, 2009; 
Parameswaran, 2011, 2015; Majumder, 2004; Jha & Adelman, 2009; Nagar, 2018; etc.) 
discuss how this love for “fairness” is evident in the Indian arranged-marriage market, in 
seeking prospective partners, in getting promoted to a higher position at work, etc. 
Moreover, the light skin tone works as a proxy for unobservable efficiency in many areas. 
Since light skin indices supremacy, it also triggers presupposition about being better at 
any certain skill than the competitor who does not bear a light skin tone. In the Indian 
marriage market, if a woman (or even a man) is getting married to a partner of the same 
caste and similar socio-economic status, and the latter person has a light skin tone, this 
marriage, for the former person is considered sort of “marrying up” (Hunter, 2007, p. 
247). This denotes how light skin gives a certain edge to people even when other things 
are same or similar. 
Indian constitution does not allow discrimination based on caste, creed, 
community, religion, gender, etc. So, the scope of skin color, having been associated with 
any of the things as mentioned above, should not function as a discriminatory platform 
for Indian population either. However, that is not the case. Moreover, skin color not being 
legally or officially associated with any of the categories as mentioned earlier may be the 
very reason for its existence—it is not criminal but also not ethical at the same time. In 
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both cases, it should not be a perpetuating issue. Since, like racism, colorism is also a 
group attitude manifesting in an individual actor’s day to day disposition, an entire 
group’s (in this case a society) color-biased attitude cannot be ethically justified. Still, it 
is pervasive in all walks of Indian society. The first significant ostentation ground is the 
skin-care industry and cosmetic products. The craving for light skin color is packaged 
and sustained in diverse ways. Women’s first commercial skin-lightening product 
appeared in the market in 1975. Unilever launched “Fair and Lovely” to provide Indian 
women with a product that would soon promise to brush off every problem in their lives 
which are somehow related to dark skin color. The marriage market of India was the 
perfect canvas to showcase both the use of the phrase “fair and lovely” and the assumed 
benefits of using the product. The advertisements were created in such a way that they 
could target the demand created by this marriage market on the standards of skin color. 
Although ancient Indian texts and their interpretations do not fully back up the hypothesis 
of existent colorism in ancient India, a particular ceremony in most Hindu (sometimes in 
Muslim as well) wedding rituals implies otherwise. The “haldi” ceremony (turmeric 
application) serves to brighten the skin color of prospective brides and grooms before 
their marriage. The songs and folklores associated with this ritual depict how the 
application of turmeric makes the bride of the groom more attractive and desirable. 
Whether this particular ritual originated as a ceremonial demand, or the ceremonial 
demand has its roots in perceived colorism since ancient times in India, is a point of 
debate. Needless to say, “fair” skin tone is one of the primary desired qualities for both 
brides and grooms in India. Irrespective of which geographical region the person is 
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hailing from, and whether that region has high intensities of melanin formation in its 
populace, light skin is always the socially preferred standard. 
Advertisement industry, through their promotion of products, shows how this 
preference for light skin tone is not limited to only the marriage market, and it has been 
pervasive in several other areas too. Women from their teenage to late fifties try their best 
to obtain a light skin tone. From getting accepted to a higher position to building 
confidence, from drawing men’s romantic attention to sustaining a love interest, and 
many other scenarios exemplify the need for a lighter skin tone. Even the very notion of 
femininity is dependent on the nature of skin color. For men as well, recent times have 
been no different. From acing a job interview to proposing to the beloved women, 
gaining popularity among colleagues to getting a much-desired promotion, from 
becoming a movie star to helping other people become one, even to showcase a skill like 
rock-climbing which has no relation to skin color or “handsome looks”, every success 
story demands a light skin tone. Researchers (Hussein, 2010; Mishra, 2015) show in their 
data and research how people are even ready to risk their health by carrying out 
bleaching, applying corrosive chemicals, applying harmful lightening agents, etc. to 
obtain light skin. Not only that, members of Indian society also do not shy away from 
giving unwanted advice as to how to brighten the skin tone to people with dark skin; 
sometimes these pieces of advice come as blunt skin-care treatment, and sometimes, 
those are ways to improve overall health to brighten the skin color. People who do not 
possess light skin feel upset, marginalized, undervalued, depressed, and even socially 
outcast just because of their skin color. However, this skin color factor is an interaction 
with many other factors when being a priority in several situations. It is not always the 
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case that a lighter skin tone will overpower other variables even though it is one of the 
crucial grounds of testing social acceptability and, to some extent, perceived 
socioeconomic status.  
2.3.2 Complex Relation of Skin Tone and Other Factors 
Indians’ love for lack of melanin in their skin is benefitting the skin-care industry. 
The marriage market is an institutional bolstering agent to that. The color of skin may 
highly correlate with things like caste or race, and the presence of a lighter skin tone may 
assure upward social mobility, but it is far from being that simple. Both the perception of 
skin color as a symbolic affiliation of upper caste membership and possessing light skin 
in gleaning socio-economic advantage have other intervening factors in the majority of 
the Indian subcontinent. Indian society being a highly diversified one contributes to this 
complex relation between skin color and other variables. 
In India, social acceptability may not entirely depend on skin color; however, the 
latter does influence the notion of desirability. Caste may be one of the factors that can 
determine one’s acceptability in Indian society. A man of the highest caste (Brahmin) 
with a good socioeconomic standing can defeat the skin-color factor in terms of choosing 
a bride. However, if there are two men from the same socio-economic class and caste, the 
man with the lighter skin tone has a higher probability of choosing the bride than the one 
with a darker skin tone. This stands true for both men and women. Caste is one of the 
determining factors, but skin color has the advantage. Although caste is a crucial factor in 
cases where it is evident, skin color draws ideological associations with higher castes 
when the caste factor is not overtly present or operational. This chain of connotations 
relates skin color to higher caste, and then higher caste to being of noble origin, being 
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superior, and finally better than others. According to Mishra (2015), Indian arranged 
marriages are usually “sought after” (p. 736) within the same caste or sometimes a higher 
caste. There are hardly any society-approved ways of establishing a conjugal relationship 
into a lower caste family. In cases where there is an opportunity to move up in the caste 
order for either the prospective groom or bride’s side, skin color may sometimes be 
ignored or rendered nonapplicable by the side that is moving up in the caste hierarchy. 
This particular model of selection operates on the social background knowledge that 
upper castes people are always of light skin tone, and lower castes, especially 
marginalized untouchables or people from among the lowermost strata of Sudra caste are 
always of dark complexion. Mishra (2015) labels it as an “erroneous view” of looking at 
the relationship between caste and skin color in India. According to her, India has a 
varied degree of skin tones even within the same caste people. As per her claims, skin 
color is more of a geographical attribute than caste. 
Most people of the population in Jammu and Kashmir and other northern states 
will share fairer skin tone irrespective of their caste or class as compared to their 
southern counterparts. In states like Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and 
Madhya Pradesh, many lower caste men and women have the same colour shade 
as their upper caste counterparts and vice versa. (p. 736) 
What she might have indicated in the quotation mentioned above is that there is even a 
possibility of high-caste people sharing a darker skin color in areas where it is 
geographically prone to produce more melanin in the skin than other parts that are not. 
Indian climate is sweltering in the central and southern parts of the country. Caste factor 
denotes a relationship between skin color and the kind of manual labor a person might be 
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expected to do. The lower caste people in these parts of India are mostly daily laborers 
working in the sun, and their economic situation is anything but affluent. These kinds of 
working conditions have been influencing their skin color for generations, and that might 
be one stable factor in relating their caste to skin color. Studies such as Jablonski and 
Chaplin (2000), Rees (2003), and Chaplin (2004) indicate how environmental factors 
may influence skin-color adaption in human genes. More prolonged exposure to UV rays 
may result in darker skin tones to make skin protect itself from the UV radiation. People 
from lower castes have historical origins of being laborers who would face such UV 
radiation while working in harsh outdoor environments. However, this kind of 
generalization is far from being perfect and needs considering further contributing 
variables in this skin color issue for people of India. 
 The notion of inferior socioeconomic status may be affected by locations or 
regions. According to Kundu (2007), many people migrate from smaller towns and rural 
areas to bigger cities as the smaller towns and rural areas have a lack of employment 
opportunities. Moreover, these nonaffluent resettled people usually end up in the regions 
where people from lower strata inhabit the big cities. As the employment opportunities 
may face some impact by the migrant population in the target city, the existing 
inhabitants, who are also of lower socioeconomic status, usually resort to otherizing the 
immigrants. This othering phenomenon is more dependent on the whole notion of the 
socio-economic condition and labeling immigrants as outsiders, but the entire issue may 
as well be affected by the external physical features of the outsiders. Although the 
indigenous inhabitants can hate the immigrants of dark skin and light skin alike, dark skin 
color stokes that hatred if the region the outsider is migrating from is one of the 
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geographical areas where dark skin is prevalent and is associated with lower caste. For 
example, if one person from below the poverty line in Bihar or Jharkhand, who is usually 
from a lower caste and of dark skin color, is migrating to Delhi (and settles in a low strata 
area) s/he is likely to face discrimination for being a dark-skinned outsider from Bihar. If 
a person of same socioeconomic background, but with a lighter skin tone, migrates from 
Uttar Pradesh to Delhi, that migrant is unlikely to face similar harsh discrimination.  
Sometimes, the discrimination, which centers around the notion of hating 
outsiders, is affected by the idea of what an outsider is supposed to look like than how 
that person actually looks. A poor daily laborer from Assam, who happens to have a light 
skin tone but has Mongolian physical attributes—which is common in people from that 
state—is likely to face severe discrimination by people in Delhi just because that person 
fits the ideal prototype of an outsider. Here the concept of an outsider is restructured, by 
the whole set of physical features and skin color may not be one of those, from being an 
out-of-state person to an out-of-country person. People from Indian states who are 
speakers of the Tibeto-Burman linguistic family and have Mongolian physical features 
face this kind of discrimination in some of the major cities of India where the Mongolian 
appearance does not fit the general population’s common knowledge of what a 
prototypical Indian man or woman should look like. This notion of outsider results in 
hate crimes against these perceived outsiders in major cities. Even for people who are not 
originally from lower socio-economic classes but are from northeastern states in India, 
face hate crimes ranging from not being able to rent a house (Das & Joshi, 2013) to being 
attacked on the streets of a major city (Mondal, 2014). In the article by Das and Joshi, 
they mention how students from the northeast in India are facing severe discrimination 
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when trying to rent a place to stay in Delhi. As mentioned in this newspaper article, some 
of the house owners justify their refusal on renting out the place to students from the 
northeast as the former ones had been indecent and how that had caused violence in the 
past; it is a strategy of finding an overt legal ground to justify discrimination against a 
certain group of people—who are the perceived outsiders in Delhi. In the article by 
Mondal, he mentions how some men from Manipur have been violently attacked on the 
street in Bangalore. All of this shows the origin of hate crimes on the basis of physical 
appearance. Although skin color is not playing a role in determining the degree of being 
an outsider in these specific cases of Northeastern students or migrants, it very well can if 
their Mongolian features were not able to overpower the skin color variable as a whole. 
Another crucial variable to investigate the issue of skin-color discrimination in 
Indian society is to look into the relationship between marriage and skin color. As briefly 
mentioned in section 2.2.1, marriage is one of the primary platforms where the 
manifestation of skin-color discrimination is ripe. The matrimonial advertisements in 
newspapers and even in online platforms, the preference for a light skin tone is 
exemplified as one major characteristic in looking for prospective brides and grooms. Jha 
and Adelman (2009) show in their study how Indian matrimonial websites even cater to 
the needs of varying degrees of skin color. Of the four websites mentioned in their study, 
there were drop-down options for choosing skin color—ranging from “very fair” to “fair” 
to “wheatish” to “dark” and to “no preference.” A close equivalent of this would be how 
some of the dating websites in the US provide options for choosing ethnicity or the how 
bank forms here ask one to put in the ethnicity information from among a selected set of 
options. The same phenomenon can be seen in the matrimonial advertisements included 
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in Appendix A. It is astonishing to see how this skin color issue not only appears while 
seeking it as a quality in the prospective wedding partner, it is also made evident while 
projecting one’s skin-color identity on this matrimonial websites as well as in the 
newspaper advertisements. The few newspaper advertisements included in Appendix B 
show how in the cases of brides or grooms wanted, (supposedly) parents frequently 
describe their children’s skin color.  
In the arena of seeking wedding partners through matrimonial advertisements, 
skin color displays gradation, i.e., it is not necessarily a light skin tone that is desired as a 
characteristic of the prospective bride or groom, it can also be a skin tone relatively close 
to or away from light or dark. Here the notion of “brightness” comes into play. Majumder 
(2004) talks about this notion of “glistening dark complexion” while talking about one of 
the desired qualities of a prospective bride in colonial Calcutta (presently known as 
Kolkata) from 1875-1940. She says (p. 925, footnote 11), “Fairness is a privileged asset 
in India. Referring to complexion as bright yet dark is to emphasize lightness of color as 
opposed to the deep brown complexion common in the tropic.” Mishra (2015, p. 739) 
points out with excepts of matrimonial advertisements that men and women alike state 
their “fairness” level while searching or finding their “matrimonial alliance.” There are 
factors like economic class, educational background, religion, etc. that can dilute or 
overpower the skin color factor and vice versa, but light skin remains as the utmost 
deciding factor in terms of finding a prospective partner irrespective of gender in India, at 
least that is what the matrimonial advertisements show. Mishra (p. 739) states, “The 
desire to have a fair skinned spouse irrespective of which class or region or degree of 
affluence one belongs to remains an unwelcome truth.” while describing the undertone of 
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perceived “stigma” associated with dark skin in India. While the study by Bakhshi and 
Baker (2011) on the skin color and marriage issues among the British Indian population 
points out that of the Indian men and women living in the United Kingdom women are 
more likely to face severe criticisms and even pressure from family and society, the 
negative criticism on the outward appearance and skin color is not lagging in 
discriminating against urban Indian men in India. This expansion of discrimination 
against men is another crucial point of analysis in this present study.  
India is primarily a patriarchal society. For the parts which have been matriarchal 
or are supposedly matriarchal, the present-day society is anything but matriarchal. 
Frequent cases of tokenism are observed when it comes to putting women’s 
empowerment into practice. Women have to fight glass ceilings even in the era of 
globalization and corporate work culture. Although it is a sorry state of affairs in terms of 
modern ideological milieu, Indian society is hardly an exception. Since women are 
always the dominated group of social members in a society that despises gender 
nonconformity, skin-color discrimination largely disadvantages women here. Moreover, 
the majority of research (Hussein, 2010; Nagar, 2018; Parameswaran, 2011, 2015; and 
many others)  focusing on skin-color discrimination in India has frequently discussed the 
issue of women rather than men. Women are in this disadvantageous position for several 
reasons. The first reason is that women have been considered weak historically. They 
have been worshiped yet protected. They have been respected yet violated. They are 
mothers, sisters, wives, and daughters but hardly human beings on their own. 
Historically, they have always needed a male counterpart to exist and thrive. Even 
powerful women figures in Indian mythology have been shown to depend on male 
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figures in some way or another. Thus, women are in that position of social hierarchy that 
faces skin-color discrimination more severely than men as skin color is a ground for 
discrimination for everyone who is not light-skinned.  
Another significant factor that brings up the whole issue of gender and skin color 
discrimination is the notion of attractiveness. The notion of attractiveness is connected to 
the notion of beauty and aesthetics. Women in Indian society have always been the 
subject of this notion of beauty. Since men have long been associated with physical labor 
and earning livelihood, the arena of beauty has been assigned to women. Not only has the 
society made women think of themselves as entities solely carrying the responsibility of 
beauty but also the majority of women have internalized this society-imposed 
responsibility as part of the natural process. Since skin color is the crucial factor in 
measuring beauty, women’s aesthetic identity highly depends on how light- or dark-
skinned they are. In India, women with dark skin tones are popularly considered and 
perceived unattractive or not beautiful owing to cultural constructions of beauty ideals 
(Parameswaran, 2011, 2015). Karan (2008) shows in her study that high-level preference 
toward fairness and other attributes of beauty and attractiveness is dominant among 
Indians.  
In the marriage market, as discussed in the previous paragraphs, women seem to 
have a better shot at finding a marriage partner or being accepted if they have light skin. 
Majumder (2004) talks about the system of dowry in pre-independence Bengal. Indian 
society has been practicing a system of dowry in (at least) Hindu communities in various 
forms. In pre-independence India, it was not entirely illegal to ask for dowry from the 
bride’s family, especially the father, by the groom’s family. This dowry is basically some 
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amount of money, jewelry, furniture, and other things which are accepted by the groom’s 
parents as gifts around the auspicious occasion of a wedding. The notion of gift should be 
optional and should depend on the willingness of the bride’s family. However, it was 
made socially obligatory and brought ruins to the brides’ families. Vernacular literature 
in India is replete with such stories of dowry and how it had rendered so many fathers of 
families bankrupt. Presently, both asking and giving dowry are a criminal offense in India 
and perpetrators may face time in jail. However, that has not abolished the dowry system. 
The dowry system is another significant indicator of how women’s skin color is a factor 
in marriage. If a woman in rural areas (or even urban areas in some states) is dark-
skinned, the father has to increase the dowry amount for the wedding. Monitory 
compensation is one tactic to overpower the skin-color issue. However, that does not 
guarantee the alleviation of social discrimination post wedding. If the woman is working 
and earns a substantial amount of salary, then the skin-color discrimination may mitigate 
a bit. Here as well, the skin-color issue is clearly a concern; it is the compensatory mode 
that shows variation.  
According to research (Parameswaran, 2011, 2015; Hussein, 2010; Nagar, 2018; 
Majumder, 2004), this skin color issue used to be less of a problem for men earlier. 
However, the present-day scenario is changing. In a stronger patriarchal past, men’s skin 
color would have been a non-functioning issue just because they belong to the dominant 
and powerful gender group. Because of globalization, the emergence of more gender-
neutral work-place culture, more women running households by earning money in India, 
education and awareness, and perhaps also because of the pervasive nature of colorism in 
India, men do face skin-color discrimination in today’s Indian society. Mishra (2015) 
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shows how even men have joined the bandwagon of wanting light skin and internalized it 
as a factor in judging physical appearance. The commercials analyzed in the present 
study will attest to that fact. Since skin color discrimination has invaded both men’s and 
women’s ideals of attractiveness standards, a woman’s dark skin tone may not enter the 
part of dowry negotiation if the man is darker and of lower economic strata in a potential 
marriage scenario. Thus, although gender is an operating factor in deciding the degree of 
colorism, women are more prone to facing a higher degree of it unless men’s skin color, 
education, economic status, or even caste are downplaying their compatibility factor in 
Indian arranged marriages. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
The literature review section in this work aims to discuss most of the related 
schools of thought that can help understand and unpack the issue of skin-color 
discrimination as long as it is compatible with the broader conceptual framework of 
critical discourse analysis (CDA). In the major sections of this chapter, the three leading 
schools of CDA—by Fairclough, van Dijk, and Wodak—will be discussed along with 
specific subsections on the relevant literature on multimodal analysis, advertisement 
analysis, and colorism. 
3.1 Critical Discourse Analysis 
The start of the CDA network was marked by the launch of van Dijk’s journal 
Discourse and Society (1990) and by several other works that were simultaneously 
published around the same time and were led by similar research interests. Critical 
discourse analysis as a multi-disciplinary field explores the connections between the use 
of language and the social and political contexts in which it occurs. It explores issues 
such as gender, discrimination, ethnicity, cultural difference, ideology, identity, etc., and 
how these are both constructed and reflected in texts. It also investigates ways in which 
language (and other semiotic modes) as a semiotic resource constructs and is constructed 
by social relationships. In the upcoming paragraphs, the nature of CDA based on how it 
is practiced as a research paradigm by Fairclough, Wodak, and van Dijk will be 
discussed. This overview of three different approaches will be followed by a short 
description on how the different approaches assist in identifying power difference and 
discrimination, and eventually a brief note on the befitting nature of CDA for the present 
research.  
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3.1.1 The Dialectical-Relational Approach (DRA) 
Norman Fairclough’s (1985, 1996,  2011, 2012, 2016) approach is presently 
called the Dialectical-Relational Approach (Fairclough, 2012, 2016). Fairclough focuses 
on social conflict in a Marxian tradition and emphasizes detecting its linguistic 
manifestations in discourses. In so doing, he focuses on particular elements of 
dominance, difference, and resistance. Productive activity, the means of production, 
social relations, social identities, cultural values, consciousness, and semiosis are 
dialectically related elements of social practice. He understands CDA as the analysis of 
dialectical relationships between semiosis (including language) and other elements of 
social practices. These semiotic aspects of social practices are held responsible for the 
constitution of genres and styles. Fairclough (1985) offers the earliest articulation of 
CDA. He employed discourse analysis to investigate the broader macro-level social and 
political conditions that give rise to micro-level interactions and behaviors (1985). He 
focuses that the strategies in CDA ought to be problem-based. That means, by all means, 
CDA should pursue emancipatory objectives and should be focused on the problems 
within the particular form of social life. His approach draws upon the Systematic 
Functional Linguistics (Halliday, 1985) that analyzes language, even the grammar, as 
shaped by the social functions it has come to cater to. Moreover, he emphasizes that 
critical discourse analysis should examine and clarify the means by which ideologies are 
naturalized through discursive practices and structures.  
For Fairclough, CDA views social reality as conceptually mediated. In so doing, it 
sees the objects of critical social analysis are “…simultaneously material and semiotic in 
character” (Fairclough, 2012, p. 10). In DRA, discourse is commonly used in a sense that 
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sees meaning-making as an element of social process. It is thus synonymous to semiosis 
and may indicate that discourse analysis is concerned with various semiotic modalities 
(including language as one of the major modalities). Semiosis is viewed here as an 
element of the social process which is dialectically related to other elements (Fairclough, 
2012, 2016). Semiosis includes all forms of meaning-making (Fairclough, 2011). The 
relation between all the elements are not discrete but are somehow separate in their own 
semiotic object formation. DRA not only focuses on the semiotic elements but also on the 
other social elements. The nature of this relationship may vary between institutions and 
organizations based on how they are placed in time and place. DRA and in its broad 
sense CDA demands a more transdisciplinary framework for any kind of rigorous 
analysis. According to Fairclough (2016, p. 87), “Transdisciplinary research is a 
particular form of interdisciplinary research…bringing disciplines and theories together 
to address research issues, it sees ‘dialogue’ between [disciplines and theories] as a 
source for the theoretical and methodological development for each of them.” 
DRA/CDA is critical because it aims to address social “wrongs” of contemporary 
societies. It aims to research and unpack issues like injustice, inequality, lack of freedom, 
etc. (Fairclough, 2005, 2012, 2016). The social process in this approach is seen to be an 
interplay of three levels of social reality—social structures, practices, and events 
(Chouliaraki & Fairclough, 1999). Social practices mediate the relationship between 
general and abstract social structures and concrete social events. Social practices are a 
structured network of practices and all practices are practices of production. Social 
practices are situated as an intermediate level within social structuring, which is in a 
dialectical relation with events. DRA also investigates the dialectical relationship 
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between semiotic and other elements within structure and events. Social practices include 
elements like means of production, social relations, social identities, cultural values, 
consciousness, etc. According to Fairclough (2012, 2016), there are three major ways in 
which semiosis relates to other elements of social practices and of social events—as a 
facet of action, in the construal of aspects of the world, and in the constitution of identity. 
There are three semiotic categories corresponding to the these: genre, discourse, and 
style. Genres are semiotic ways of acting and interacting. Discourses are semiotic ways 
of construing the world (physical, social, and mental). Styles are identities in their 
semiotic aspect. The semiotic dimension of social practices that constitute social fields, 
institutions, organizations, etc. are called orders of discourse. An order of discourse is a 
social structuring of semiotic difference of particular social ordering of relationship 
between ways of meaning-making. The semiotic dimension of events is texts. Texts are 
understood in an inclusive sense (Fairclough, 2012, 2016). Discourses are often 
recontextualized in social fields other than their origins. This process of 
recontextualization can be colonization or appropriation. Discourses under certain 
conditions may be put into practice (“operationalized” (Fairclough, 2016, p. 89)). It is a 
dialectical process of three aspects—enactment (new ways of interacting), inculcation 
(new ways of being), and materialization (new ways of organizing space).  
The DRA addresses three general questions: What is the particular significance of 
semiosis? What is the particular significance of dialectical relations between semiosis and 
social elements? Which elements are under investigation in the social processes? 
Fairclough leans toward a flexible yet rigorous methodology. He is strictly in favor of 
choosing the befitting methodology for the specific objects of research rather than 
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providing a precise step-by-by step method for all kinds of research objects. Fairclough, 
in his work (2012, 2016), provides a stage-wise application of his approach. His version 
of DRA has four stages—1. focusing upon a social wrong and in its semiotic aspects, 2. 
identifying obstacles to addressing the social wrong, 3. Considering whether the social 
order “needs” the social wrong, and 4. identifying possible ways past the obstacle. 
Although he presents the stages in order, he points out the very possibility of not applying 
them in that order and adapting them to the needs of the research at hand. These four 
stages have a further step-wise application process and can very well be modified 
depending on the nature of research. The analytical categories used in these four are 
useful in identifying the semiotic point of entry and conducting critical research for any 
kind of social wrong. The transdisciplinary approach focuses on the dialectical relation 
between semiotic and social elements and not on semiosis so much. DRA calls for 
identifying issues that are within the realm of this approach and excluding the ones that 
are not. Fairclough, in this recent works (2012, 2016), acknowledges a possibility of not 
including any cognitively oriented methodological element, but he also emphasizes the 
lack of any such attention is a “blindspot” (Fairclough, 2016, p. 106) in this approach. 
3.1.2 The Socio-Cognitive Approach (SCA) 
Teun van Dijk (1992, 1993, 1997, 2013, 2015, 2016) introduces a critical 
paradigm as a corrective to more traditional approaches to discourse analysis. This 
approach to CDA is called Socio-Cognitive Approach. This approach is on the socio-
psychological side of the CDA field. This framework serves as a systematizing 
phenomenon of social reality. The approach is in the tradition of social representational 
theory. In this framework, the focal triad is interpreted among discourse, cognition, and 
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society. Discourse is seen as a communicative event, including conversational 
interaction, written text, as well as associated gestures, face-work, typographical layout, 
images, and any other semiotic or multimedia dimensions of signification. van Dijk, 
through this framework, understands linguistics in a broad ‘structural-functional’ sense. 
In so doing, he argues that CDA should be based on a theory of context. He insists that 
researchers in CDA should examine the ways structures and strategies of text and talk are 
conditioned by and also condition social, political, cultural processes, and structures; and 
should address issues of power, domination, inequality, resistance, and many others. van 
Dijk seeks to outline a multi-disciplinary discourse analytic approach that recognizes 
processes of social and cultural reproduction, which are discursively mediated and thus 
seek to re-conceptualize the analysis of both discourse and society. Moreover, he is 
interested in a framework that investigates the hidden power structures that ideological 
discourses reflect (van Dijk, 1993). 
SCA is multidisciplinary and investigates an intricate relationship between text, 
talk, social cognition, power, society, and culture. One of the crucial tasks in this 
approach to CDA is to critically analyze the relation between discourse, dominance, and 
social power (van Dijk, 2003). And in so doing, it devises a framework that relates 
discourse, cognition, and society. He (2015, p. 467) states that “…CDA focuses on the 
ways discourse structures enact, confirm, legitimate, reproduce, or challenge relations of 
power abuse (dominance) in society.” SCA aims to bridge the gap between the macro 
and micro level of analysis. van Dijk (2015, p. 468) provides a set of binary analytical 
tools/categories to arrive at a unified critical analysis. These are members-groups, 
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actions-processes, context-social structure, and personal-social cognition. Every 
categorial unit in this array has a micro and a macro-level part that help bridge the gap. 
 A central notion of SCA in critically analyzing discourse is to see social power as 
control. According to van Dijk (1993, 2015, 2016), the social group that has the ability to 
control the minds of the other group members or the other groups, in general, has power. 
The kinds of power may be distinguished based on the various resources employed to 
exercise such power. The kinds of resources may range from money to knowledge, to 
information, to authority. Both dominant and dominated groups take part in this power 
structure. Dominated groups may more or less resist, accept, comply with, or even find it 
natural. The power of the dominant group may be integrated as societal norms (both in 
formal and informal spaces) and take the form of hegemony. The notion of access is an 
essential factor in understanding discourse and power. Even access to specific forms of 
discourse is itself a resource of power.  
Groups that control the most influential discourse also have more chances to 
control the minds and actions of others. If the dominant group is not able to influence 
other people’s minds in terms of knowledge, attitude, ideologies, they may very well 
control the actions of others. Still, power is here mostly cognitive and enacted via 
persuasion and manipulation. The social, political, and cultural organization of 
dominance implies a hierarchy of power (van Dijk, 1993, p. 255). The members of the 
dominant groups that have a special role in the control and enactment of power are called 
elite. Elites possess symbolic power in terms of the extent of their discursive and 
communicative scope of resources. Thus, the lack of power is measured by the lack of 
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access to resources influential in sustaining the hierarchy. van Dijk (2015, p. 470) takes 
up three major questions to investigate the issue of discursive power: 
1. How do powerful groups control the text and context of public discourse? 
2. How does such power discourse control the minds and actions of less 
powerful groups and what are the social consequences of such control? 
3. What are the properties of the discourse of powerful groups, institutions, 
organizations, and how are such properties forms of power abuse? 
He states that those who have more control over the various genres of discourse are more 
influential and more powerful. Discourse is defined as a complex communicative event 
consisting of text and context. Access and control may be defined for both the relevant 
categories of the communicative situation—context, and for the structures of text and 
talk. The communicative situation consists of setting, participants in various 
communicative, social, or institutional roles and identities, as well as their goals, 
knowledge, opinions, ideologies, etc. (van Dijk, 2016). Elite members of the dominant 
group not only want to control some specific knowledge or opinions but also the generic 
knowledge, attitudes, and ideologies shared by the whole groups. Discursive control is 
also context dependent. Members tend to accept beliefs, knowledge, opinions, the ones 
that are mostly not in contradiction with their personal beliefs, of people or institutions 
that they (the members) view as authoritative and credible. Besides contextual influences 
on interpretation, SCA focuses on the ways discourse structures may influence mental 
models of the recipients of members of any group. 
 For the theoretical purposes of SCA, social cognitions (van Dijk, 2015, 2016) 
allow linking dominance and discourse. The idea of social cognition is primarily based on 
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forms of socially shared cognitions that are influenced by mental models of the members 
or the community. The forms of social cognitions consist of knowledge of the world, 
attitudes about social issues, and fundamental ideologies or opponent ideologies. Thus, 
the major social account of discursive domination if formulated in terms of social 
cognition and its manifestation in terms of discourse, ideology, power, and domination. 
The power of dominant groups shows not only in their control of discourses of others but 
also in their own discourse. In their own discourse, when the premise is an anti-other 
ideology, legitimation of dominance is often observed. van Dijk (2015) mentions an 
instance of language and discourse that indexes varying degrees of power differences 
between speakers and recipients (mostly as members of different groups). In terms of 
morphology, men may use diminutives when addressing women as a way to belittle 
them. Lexicon is another case—racist slurs are used while talking to or about ethnic 
minorities (as in legitimation of neighborhood crimes). Metaphors are also a case of the 
same kind and can be used to challenge the credibility of a victimized member from the 
dominated group. Storytelling may index social identities involving power; for example, 
female managers can show how tough they can be as leaders. Like Fairclough, van Dijk 
also focuses primarily on social problems and political issues rather than only the 
discourse structures outside of their social and political contexts. SCA, along with its 
attention to the cognitive side of the approach, tries to explain the discourse structures in 
terms of properties of social interaction and social structures, and not merely describes 
those. 
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3.1.3 The Discourse-Historical Approach 
Ruth Wodak’s (Wodak, 1996, 2001, 2009, 2011; Wodak & Reisigl, 2015) 
approach to CDA is called the Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA). This approach was 
developed by Ruth Wodak and other scholars in Vienna working in the traditions of 
Bernsteinian sociolinguistics and the Frankfurt school. As a major characteristic of this 
approach, it is associated with large research projects in interdisciplinary research teams 
focusing on sexism, anti-Semitism, politics, organizational discourses, racism, etc. The 
notion of practical application is a major driving factor of this approach. DHA was 
devised to investigate issues like anti-Semitism and the constitution of such a stereotyped 
portrayal in the public discourse of 1986 Austria. After 1986, several other issues like 
anti-Islam, racism, etc. found themselves to be potential research topics in the DHA 
approach and spanned over Austria, the United Kingdom, and many other parts of 
Europe.  
In this approach, it explicitly tries to establish a theoretical premise of discourse 
by establishing a connection between fields of action, genres, discourses, and text. 
Although DHA is aligned with Critical Theory, general social theory plays a minor role 
compared with the discourse model and the emphasis on historical analysis: context is 
understood as mainly historical. In this model, CDA aims to develop conceptual tools 
relevant for specific social problems. The DHA focuses on its effort in the field of 
politics, where it tries to develop conceptual frameworks for political discourse. This 
approach draws upon the socio-philosophical orientation of critical theories. This model 
attempts to fit linguistic theories into this approach itself. Thus, it makes extensive use of 
argumentation theory as well. In terms of unpacking the discursive moves in the 
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formation of ideologies and eventually prejudices, Wodak talks about textual moves like 
nomination, predication, metaphor-formation, etc. by the dominant group members that 
are either establishing or retaining the hegemony.  
The systematic qualitative investigation of DHA takes into account a few 
contextual layers (Wodak, 2001, 2009, 2011): 1. The immdediate contextual layer of 
language or even text internal co-text; 2. the layer that comprises the intertextual and 
interdiscursive relationships between utterances, texts, genres, and discourses; 3. the layer 
of middle-range theories that has the extra-linguistic social/sociological variables and 
institutional frames of a “specific context of situation.”; and 4. the broader contexts, 
grand-theoretical layer,  of history, society, and politics, wherein the discursive practices 
are embedded and are related to. By investigating these four major layers of the broad 
discursive context, DHA helps its researchers to explore the changes in discourses, 
genres, and texts due to socio-political contexts. DHA treats discourse as being related to 
a macro topic. It also sees discourse as a highly context-dependent cluster of semiotic 
practices which are situated within specific fields of social action. Discourse is both 
socially constitutive and socially constituted. Discourses influence discursive as well as 
non-discursive social and political processes and can be seen to be constituted by both at 
the same time. 
According to Reisigl and Wodak (2001), DHA has three connected aspects of 
social critique. Two of them are related to the dimension of cognition and one to action. 
DHA aims at discovering inconsistencies, contradictions, paradoxes, etc. in the text-
internal and/or discourse-internal structures. In contrast to the immanent critique, the 
socio-diagnostic critique is concerned with the demystifying exposure of the persuasive 
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and manipulative character (evident and dormant) of discursive practices. This critique 
demands the third aspect of prognostic critique that contributes to the transformation and 
improvement of communication—guidelines for media reporting, proposals for reducing 
language barriers, etc. Unlike other approaches to CDA, DHA is not concerned with 
judging right or wrong. Wodak emphasizes that CDA should not be methodologically 
restricted; however, it should make transparent the reasons for specific choices during the 
course of research itself. It should be able to make free choices, but it needs to 
theoretically justify why one interpretation of a discursive event is more valid and 
important than others. 
Wodak’s (1996, 2001, 2009, 2011) work on CDA in its application of DHA 
assumes a few features in a nutshell. DHA is interdisciplinary. This concept of 
interdisciplinarity is located on several levels: in theory, in work itself, in teams, and in 
practice. The approach, like the other two, is problem-oriented. It is not specifically 
focused on linguistic items. The entire methodological standpoint prefers eclecticism. 
The approach seems to prefer fieldwork ethnographical exploring of the object under 
investigation. The approach is abductive—a constant shuttling between theory and data is 
demanded. Multiple genres and public spaces are investigated. The historical context is 
always taken into consideration and incorporated in the analysis. Grand theories serve as 
the foundation, and middle-range theories serve the analysis better (Wodak, 2001, p. 70). 
Since practice is the target, the results should be made available to experts in other related 
fields as well. DHA distinguishes between text and discourse in a way that sees discourse 
implying patterns and commonalities of knowledge, whereas a text is a specific 
realization of a discourse. DHA assumes that a text belongs to a particular genre. A 
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discourse can have manifestations in various genres. Intertextuality is the connection or 
link between one text and the other—it spans across past and present. The reappearance 
of the main arguments of a certain text in another text is called recontextualization in 
DHA. Recontextualization is preceded by de-contextualization. Interdiscursivity indicates 
that topic-oriented discourses are linked to each other in various ways—for example, a 
discourse on exclusion or marginalization may refer to topics and subtopics of discourses 
on education, employment, healthcare, etc. 
Wodak’s approach to CDA stresses the notion that discourse is historical. It is 
historical in the sense that it is related to events that have happened or are happening. 
Wodak suggests that everyday language is continuously and unavoidably infiltrated by 
terms of institutionalized politics. In so doing, Wodak (1996) relates directly to work on 
political discourse, not only because the material for analysis is often in a way political 
but also because the analysts have explicitly made themselves political actors. The 
construction of in- and out-group status is facilitated through strategies of positive self-
presentation and the negative other representation. Strategies like argumentation, 
nomination, framing, intensifying and mitigation, predication, etc., manifested within the 
text or the context, help in the creation of “the other.” And the other is always dis-
preferred in some way or another. Wodak (2011) also talks about employing 
multimodality to see how visual representation of color, light, etc., create “the terrible 
others” in a discursive context. 
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3.1.4 On CDA and Social Wrong, Power, Dominance, Racism, 
Discrimination 
 In general, CDA as a school or paradigm is characterized by a number of 
principles: for example, all approaches are problem-oriented, and thus necessarily 
interdisciplinary and eclectic. Moreover, CDA is typified as a research paradigm which is 
interested in demystifying ideologies and power through the systematic, replicable 
investigation of semiotic data (written, spoken, visual, etc.). All the three scholars 
mentioned in the previous paragraphs, in some way or the other, employ their 
methodologies in identifying power and some sort of discrimination in the text. 
Fairclough looks at the formation and maintenance of power in the social structure. It is 
there that ideology is naturalized over the period of time. Social practices through events 
(events are the semiotic dimension of texts) create or reproduce the ideologies, and that 
sustain or oppose the hegemony. Whenever dominance is constructed or reassured, 
discriminatory practices are reinforced as well. Creation of power presupposes a fallout 
of discrimination in associated groups or communities.  
Wodak’s take on power and discrimination mostly centers around the discourse of 
racism and ethnicity (anti-Semitic policies and practices). Her methodology shows the 
rationalization of racial othering. The powerful group reassures its power through 
discursive practices in different fields of action. The discursive practices have semiotic 
modes as a means. The exclusion of the non-elite members is made logically right by 
placing the elite-group member  as responsible and obligated to reform the non-
elite/minor other. As Wodak (2009) points out, the powerful group may also discredit the 
very existence of racial discrimination, and in a way, would keep the uneven power 
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structure by discrediting the opposing view in the semiotic modes (language and other 
modes) that discursively create reality. The similar tendency may be seen in the Indian 
context of colorism as well. From newspaper matrimonial advertisements to everyday 
conversations, either people are against accepting the existence of skin-color 
discrimination and still covertly practice it, or they are always fond of a “fair” skin tone 
and never openly want dark skin tone in any a possible prerequisite for a prospective 
bride or groom. However, one significant difference that can be observed between the 
discursive nature of racism in the global context and the intra-group colorism in India is 
that racism works on the conceptual notion of exclusion, but the colorism promoted by 
skin-lightening product works on the concept of exhibiting a promise of inclusion (which 
recognizes and corroborates exclusion as the first step) into the dominant group.  
In van Dijk’s methodological arena, social cognition plays a crucial role in 
connecting discourse and dominance. He points out that power is created and mediated 
through everyday discourse. This discursive construction is a way of representing the 
world/society. This representational view finds its base in social actors’ understanding of 
the group dynamics and ideologies of the community. These ideologies in return help 
create an issue of dominance and discriminatory practices. In this model, power is 
understood in terms of control. Mental control or control of minds is discursively created 
as well as is manifested in discourse. Discourse gives access to and allows the exercise of 
power; it controls the dominated group by modes of laws, commands, prohibitions, and 
the discourses of these modes (van Dijk, 2016). Power creates hegemony, hegemony 
provides privileged access to material resources as well to the semiotic resources that 
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produce the discourses of power itself. Discourse also makes evident social cognition and 
hence control/influence the mental models of other groups and their members. 
3.2 Colorism and the World  
The global socio-cultural evidence of skin-color discrimination shows how the 
white imperialism flourished historically and still does in several contemporary 
societies/groups. In the earlier articulation of scientific colorism, even scientific theories 
of genealogy that classified the dark-skinned African others as animal-like creatures or 
intermediate categories between ape and human were formulated. This highly biased 
genealogical stratification shows the invasive power of racial superiority in the 
ideological domains of white colonizers even in the field of scientific discourses, which is 
meant to re-configure the power structure for further discriminatory practices by 
justifying the inequality as being absolutely natural. This skin-color discrimination 
worked and still does, toward solidifying the hegemony  
Hunter (2002, 2007) makes clear that in the case of colorism, race operates as a 
social concept and not directly tied to biology. Hunter points out that colorism intensifies 
the discrimination even among an already marginalized racial group, for example African 
Americans are already targets of racial discrimination, but based on the skin color of an 
individual member of that racial group the intensity of discrimination shifts—an African 
American with a darker skin tone than his/her colleague is supposed to face more 
discrimination than the former. Although the common-sense knowledge might indicate 
that colorism is more of discrimination against the marginalized groups of color by the 
white people, the reality is that skin-color discrimination is practiced by white people and 
people of color alike. Hunter (2002, 2007) discusses colorism and its roots in European 
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colonialism. She also emphasizes how plantation life of enslaved African Americans and 
the probable class hierarchies in Asia have considerably contributed to the very existence 
of colorism. She points out the colorism among Asian Americans and how that has a 
more complex historical pattern than that of African Americans, where the former 
associated the light skin color with leisure class and dark skin is associated with poverty 
and “backwardness” (Hunter, 2007, p. 339; Rondilla & Spickard, 2007).  
Hunter (2002, 2007), while explaining light skin and advantages that come with 
that, mentions that out of the two individuals of the same ethnic identity in the United 
States, how the one with the lighter skin tone or with a less dark will have an economic, 
educational, and socio-cultural advantage than the other individual. Hunter (2007) 
describes the experiences of African Americans, Latinos, and Asian Americans in 
relation to skin-color discrimination in different walks of life. Hunter (2002) explains 
how light skin directly predicts higher personal earnings and spousal status for African 
American women, and she points out how it indirectly affects higher personal earnings 
for Mexican American women. She also emphasizes how the color complex has mostly 
been exported to countries around the globe by media images, globalization, etc. and how 
it helps sustain the cosmetic or skin-care industries of billions of dollars. Although 
Hunter’s discussion on colorism spans from the contexts from within the United States to 
other global territories, her locus of discussion heavily relies on the data and previous 
work done in the areas of the American working- and middle-class employment sectors 
and even educational sectors involving non-white participants. This reflects how the 
symbolic association of a lighter skin tone and an individual’s socio-cultural situation has 
expanded into further segregating a so-called non-white group.  
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Hall (1995, 1997, 2006, 2011, 2013) investigates the issue of colorism in a way 
that ranges from bleaching to marriage to an identity formation where skin color is seen 
as a point of reference for attractiveness. Hall (1995) shows how skin color 
discrimination and the psychological backdrop of it generate the whole concept of 
bleaching syndrome. He talks about how the African Americans in the US face colorism 
and develop bleaching syndrome to assimilate in the white culture where anyone whose 
skin color is not white is in a dominated and submissive position in society. In this work, 
he also unpacks the consequences of bleaching syndrome for African Americans that 
have internalized light skin as one of the primary criteria to assimilate into the dominant 
culture. Light-skinned African American women glean advantage in terms of wealth, 
marriage, and other assimilation criteria than the dark-skinned members of the same 
group. Hall (1995, 1997) shows how this preference for light skin as a point of 
attractiveness has extended on to other physical criteria associated with white Caucasians. 
Hall mentions that it is not only the skin color but also the hair that plays a role in 
idealizing attractiveness, especially for African American women. If a woman has kinky 
African American hair, that is a huge disadvantage in assimilation; however, straight hair 
like white Caucasians provides social prestige, preference and broader scope for cultural 
assimilation.  
Hall (1995, 1997, 2011) discusses the role of skin color in terms of marriage 
perspective among many ethnic/racial groups. He emphasizes a light skin tone is 
preferred in the marriage market for African Americans. Both men and women share the 
similar impact of this idealization process. Women are considered beautiful and better 
brides if they possess lighter skin tones. Men are considered to be of more worth, even 
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though economic status is the same for dark-skinned and light-skinned individuals. 
Outside of the marriage market, African American males with darker skin tones are may 
have higher chances of being considered more evil and dangerous than the light-skinned 
individuals of the same racial/ethnic group. Hall (1997) discusses the concept of 
“Eurogamy” among Asian Americans to investigate the position of skin color in the 
marriage market for Asian Americans. He finds that, like in the case of African 
Americans, light skin is an effective tool for assimilation into the main culture. The 
projection shifts to future generations, whose light skin will be lighter and closer to the 
one of the dominant white Americans. Hall (1995) extends the discussion of skin color as 
an advantage in marriage even for Indians. Light-skinned individuals are preferred, at 
least in Hindu marriages, as spouses. The newspaper advertisements stand a strong 
indicator to this preference. Hall says that in India sometimes the caste boundaries are 
overlooked if the spouse is light-skinned. He, however, emphasizes that dark skin is more 
of an obstacle for women and more of a stigma for men. The dark-skinned but 
economically sound male members may be able to marry light-skinned female members, 
and that may raise the status of the groom’s family. Hall (1995, 1997, 2006, 2011) 
unpacks the social attitude and psychological paradigm formation through this color-
coded racism. In this kind of racism, the construction of a dominant group member is 
often a subjective manifestation and derived from the sense of a white powerful attractive 
individual than the actual members of the dominant group. And this psychological 
construct proves to be powerfully operational among the members of both the dominant 
and the dominated groups in the societies mentioned above. 
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Hill (2000, 2002) provides useful insights into the socioeconomic status and the 
notion of perceived attractiveness among African American adults. In his study (2000), 
he investigates the issue of skin color and the higher socioeconomic status of “mulattos” 
in African American populations in the United States. Mulattos who are visibly 
identifiable of having white ancestry enjoyed modestly higher adult socioeconomic 
attainment than men identified as black. This discussion on “mulattos” points out that the 
perceived identity of less black is at the heart of color-based stratification of the African 
American population. This study also suggests that the Euro-centric skin-color bias is 
internalized by both black and white children alike. He emphasizes that the growing 
number of biracial and multicultural Americans in the United States demands the need to 
address the negative effects of colorism in the contemporary society; he also aims at 
motivating people to challenge the biased belief that associate whiteness with superiority 
and black with inferiority. His (2002) another study investigates skin color and the 
perception of attractiveness in relation to gender. This study makes evident that both by 
and for women the perceived nature of attractiveness is highly correlated with the skin 
color of women. Light skin color is perceived to be more attractive among women. 
Although the interaction of skin color and attractiveness for men members of the study 
was not as strong as the one for women members, there is still a preference for lighter 
skin tones for men. It is very evident in the case of “light brown” (the second-highest 
group) men they were considered substantially more attractive than the men with darkest 
skin color. Hill (2002) also debunks a potential popular belief that men hold most robust 
color biases regarding feminine beauty by showing through his study that men and 
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women alike were prone to express color-biased judgments about the attractiveness of 
both men and female target members. 
Several other scholars talk about the notion of colorism or skin-color racism by 
focusing their discussion on the skin-lightening products and the ideological associations 
that drive the whole issue. Glenn (2008) investigates the craving for lightness and skin-
lightening practices in several communities/societies and the cosmetic products stoking 
that yearning through several media. He emphasizes the role of a humongous economic 
force in sustaining and fueling the standards of attractiveness and superiority by 
reproducing a colonial-era consciousness of white is powerful and better. Nadeem (2014) 
investigates the big business of “fairness” creams in India and how skin-lightening 
creams are “positioned as alchemic agents of self-transformation” (p. 225) towards better. 
He also emphasizes the notion of stigmatizing dark skin and valorizing light skin in 
Indian society. Moreover, he foregrounds the issue of skin-color racism in India in terms 
of “mimicry” as less of false consciousness and more of an “anxious love for the other” 
(p. 224). Here the notion of the other is not an inferior one but one that is controlled by 
the power dynamics in society. Here the other is superior. Nadeem ( 2014, p. 225) 
describes this other as, “…a limpid other which partakes both of local and foreign 
qualities.”  
Parameswaran (2011, 2015) also centers her discussion on the notion of perceived 
attractiveness, especially for women in India, and the robust role of skin-lightening 
products in that. She emphasizes how the “fairness” products in India are constructing 
(and maybe reconstructing) the divide of skin-color racism by upholding fair as the ideal 
skin tone for women to be successful in every walks of their lives. Hussein (2010) talks 
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about the historical and media influence of a skin-colored based identity formation with 
respect to South Asia. She describes the disadvantages of using the term “colorism” in 
investigating the issue of skin-color racism in India and South Asia. She resorts to using 
“intra-group racism” for the proper handling of the issue without down-grading its 
gravity. Mishra (2015) investigates skin-color discrimination in India and unpacks the 
preference for light skin tone for her target research group. She foregrounds the complex 
nature of skin-color discrimination in India by relating it to caste, gender, geography, 
socio-economic status, etc. She emphasizes all the categories mentioned above as 
interacting variables while deciding the practical effects of skin color stratification in 
India. Bhattacharya (2012) also unpacks the desire for light skin among Indians from a 
more legal and economic perspective. In so doing, she describes the possible historical 
origins of colorism in India, and how it has been perpetuating in Indian society. While 
Bhattacharya (2012) and Mishra (2015) both problematize the historical origin of 
colorism in India, Mishra (2015) debates impossibility of the origins of colorism in Vedic 
or Ancient India. She ascribes the inception of this kind of discrimination to the European 
colonial regime. 
3.3 Advertisement Analysis  
The genre of advertisement is quite unique in nature in many ways. This genre 
makes special use of its materials, language (and other semiotic modes), media, and the 
participants (the consumer, the creator, and the actor) of advertisements. Advertisements 
are multimodal and can use all the modes singularly or in combination depending on the 
context and demand. As Cook (2006) suggests, that any discursive analysis of 
communication and advertisements should take into consideration other semiotic modes 
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along with linguistic analysis. This sections on the advertisement analysis will discuss 
some of the available literature on the overall of discourse of advertising—taken from 
Cook (2006), and the portrayal or even the construction of otherness in advertising—
taking from O’Barr (1994). Although the theoretical discussion on advertisements will 
draw from the scholars as mentioned above, references to other scholars will also be 
made whenever needed. 
3.3.1 The Advertising Discourse 
Guy Cook, in his well-known work, The Discourse of Advertising (2006), 
exhaustively analyzes the genre of advertisement. He states that the genre of 
advertisement is very different, and the reasons that advertisements being paradoxical and 
ambivalent in nature are one of the main motivations of this work. The standpoint that 
Cook (2001) employs to investigate the genre of advertisement is that he treats 
advertising as discourse. He underlines that the viable target of discourse analysis is 
language, but language is not the only concern of it. Since terms like “text,” “context,” 
and “discourse” are disputed, he clears his stance on how he operationalizes these terms. 
To him “text” is mainly used as linguistic forms separated from “context.” “Context” to 
him is a gestalt of substance, paralanguage (such as voice quality, gesture, touch, facial 
expression, letter sizes, etc.), situation, co-text (text which precedes or follows the 
analysis or the which that participants judge to belong to the same discourse), intertext 
(text which participants think belong to other discourse), participants (senders and 
receivers may or may not be addressers and addressees), and function (what the text is 
intended to do). “Discourse” (p. 4) is, as he construes “…text and context together 
interacting in a way which is perceived as meaningful and unified by the participants 
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(who are both part of the context and observers of it).” He also argues in favor of 
discourse analytic approaches to studying advertising for their usefulness and flexibility. 
While establishing advertisement as a genre he upholds the problem of doing such—
advertisements are a unique genre where defining it is even more difficult and runs into 
the very notions of definition, semantics, prototype theory, etc. Hence, taking 
advertisement as a hybrid genre, since it shares features with many others like song, film, 
political propaganda, soap operas, sitcoms, etc., as well as being cognizant about the 
uniqueness of it should serve as a better analytical and investigative standpoint than just 
trying to fit it within the realms of one traditional genre. 
Cook (2006) also tries to categorize advertisements based on a few salient 
benchmarks. He discusses the potential danger of such watertight compartmentalization. 
While a vague sense of medium—he uses the term as the singular of media—may hint at 
a possibility of separating print advertisement from the ones broadcast on television or 
radio, this separation is not at all comprehensive. While the use of music and the moving 
nature of television/radio advertisements may separate them from the ones in newspapers, 
magazines, or even posters, there are a lot of similarities to ignore if one is to call for a 
separate classification on any of the mentioned types. Based on product and services 
represented in the advertisements, he tends toward separating product advertisements 
from services ones. However, that distinction may not be always clear. Moreover, non-
product advertisements may also be of non-service, for example, the ones for charities or 
political parties. Another possible and analytically useful categorization he suggests for 
advertisements is based on the technique the product is sold through the advertisements. 
As per this yardstick, the advertisements can be of hard-sell type or soft-sell type. The 
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former makes a direct appeal to the customer to buy a certain product and the latter relies 
“more on the mood than on exhortation, and on the implication that life will be better 
with the product” (p. 15). Although these two types seem to encompass most of the kinds 
of advertisements, there are grey areas and overlaps. Cook (p. 15) also talks about 
another classification of advertisements from Bernstein (1974, p. 118). As per this 
classification, the advertisements are of “reason” and “tickle” types. The former suggests 
motives for purchase and the latter, however, appeals to emotion, humor, and mood. 
Cook discusses the futile effort of drawing a parallel between the hard-soft sell 
categorization and reason-tickle categorization as there are lots of overlaps. A reason type 
may or may not be a hard-sell type, and a soft-sell type may or may not be a tickle type. 
This work by Cook, in its several chapters and three parts, aims at providing “…a 
principled framework for the description and analysis of individual advertisements and of 
advertising in general. It also uses advertising to introduce concepts of discourse analysis, 
semiotics, stylistics, and linguistics” (p. 18).  In the first part of this work, Cook deals 
with the materials of advertisements. He examines the substances and surroundings that 
can make or break an advertisement. The substances are of two kinds: primary and 
secondary. Primary substances are the physical substances/material that are at the heart of 
communication. Spoken language is carried by sound waves, written is by marks on 
paper or similar surface, points of light on a screen, movements and configurations of 
hands and gestures for the users of sign language. Secondary substances are the ones that 
relay the primary substances of language. Computer disc, film, radio waves, etc. relay the 
language from their corresponding primary substances. Specific genres are often 
associated with specific choices and combinations of these substances. A chat is carried 
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out by sound waves and may be relayed by telephone. This relaying process can multiply 
based on communicative circumstances. An advertisement can be handwritten, then 
printed and posted, then televised as well. The choice of substance can affect the nature 
of the advertisement, and it is an integral part of the advertisement’s identity. However, 
the variety associated with the substances used in advertisements cannot be identified 
with any one substance at all. Along with the substance or the medium, the social 
meaning associated with it also matters. Advertisements are parasitic upon their 
surroundings and other genres too. The accompanying discourses may or may not be 
related to the content of the advertisement. Cook also examines choices and combinations 
of music and pictures, writing, and speech in advertising discourse. He unpacks the 
crucial roles of all of them in advertising. Further, he investigates paralanguage, and the 
use of phonology and graphology. He notes how every human utterance utilizes both 
linguistic and paralinguistic meaning by default—a “double channel” (p. 72). The notions 
of indexicality and iconicity in the context of graphology are investigated with examples 
from different print advertisements. 
Cook (2006) deals with the textual aspects of advertising. In so doing, Cook 
discusses words and phrases in advertising. He states how text in advertising is far from 
being simple and that how text insulated from its substance and situation carries more 
than shared, precise, and unambiguous meanings. He investigates deeper into denotation 
and connotation and upholds the strength of advertising in connotation when it is elusive. 
He further talks about the role of prosody in advertising. Prosody “…lends a text an extra 
dimension which can reinforce, contradict, or add to its meaning” (p. 125). Like music 
and paralanguage, it is impossible to pin-points prosody’s communicative effect to a 
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single referent unit. According to him, “rhythmic language has powerful emotional and 
mnemonic effect;” (p. 125). The use of prosody in advertisements is extensive. He 
describes five types of this extensive use: ad-poems (short poems created for specific 
advertisements; these short poems may be written in print advertisements and may be 
spoken in non-print ones),  jingles (these are heard and not written and have no intention 
of being poetry; they are sung to music and make effective sound patterning in language), 
prosodic ads (“magazine or poster ads which superimpose short copy onto or next to an 
image, arranging it, like poetry in lines..” (p. 131), and they follow a rhythm dividing the 
unit into feet too), borrowed poems (existing poems borrowed for the advertisement), and 
borrowed songs (existing songs borrowed for the advertisement; borrowing songs is more 
common than poems). Moreover, linguistic parallelism—salient grammatical structure—
can also be seen in advertisements that is employed to foreground (may even be by 
deviating), represent, and defamiliarize the content of the advertisements. Cook also 
delves into examining the linguistic features which create cohesion in the texts of 
advertisements, and in their communicative effect. 
Cook “focuses upon the participants in advertising communication, and tackles 
the problem of evaluating and assessing advertising as a whole” (p. 18). He discusses the 
senders of advertisements and the stance they take up toward their addressee. This part is 
geared toward the role of people in the discourse of advertising. It moves to “… a 
consideration of voices which speak to us through ads and receivers’ responses to them” 
(p. 170). The concept of ellipsis is examined “… here not in formal terms but as an entry 
to the kind of participant relationships created by ads” (p. 170). Besides the obvious use 
of ellipsis for economizing with words, it has other important effects as providing a 
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possibility to draw a comparison between this and conversations. By this, it becomes 
associated with interaction in a situation comprised of addresser and addressee. 
Advertisements’ use of ellipsis has a discourse function of “…creating an atmosphere of 
proximity and intimacy” (p. 173). The dialogues in advertisements serve many purposes 
from “participants” perspective. They serve as a major device to create a discursive space 
for given and new information. The ordering and selection of information within clauses 
is crafted to serve the purpose of creating that space. Behind such crafted structure lies 
the assumption as to the reader who may or may not have access to the provided 
information. Topics and subtopics in interactions assume a reciprocal discourse where the 
first half or the sender’s voice is present, but the second half of that, the receiver’s or the 
second voice, is only imagined. The availability of different grammatical options for 
sentence construction assumes different perspectives. The world of advertisements, and 
their inhabitants in general, comprise four worlds: the world of the sender—in which the 
products are manufactured and distributed, the fictional world of the characters, the 
fantasy world of the receiver, and the real world of the receiver—the product is 
purchased here (p. 180).  Many advertisements have intertextual voices as well. It can be 
other voices of the same genre, intra-generic intertextuality, or it can also be other voices 
from another genre, inter-generic intertextuality (pp. 193-194). Towards the end of this 
part, Cook (pp. 202-205) discusses how advertisements are heard––the equation of 
senders (the people who write, direct, photograph, etc.), recipients (the receiver who 
responds by entering into its conventions), and observers (the receiver who obtains a 
more detached perspective). The borders are fuzzy between the last two categories. He 
discusses the observers of the advertisements and their judgments upon the 
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advertisements. At the end of this part, Cook returns to the issue of classifying 
advertisement as a unique genre. He summarizes his analyses so far and points out the 
salient features of advertisements in relation to other genres. He also wraps up by 
discussing the psychological and social function of advertising discourse as a whole. 
3.3.2 The “Otherness” in Advertising 
William O’Barr, in his work (1994), explores the “otherness” in the world of 
advertising by looking at several print advertisements. In this work, he emphasizes that 
“…a focus on foreigners and other outsiders facilitates an understanding of certain issues 
about advertisements and their audiences” (p. 12). It kind of makes evident “the 
boundaries of” any advertisement’s “audience in line with the boundaries of the markets  
for the commodities it promotes.” He argues that advertisements that depict foreigners 
somehow depict ideologies about the relationships between “us and them”—self and the 
other.  
He discusses how foreigners can be of concerns to marketers and advertisements. 
Foreigners can be the market for American products. They can also be a part of the 
product itself, as it is the case when an advertisement is about traveling to another 
country. Foreigners the images of the foreigners can be appropriated and used in contexts 
that have nothing to do with any areas related to the advertised item (p. 18). Although the 
appropriation of the foreigners’ images has nothing to do with them and the product, the 
foreigners provide convenient imagery for the advertising in general. This, in turn, results 
in constituting primary knowledge about the “other” for the customers that are not part of  
the “other.” The central issue, as O’Barr notes (p. 13), “ I investigate is the ideologies 
about “others” that are constructed within the discourse of advertising. These 
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representations constitute a significant sector of popular representations of others.” In 
several chapters, O’Barr investigates the mentioned issue.  
In the beginning, he analyzes the social ideology in advertisements. He does that 
by investigating ideology and discourse. Then he moves on to analyzing instructions in 
representing others. With examples and illustrations from travel photography, he 
describes the instructions in representing otherness. He chose a set of advertisements 
from the past for which no current readers would be part of the intended audience. Thus 
the defamiliarizing these texts would start as if by looking at some cultural documents. 
Talking about Kodak cameras from 1890, he notes that when the product is not familiar, 
the advertisement plays a crucial role in instructing potential customer about how the 
commodity “would fit into their lives” (p. 18). After analyzing several other 
advertisements by Kodak and the photographic content, he unpacks (p. 36) how these 
advertisements, through their instructions have somehow made clear “… a secondary 
message about the relationship between the visitors and the visited….have explained who 
is rich and who is poor….have documented who has leisure and who must work.”  The 
travel photography manuals help explain the ideology of photographic colonialism. 
Discussing Dennis, a freelance photographer from New York with expertise area in travel 
photography, O’Barr talks about how Dennis managed to capture “just the right 
expression in a close-up portrait of a boy in the French West Indies” (p. 40). Through this 
description, O’Barr points out how it is about the exploitation of others to satisfy the 
photographer’s own desire without caring about the photographed subject in the situation. 
He further describes how photographic colonialism has similarities with economic and 
political colonialism. While discussing Bourke-White, he emphasizes how 
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representations of others through photography reflect, shape, and even construct the 
conception of others to the self. 
He depicts the representations of others by looking at advertisements in the 1929 
National Geographic Magazine. He says (p. 45), “BENEATH MESSAGES [sic] 
promoting goods and services flow complex images of otherness.” The images help 
shape the ideas about others, their technology, clothing, etc. They are depicted as having 
primitive technology compared to the “modern” Western societies. They are virtually 
shown to be naked. The notion of decontextualization is seemingly evident. In an 
advertisement for selling radio, all of the above-mentioned is shown. Even the African 
drum communication is “decontextualized” in this advertisement selling a radio and 
“…not some anthropological study of African culture of indigenous processes of 
communication” (p. 45). In descriptions of South Africa, he finds contrasts set between 
modern and primitive people. Advertisements also depict white tourists enjoying the 
exotic nature in primitive destinations while staying in the luxurious areas and 
comfortable surroundings. A recurring theme in these advertisements is that these white 
tourists can look at the primitive natives, but the former do not have to mingle with or 
touch the latter. There is always a distance, both in the written and pictorial description, 
between the Western tourist and the native in a travel destination. Even the graphic 
description of the tea vendor (p. 63) in Jaipur, India, shows how the Western tourist can 
avail the service of instantly made good quality tea without empathizing or mingling with 
the vendor. O’Barr emphasizes that the system of stark contrast evoked and maintained 
by the National Geographic (and the likes) magazines between the self and the others will 
continue to remain evident even with moving along with time. 
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O’Barr looks at contemporary print advertisements from the 1980s and 1990s to 
investigate the same phenomenon discussed in the previous paragraph. The conclusion he 
draws here is that the basic patterns of representing others are not different from the ones 
found in 1929 National Geographic advertisements. The patterns remain consistent 
throughout the twentieth century. This claim by O’Barr is bolstered when he talks about 
African Americans post-Civil War movements. During this time, African Americans 
moved from being just a marginalized economic sector to a more potential market sector 
for advertisements,  but as a minority within the American society, an “other” of a new 
kind. The author eventually moves from being a skeptical interpreter to an analyst who 
delves to audiences “responses towards the models and paradigms for representation 
that…advertisements depicting foreigners hold up” (p. 14). He also proposes guidelines 
for such investigation. This analysis depicts members of the advertising audience vary in 
crucial ways in terms of their responses and their imitating of patterns. “The differences 
appear to be both individually and socially patterned” (p. 15). 
The author also tries to involve readers more in making decisions about the 
representations of “the other” in the advertisements. Changes in the depictions of African 
Americans in American advertisements over the twentieth century are the focal points of 
this discussion. The author further explores the matter of audience response by looking at 
the depictions of the Japanese in American advertisements. Here he shows how the 
representations of the Japanese is a special case compared to the traditional “others.” The 
changes in this kind representation have some special causes: Japan, over the twentieth 
century, has moved from being an exotic location to a more comfortable tourist 
destination, and Japanese people have shifted from being enemies to business partners 
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and even affluent landowners in America. The author also upholds another special 
scenario to the American audience by investigating an “othering” phenomenon of white 
western people, where the white people are the “object of that process” (p. 15). In the 
end, the author shifts his discussion to the future and speculate about circumstances under 
which the patterns of representing foreigners may be expected to change. In this instance, 
he draws upon the effect of globalization and talks about the nature of markets. He talks 
about McDonald’s, Marlboro, and other commodities being manufactured in every corner 
of the world. The privilege of drinking Pepsi or Coke is no longer tied to one particular 
culture. Coca-Cola’s advertising depicts a complex structure of messages that contain 
more universal themes and leave scope for being sensitive toward any local culture that it 
is catering to. Advertisements become more personalized in the way they depict only 
images and offer the audience to take part in the message construction. The nature of 
advertisements remains both complex and highly functional because they share a 
relationship with existing trends, thoughts, culture, and ideologies in such a way that 
advertisements not only draw upon them but also influence them. 
3.3.3 Gender in Advertisement Discourse  
Although the primary intent of an advertisement is to sell the product, its 
secondary intent (Cook, 2006) has a significant contribution toward other ideological and 
discursive practices. One such element is the construction and/or production of gender. 
The genre of advertisement thrives upon exploiting the societal stereotypes of gender. 
Much research has been done on the construction of female gender and the construction 
of beauty in advertisements around the world. There has also been research on the 
advertisements that target a particular gendered audience—men and women. While the 
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notion of women being feminine and men being masculine is straightforward to think of, 
the actual discursive construction of gender in commercials are far from being simple.  
In investigating language, gender, and advertising, in her book The Language of 
Cosmetic Advertising, Ringrow (2016) explores the linguistic constructions and 
representations of different gender identities. She explores the various constructions of 
femininity in terms of gendered identities. She tries to shift toward a more post-modern 
outlook on gender as a social construction, not necessarily a comparative analysis based 
on notions like deficit, difference, and dominance. She treats the area of cosmetic 
advertising discourse as a subgenre of advertising discourse analyzed in Cook (2006). In 
discussing beauty advertisements in a cross-cultural context, she outlines some current 
debates on the notion of gender, media, and identity. She explains (p. 6) why she has 
taken a more “Feminist Critical Discourse Analysis” (FCDA) approach in analyzing her 
data in this work. While exploring the connection between language, gender, and 
advertising, she unpacks how the language of beauty advertisements are linked to issues 
of language and power. She emphasizes that in cosmetic advertisements (for women), 
femininity is frequently equated with consumption to improve appearances which 
presupposed a need of “fixing” (p. 21). She describes how a problem-solution pattern is 
employed across cultures in cosmetic advertising that promises the young and ideal body. 
She uses this problem-solution model with modifications to investigate how this pattern 
is made evident in the UK and French advertisements. She unpacks the ideology of 
connecting femininity to sensuality by comparing and contrasting sensual advertising 
discourse in English and French contexts (with specific emphasis on nudity said 
cultures). She also examines the role of “scientized” beauty advertising discourse by 
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analyzing the use of various “scientific” claims, imagery, and lexis in contemporary 
advertising. She re-explores the how the fundamental principles of FCDA can be used in 
challenging media assumptions and media representations as future directions. 
Parameswaran and Cardoza (2009) and Parameswaran (2011, 2015) center their 
discussions around the notion of feminine beauty as upheld by the “fairness” products for 
women in India. “Fair” is “lovely” in India. In the advertisements, the women with dark 
skin are represented as depressed, unsuccessful, unhappy and necessarily unattractive. 
The skin-lightening products serve as the cure to everything. The advertisements, 
discussed in the above-mentioned studies, all follow a problem-solution pattern in 
promoting the product. The notion of femininity is indicated through being beautiful with 
“fair” skin. The studies focus on how a color-biased ideology is being shaped through the 
promotion of such products. India’ obsession with light skin tone is particularly evident 
in the skin-lightening products for women. Parameswaran (2011, 2015) also talks about 
the possible existence of colorism in ancient India and the fact of this being strengthened 
in the British colonial era. The studies do not necessarily focus on beauty products for 
men, but they do uphold the notions of idealized feminine beauty in terms of skin color. 
Parameswaran (2011, pp. 81-83) does mention one case of European whitened femininity 
transferred onto the protagonist Sivaji (the actor Rajnikanth), where the movie 
accommodates dark-skinned protagonist with power and prestige but eventually 
transforms him into a light-skinned individual to glean better prospect in marrying the 
female protagonist. Parameswaran (2015) talks about the prestige associated with light 
skin and even different shades of lightness play a role in deciding the reference point of 
attractiveness for women in Indian society. Parameswaran (2011) describes how the 
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cosmetic industry creates its virtual ethos by showing how a particular cream is helping a 
young woman change her dark skin tone within the span of a few weeks’ of dedicated 
use. Parameswaran also identifies how the skin-care industry has created this notion of 
fairness as a symbol of power, wealth, success. Parameswaran (2011, pp. 78-79) shows 
how former Miss World Bollywood star Rai, in spite of being an Indian, enacts her 
“whiteness” because of her lighter skin tone and attractiveness on Robert David Simon’s 
(Bob Simon9) show in 1999. As Parameswaran (2011, p. 80) states that Rai served as the 
brand “… of whitened transnational Indian modernity.” Moreover, the commanding 
position of Rai gives her the scope to call for the celebration of Indian diversity and 
inclusiveness in its plurality. This access to powerful/dominant discourse is available to a 
member of the group who is light-skinned and of high socioeconomic status. This 
Indianness in Rai overly distances her from being color-biased, but at the same time 
reaffirms her position of power because of her attractiveness as a woman of light skin.  
Benwell and Stokoe in their work Discourse and Identity (2006, pp. 165-203) 
explore the concept of commodified identities by pursuing four different interpretations 
(p. 165) of the term “commodified identity.” These are the following: the identity of 
consumers, the process of identity commodification through acts of consumption, 
representations of identities in commodified contexts, and self-commodifying discourses. 
They draw upon CDA and discursive psychology to analyze the linguistic context of 
advertising or promotional materials and relate them to interviews and reader-response 
exercises with groups of male consumers in a case study of men’s magazines. In their 
 
9 Robert David Simon from CBS interviewed Aishwarya Rai in 1999 on the show “60 minutes” (see link to 
the YouTube Video in References). 
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advertisements from women’s lifestyle magazine they see (p. 172) “…a juxtaposition of 
an impossibly flawless complexion (unattainable) and a lipstick product (attainable).” In 
discussing commodified femininity, they point out that in women’s magazines the bodies 
through their sexualized (re)presentation sell commodities and services, and the bodies 
become the object of consumption themselves. They lay out the assumptions in the 
advertising discourse of commodified femininity as some rules that “…underpin the 
identity and ideology of consumer femininity .” They also talk about problem-solution 
patterns in advertisement discourse. They emphasize that advertisements demand and 
create a subject position for readers from where the readers can accept the intended 
message of advertisements as common sense. This model of subject position formation 
works through assertion, implicature, and presupposition. While assertion is more direct, 
implicature is inferred from the language choice, and presupposition arises from a 
broader cultural knowledge which advertisements draw upon and also influence in 
making ideological discourses. 
They point out that one of the defining identities in the men’s lifestyle magazines 
is that masculinity is often made explicit by rejecting anything remotely feminine. This 
rejection of feminine may be problematic, as the authors say, for the sellers who want to 
position men as consumers. It is so because, in the traditional view, consumers are seen 
as passive and thus, linked to a discursive role of being feminine. Thus, the products 
targeted toward men are packaged through irony, humor, and explicitly anti-commercial 
discourse. The so-called feminine sphere of beauty and grooming is modified for men by 
irony and humor. Talking about men’s lifestyle magazine identified as “new lads,” the 
authors say (p. 191), “Humour and irony in these instances function simultaneously to 
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distance and include the reader in the activity or values being promoted.” In the discourse 
of advertising, the advertising texts construct particular versions of commodified 
identity—femininity and masculinity. They are influenced by some ideological 
assumptions where real men do not care about their appearance and real women do. 
These assumptions further solidify the existent ideological construction of men and 
women being masculine and feminine. 
Benwell (2002, 2007) discusses new forms of masculinity in recent years. This is 
the main focus of “new sexism” discourses. These new kinds of masculinity use 
innovative ways to reestablish the hegemonic masculinity while strategically 
accommodating or by-passing feminist discourses. Benwell (2002) examines how the 
appearance of Arena (British lifestyle magazine for men, launched in 1986) strongly 
exhibited the 1980’s construction of ‘new man.’ The ostentation of masculinity along 
with “narcissistic pleasure in appearance” was remarkably unique back then. This ‘new 
man’ was not only a narcissist but also was seen to be a nurturer of other members of 
society who are traditionally portrayed to be subordinate or weak. This magazine was 
targeted at young professionals and white-collar workers in England. The interviews for 
the magazine hosted politicians, fashion designers, etc. and feminist-friendly issues were 
part of the discussions. This type of magazines was thought to be a more sensible version 
of masculinity than the traditional macho men. However, the appearance of “new lad” as 
an opposition to “new man” was thought to be more real and associated with a shift in 
class dynamic from the middle class to the working class. New lad, as exposed in 
magazines like Loaded was, as Benwell (2002, 2007) describes, more in like a rejection 
of feminist-friendly “new man.” In several ways, it “…reembraced very rigid, conformist 
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and conservative models of masculinity, including adherence to misogyny and 
homophobia” (Benwell, 2002, p. 151). Use of “humor and irony like the negotiation of 
gaze, may be yet another means by which hegemonic masculinity is able to accommodate 
social change” (p. 170). In her 2007 work, Benwell investigates and finds similar nuances 
of the use of irony as a strategic device in relation to sexist and homophobic views.  The 
focus group study was to investigate readers’ response on this issue of “new laddism,” 
Benwell (2007) finds that the masculinist discourse in “new laddism,” and maybe in new 
sexism is normalized through devices like humor and irony. Although from a feminist 
perspective, the incorporation of hegemonic masculinity will be seen offensive, the 
strategic humor and the tone of irony normalized it in the advertisement discourse of 
these lifestyle magazines. Moreover, the crucial role of resistance and acceptance of the 
magazines’ values by the readers show how masculinity is adapted and reproduced as per 
the needs of the context. Benwell (2007, p. 546) emphasizes that the use of exaggerated 
macho nature of advertisement serves to provide irony to the reading and readers seem to 
distance themselves from the implied values of the magazine on the surface. However, 
this irony, in reality, serves  “…to accommodate contradictory and ambivalent responses 
to the magazines…and one which arguably served to uphold masculinist values.” 
3.4 Multimodal Analysis  
Multimodal (discourse) analysis is a reawakening area in discourse studies. It 
extends the research of discourse studies from merely investigating text in its linguistic 
sense to a more inclusive system of semiotic modalities. It studies language in 
combination with images, symbols, gestures, action, music, etc. The term multimodal 
may be considered synonymous with multi-semiotic or multimodal semiotics. Most of the 
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approaches to multimodal studies in investigating discourse could be attributed to 
Halliday’s social semiotic approach to the whole notion of text, society, and culture. 
Developments in the field of multimodal analysis in the broader paradigm of discourse 
analysis have some salient features in common: the treatment and modeling of semiotic 
resources are not necessarily language-oriented, they also model and analyze the inter-
semiotic aspect of meaning formation, and they model resemioticization of multimodal 
phenomena as social practices unfold. In talking about multimodal analysis, some well-
known scholars like Norris, van Leeuwen, Kress, etc. will be discussed below. 
The major conceptual framework of multimodal discourse analysis is described in 
Norris (2004a, 2004b, 2011). She elaborates the framework based on her video-recorded 
data from ethnographic work in Germany. According to her (2004b, p. 101), the essay 
presents “a multimodal framework for discourse analysis that moves toward an 
explication of the multiplicity of (inter)actions that a social actor engages in 
simultaneously, allowing for the analysis of large parts of what has been termed context 
in traditional discourse analysis.” She emphasizes the dialogic relation between 
text/language and context. The multimodal nature of both text and context in terms of 
discourse analysis has been of focal attention only in the works of scholars like Norris 
(2004a, 2004b, 2011), Kress (2012), van Leeuwen (2004), Cook (2006) and a handful of 
other. Norris elaborates on the multimodal discourse analysis that takes into consideration 
all the communicative modes in any kind of face-to-face interaction by social actors. She 
introduces heuristic concepts like embodied and disembodied modes. She loosely defines 
communicative modes as a system of signs with some sort of meaning and regularities 
that are attached to them. She also emphasizes the heuristic significance of the lack of 
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actual boundaries in communicative modes and how the overlap with other 
communicative modes contribute toward the overall discourse. While social actors 
simultaneously engage in several communicative modes, social actors also employ 
different levels of awareness/attention. These, at the level of analysis, can be categorized 
in higher and lower-level action. 
Higher-level actions of social actors are like reading off a book, conversation, 
giving a lecture, etc., and these are constructed of several lower-level actions like eye 
gaze, hand movement, gesture, posture, etc. This concept of higher-level actions of being 
constructed of lower-level actions, in a way, relates to the notion of performed actions 
being multimodal in nature in van Leeuwen (2004). Norris’s (2004a, 2004b) model 
argues that a social actor can be engaged in several higher-level actions while keeping 
one interaction in focus. This brings up the scope of analyzing the elements in a 
communicative event, which are also outside of the focus at a certain point in the entire 
interactional situation. Here the analytic model adheres to the concept of context as well 
as expands the scope of it and makes the entire system more robust. The notions of 
embodied and disembodied modes become crucial in understanding Norris’s multimodal 
discourse analysis model. Embodied modes, to loosely define them, are those that are part 
of the body of a particular (in focus of the analysis) social actor. Disembodied modes are 
those that don’t belong to the social actor’s body. The example of the former would be 
singing or speaking, and the latter would be the layout of a room. Norris (2004a) 
indicates that disembodied modes denote frozen (maybe higher-level) actions and 
permanency. She also suggests that both embodied and disembodied modes should be 
analyzed after deciding which actor is in the focus of analysis. 
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Norris (2004a, 2004b) introduces the concept of modal density in terms of 
explaining an entire communicative event and also a particular interaction as part of the 
whole text-context system. A social actor chooses several embodied and disembodied 
modes to construct a higher-level action in a particular interaction. For example, the 
higher-level action ordering food at a restaurant will choose from the embodied mode of 
speech and at the same time, the disembodied mode of the location of the desk that has 
the cashier behind it.  All the modes individually and collectively take part in the 
meaning-making process of the communicative function. This employing and the 
interplay of the modes constitute the system of modality. This also resonates with the 
idea of semiotic modes and modality mentioned in van Leeuwen (2004).  
Along with the concept of the modal density, Norris (2004a, 2004b) talks about 
the concepts of foregrounding and backgrounding in the system of mediated discourse. 
She explains how the different awareness level given to a particular action and 
simultaneously employing different modes in the communicative event together also 
bring up a foreground-background continuum at different stages in the interaction. This 
again emphasizes the notion of looking at the entire context and multiple elements in this 
dialogic language-context discourse. Social actors are always engaged in choosing 
different modes to perform any (inter)action. Focused higher-level actions can be 
theorized as occurring in the foreground of a social actor’s awareness or attention. The 
multimodal framework consists of the theoretical notions of modal density, displaying the 
level of attention/awareness of a social actor through the intricate interplay or intensity of 
modes employed and a foreground-background continuum, displaying the relative 
positioning of higher-level actions that the social actor is simultaneously engaged in. The 
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foregrounding of a particular action also means paying less attention to another higher or 
lower-level action in the situation. This means the social actor is aware of the entire 
communicative situation while engaging in the discursive practice of the meaning-
making.  
van Leeuwen (2004) explains several reasons for linguists to pay attention to 
visual communication, not just linguistic communication per se. van Leeuwen (2004, 
2010) also shows how a posture change signals the boundary of a new stage in 
interaction. The genre of written language involves language, image, graphology, etc. to 
operationalize the communicative event. For example, in a front-page event of a 
newspaper, the entire narrative has emboldened headlines to capture the audiences’ 
attention and also to give an idea of the news’ content; moreover, the image that comes 
with the content is also to describe the visual details of the reported communicative event 
itself. Thus, he argues that the genres of speech and writing should be renamed as 
performed and inscribed genres respectively. van Leeuwen (2004, 2008, 2010) also 
points out that the so-called genres of speech in a communicative event might not include 
speech at all. A relevant example one can think of would be nodding to convey a yes or 
no to any proposal--here the stage of action performed through nodding conveys the 
intent and does not require any kind of “speech” in general. van Leeuwen also suggests 
that the genre of writing may not require “writing” in the communicative event. Apart 
from the relevant example given in van Leeuwen (2004), one can think about a case 
where the color-coded traffic lights work as communicative events in terms of instructing 
the traffic. Here no specific written language is there, but the instructing stage uses the 
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semiotic modes of lights, blinking, and changing the color (and sometimes using iconic 
logos/images). 
In a communicative event, as van Leeuwen (2004) suggests, the boundaries 
between the elements in stages of action of both performed and inscribed are often 
signaled visually. For example, in newspapers, the image accompanying the news 
conveys elements of the written context as well as establishes a link between the 
headlines and the content of the written report. In advertisements, too, this kind of visual 
signaling between stages happens. Sometimes the image complements the text and the 
context, and sometimes the image parallels the linguistic content/text. This interaction of 
different mode is extremely significant in the context of advertisements. So much so that 
at the level of a single proposition the linguistic and the visual can form one syntagmatic 
relation, hence the meaning-making. It does, however, depend on the audiences’ socio-
cultural knowledge about the principles of meaning-making. In the example of a diagram 
of a cat given in van Leeuwen (2004), the relation is explained. See the figure below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1, Cat Food Advertisement (Vogue, 2001) 
(taken from van Leeuwen, 2004, figure 2.3, p. 12) 
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In the diagram of the cat mentioned above, the text has been reduced to mere lexical 
items, and the syntactic and semantic functions of the assumed proposition are derived 
through the connection made between the text and the diagram of the cat. 
Typography/graphology and/handwriting are not just bearers of linguistic 
meaning. They are also semiotic modes of meaning themselves. The way fonts and 
writing are chosen in advertisements, they convey their own meaning apart from the 
linguistic content in them. van Leeuwen (2004) and Cook (2006) point that out in their 
discussions of typology and substance of written language, respectively. Moreover, 
critical discourse analysis should pay attention to all the semiotic modes while 
investigating the discursive construction or reproduction of any kind of meaning-making 
(van Leeuwen, 2004, 2009; Norris, 2004a, 2004b, 2009, 2011). Sometimes the discursive 
meaning is verbally realized, sometimes nonverbally, sometimes in tandem, and 
sometimes in contrastive ways.  
Multimodal (discourse) analysis works with the concepts in which language is not 
the only ground of theoretical application. There are other modes as well. All the modes 
are semiotically potent and offer the user a way to create meaning or represent the 
world/reality. The concept of representation facilitated by the modes is called modality. 
Multimodal discourse takes into account this concept of semiotic modalities as well. The 
linguistic signifiers (such as intensifiers) of modality in realizing/conveying truthfulness 
of an uttered proposition can also be seen in other modes as well. As van Leeuwen (2004) 
and Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) show, there is a degree of difference in the modalities 
of images when denoting truthfulness of an event: photographs culturally carry higher 
modality than drawings or paintings.  
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Many concepts that are specific to studying the structure of language, grammar, 
and texts, in general, can be applied to other modes as well. The structure of transitivity, 
headedness, etc. are only applied in the syntax of language but can have extended 
practical applications too. van Leeuwen (2004) brings up the example of how even 
different kinds of smells structurally combine to form an aroma. Moreover, the structure 
of language as a semiotic resource would apply to the structure of communicative events, 
and in general, to any kind of discourse. van Leeuwen (2004, 2009) explains Goffman’s 
idea of footing that consists of principal, author, and animator and can be extended and 
seen to fit the communicative discursive multimodal event of fortress/house building in 
Amsterdam in 1976. Thus, the concept like “footing” that is used to describe the structure 
of language as a semiotic resource can also be applied multi-modally. 
Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) in their work on images and the grammar of visual 
design talk about the social semiotic theory of representation in analyzing visual design. 
They believe that visual design satisfies the three meta-functions of language introduced 
by Halliday. Moreover, they veer away from treating images as secondary forms in 
communication. To them, images are as potent forms as language itself. They base their 
work about the semiotic landscape of language and visual communication on analysis of 
children’s books. Their work on patterns of presentation draws on the notion of the 
grammar of visual design. While talking about designing social action they treat people 
who are involved in message exchange in two categories: people who are part of the 
visuals  as “represented participants” and the people who are participating in the 
communication as “interactive participants.” The narrative process as a whole is 
categorized into different kinds as per the types of vector and the number/types of 
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participants who are involved in the process. For the analysis of the narrative process, 
they heavily use data from newspapers. The area of conceptual representation deals with 
in relation to designing social constructs. The narrative process is categorized into 
classificational, analytical, symbolic, and embedding. They also emphasize that the 
linguistic and visual semiotic do not always share similarities; moreover, the differences 
are more than there are similarities. 
They also investigate the patterns of interaction. In discussing the link between 
representation and interaction, their discussion moves into analyzing the interaction 
between the visual image and the viewer. In designing the position of the viewer, they 
emphasize how images place the audience in different positions. Since the producers are 
not present in the place where the actual communication is completed, social relations 
and the relations between the viewer are “…represented rather than enacted” (p. 116). 
There are several non-linguistic elements that play a crucial role in identifying the 
relationship between the represented and the interactive participants. Some of these 
elements are the direction of the look, the size of the frame, the gaze of the represented 
participant(s), the viewing angle, etc. They also talk about how the choice between 
“demand” and “offer” is articulated in certain visual configurations when people are 
depicted in them. Moreover, this choice is provided not only “to suggest different 
relations with different ‘others’, to make viewers engage with some and to remain 
detached from others;” (p. 120).  
Modality plays a major role in illustrating and designing models of reality. It 
investigates how images, along with the messages or contents delivered through them, 
can be evaluated on the notion of credibility. The authors emphasize the fact that in visual 
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communication the modality is interpersonal rather than ideational. They say that the 
judgments about modality and credibility are contingent on, “…what is considered real 
(or true, or scared) in the social group for which the representation is primarily intended” 
(p. 156). Colors serve as markers of naturalistic modality. They serve so in three scales: 
color saturation, color differentiation, and color modulation. Moreover, contextualization, 
representation, depth, illumination, and brightness serve as some of the other key markers 
of visual modality. They deal with the meaning of composition by investigating textual 
function where representations and communicative acts come together as the meaningful 
total. The specifications of the materiality of visual design unpack the nature of tools to 
make the visual designs both as instruments and both as constitutive material. They 
discuss that the compositional meaning can be constructed through factors of information 
value, framing, as well as salience. The authors make evident the role of technology in 
the meaning of the composition and the function of colors. The third dimension is the 
application of visual grammar for three-dimensional visual and moving images by the 
authors of this work. While analyzing the final example of a child’s painting as a gift to 
the father, they investigate the representational, conceptual, and compositional meanings 
and establish “…that the cognitive and the affective are not antithetical but inevitably 
always co-present” (p. 268). 
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY 
The overall methodological configuration of this study is far from being simple. 
While adhering to few schools of thought may provide easier application and analyses, 
the analytical outcome will not be a critically encompassing one. The television 
commercials used in this study apparently serve as a perfect target ground for 
advertisement analysis from a discursive point view, as exhaustively discussed in Cook 
(2006), but the genre of moving images demands more than just structural analysis of 
constitutive categories. The following sections will attempt at upholding the need for 
several methodological approaches to analyze this dataset by laying down the objectives, 
the nature of the data, challenges in transcription, and methodological eclecticism with 
specific emphasis on schools of research discussed in the previous chapter. 
4.1 Objectives 
The skin-lightening products for men and the way these are promoted need more 
attention as far as the issue of discrimination based on skin color is concerned. As Rajesh 
(2013, para. 2) suggests, “…in 2010, India’s whitening-cream market was worth $432m, 
according to a report by market researchers ACNielsen, and was growing 18% per year.” 
Unveiling the subtle linguistic usage, which is feeding into the discriminatory aspect of 
these commercials, makes this issue a concern for applied linguistics. Language as one of 
the main components of this practice situates this problem in the domain of critical 
linguistics. With the help of studying relevant literature and critically studying the chosen 
television commercials from 2005 to 2017, this study aims to understand how the 
discourse of colorism is taking place in a set of Indian commercials. Further details to 
investigate are how some linguistic/semiotic/socio-cultural (discourse) elements are 
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naturalizing this notion of “fairness”; and how this problem can be foregrounded and 
unpacked as far as applied linguistics is concerned. Moreover, a potential interaction 
between an insider’s perspective and a researcher’s critical orientation toward the 
problem will strengthen the entire study. Hence, the following are the primary objectives 
of this study in a nutshell: 
1. to foreground and unpack this problem/issue from an interdisciplinary critical 
discourse analytic perspective, 
2. to understand how the discourse of colorism is taking place in these Indian 
commercials for men’s skin-lightening products,  
3. to investigate what kind of subtle semiotic (linguistic and other) and socio-
cultural (discourse) elements are there that are naturalizing this notion of 
“fairness,” and 
4. to examine the construction of male gender in these commercials. 
4.2 Data and Methods 
The dataset for this study consists of thirteen popularly broadcast Hindi television 
commercials that are promoting skin-lightening products for men. The total duration of 
the commercials is 14 minutes and 23 seconds. It is a small corpus but needs close 
analyses for the overall purpose of the study. The commercials are by one major brand, 
Fair and Handsome. This is the most popular fairness-product brand in India. Because the 
commercials have evolved since their origin in 2005 in terms of their direct and indirect 
approaches to promoting the products, they are presented in a chronological manner 
starting from 2005 to 2017 in section 4.2.3. 
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4.2.1 Data Collection  
All these advertisements were available on YouTube during data collection, and 
the transcription of their meaning translation10 in English will be provided in the 
appendix (along with the links current at the time of research). Although these 
commercials are mainly television commercials, their availability on YouTube makes 
them even more accessible for the current audiences. However, some of the commercials 
do face discontinuity in terms of their availability on YouTube over time because users 
may take them down when they feel like doing so. These advertisements are primarily in 
Hindi, but they are replete with English words, phrases, and even full clauses at times. 
This prevalence of English, along with other elements such as the clothes, setups, 
portrayal of modern lifestyles, etc., strongly presupposes the target audience to be urban 
for most of the commercials.  
Since the advertisements are a combination of linguistic and several other 
semiotic elements and transcribing everything, such as, all the gestures of every 
participant, the clothes and appearneces of all the participants, meticulous representations 
of the settings and environments, the musical details of all of the jingles, etc., may result 
in documenting irrelevant elements and can digress from the core goals of the study, the 
main story and relevant information (i.e., number of participants, duration, jingle, the 
timestamp of when the product appears on the screen, etc.), along with screenshots, of 
every commercial are included in the tables under section 4.2.3. As mentioned earlier, a 
detailed version of every commercial will be included in the appendix (Appendix A) 
 
10 This translation is a culturally-informed sense-for-sense translation. The translation of every commercial 
is as close to the original as it could be. This translation endeavor demands a thorough knowledge of the 
Indian socio-cultural situation along with the adequate knowledge of Hindi. 
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section along with their transcriptions. The screenshots have a basic two-type 
classification—before and after the whitening accomplishment (wherever applicable)—
other analytically important frames will also be included in the analysis chapter. 
4.2.2 Methodological Eclecticism 
Since the present work is an interaction of various research interests, drawing 
upon various interrelated methodological repertoires is expected. This methodological 
eclecticism is required by the nature of data being currently analyzed to contribute to an 
edifying discussion. The following paragraphs will attempt to discuss the general features 
of different methodological approaches and arrive at the actual methodological 
configuration, which is eclectic in nature, employed in this study. 
4.2.2.1 Advertisement Analysis 
Cook’s (2006) work on the discourse of advertising is a remarkable work on 
analyzing a unique genre of advertising. The research tools provided in this reflects the 
complex genre of advertisements and attempts at taking a discourse analytic perspective. 
The work provides categorical tools and labels to unpack advertisements with respect to 
their perceived analytical and constitutive elements in general. Cook (2006) talks about 
identifying the text, context, and discourse for analyzing advertisements. In so doing, he 
classifies the constitutive categories of context in substance, paralanguage, situation, co-
text, intertext, and participants. For him, discourse is more of an interaction of text and 
context in a meaningful way. Most of his analytical data are still images or equivalent 
advertisements with a few exceptions of moving advertisements, videos and audios, for 
soft drink Sprite (screened in Britain in 1990s), for Peugot 306 car (from 2000), and for 
Wrigley Spearmint chewing gum (from 1991). These examples do unpack the extremely 
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complex nature of advertising when several modes and elements are at play 
simultaneously. However, the analyses of these advertisements (for Peugot 306, Wrigley 
Spearmint, and Sprite) are more adept at unpacking one or the other constitutive elements 
and their significance in creating the whole advertisements themselves than in providing 
a multimodal approach as an analytical leap in the paradigm. Also, the discourse aspect 
of Cook’s (2006) work sees discourse as meaning-making, it lacks the critical ideological 
lens one needs for analyzing a dataset with a prevalent torrent of skin-color 
discrimination. The use of Cook’s work  here is not to address it as merely sketchy or 
shuttling between different aspects of advertisements, which will result in doing injustice 
to a marvelous work like this, but it is being seen as lacking a critical angle that is the 
foundation stone for any critical discourse analytical work. On the one hand, Cook’s 
work is an efficient resource for a structural analysis of advertisements,  and on the other 
hand, O’Barr’s (1994) work employs a dominant ideological overtone of unpacking self 
and the other in visual advertisements comprised of photographs and textual content. 
O’Barr’s work is an eyeopener for understanding the inferior “others” as depicted in 
several advertisements in the past that catered to white audiences fond of traveling and 
gathering photographed memories of their travel, but it cannot stand as a solo analytical 
approach to critically investigate YouTube commercials for colorism in India because it 
lacks the repertoire for combining multimodality for video commercials and modern 
frameworks of CDA.  
The entry point to investigate gender in the commercial for this study is of a kind 
that mostly surrounds the formation of masculinity by depicting femininity as being 
distanced or segregated. The work by Ringrow (2016) serves as an effective resource to 
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look at advertisements from a feminist critical discourse analysis perspective. It discusses 
and critiques the discursive formation of idealized and inferior female gender in the 
cosmetic advertisements of the UK and France. However, this work does not focus so 
much on the notion of male gender in the world of advertisements. Benwell & Stokoe 
(2006) unpack the notions of commodified identity and the construction of feminine is 
the context of advertisements where the audience is positioned as passive. The self-
commodification, the problem-solution pattern, the interaction of attainable and 
unattainable (idealized/exaggerated) results, etc. are crucial parts of the discussion in 
their work. The construction of male gender in the discourse of advertisement is 
discussed briefly in this work. However, this work only unpacks issues and would be 
overstated as a methodological cornerstone one would employ to critically analyze 
advertisements like the ones used in this study for skin-color discrimination. Benwell 
(2002, 2007) talks about the construction of masculinity in the context of men’s lifestyle 
magazines in the UK by wonderfully discussing how these magazines and the audience 
are able to strategically distance the discourse from femininity in men’s adult 
(mainstream adult magazines bordering on pornography) magazines. Parameswaran and 
Cardoza (2009) and Parameswaran (2011, 2015) aim at unpacking the notion of colorism 
in the context of skin-lightening products for (mostly), women in India and South Asia, 
and they employ a more social and psychological perspective in criticizing the malicious 
idealized feminine image for Indian women that valorizes light skin. All the research 
work mentioned in the area of gender and advertisement are critically discursive in their 
analytic nature, but they are not able to meet the comprehensive methodological 
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configurations to analyze video commercials based on the analytical features separately, 
or even collectively, discussed in them. 
4.2.2.2 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 
The three major paradigms of CDA discussed in the previous chapter are the 
Dialectic Relational Approach (DRA), the Socio-Cognitive Approach (SCA), and the 
Discourse Historical Approach (DHA). DRA is pioneered by Norman Fairclough, and it 
is regarded as one of the major and early instances of CDA approach. After going 
through several modifications, the current version adopts a critical discursive stance at 
addressing any social wrong by analyzing discourse, which sees discourse as meaning-
making as an element of social process. Although extremely transdisciplinary and 
flexible, this approach suggests stages in conducting CDA. These stages are focusing 
upon a social wrong in its semiotic aspects—linguistic as well as others; identifying 
obstacles to addressing the social wrong; considering if the social order “needs” the 
social wrong, and identifying the ways around the obstacles. This approach further 
suggests steps to the stages and identifies several analytical categories like semiosis, 
discourse, genre, order of discourse, text, interdiscursivity, recontextualization, 
operationalization, etc. This approach represents a major methodological cornerstone of 
combining CDA with rigor and flexibility. This approach, along with its modifications 
over time, has served as a major methodological constituent in several research projects 
and continues to do so. However, this approach, in its current version and application by 
Fairclough himself, is far from giving major importance to two things: the other semiotic 
modes than language as more or equally important than language on several occasions, 
and cognition as a crucial element in producing and reproducing the ideologies that 
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decides dominance, power, and discursive practices. DRA is the most revered and 
efficient methodological approach in handling the object of research such as colorism 
concerning any society. However, the emphasis on multimodality, where a semiotic 
element/mode other than language can play a more crucial role than language and its 
interpretation does not have to be contingent on the linguistic content of the context, is 
yet to be well-adjusted in the whole methodological standpoint. 
The Social Cognitive approach has been introduced and put into application by 
van Dijk. His approach analyzes the issues of power and dominance from a social 
semiotic model proposed by Halliday. van Dijk investigates power and dominance in 
terms of control. Power as control is influenced by access to resources, and access to 
resources are both mediated by access to discourse and hegemonic structure amongst 
groups in society. Social cognition plays a major role in that. Social cognition is said to 
be the link between dominance and discourse. Although talking about discourse, power, 
control, and dominance, this approach overlaps with the ideological stances propounded 
by Fairclough’s DRA, this approach differs hugely in assigning importance to cognition. 
This approach deals with social issues and injustice, as DRA does, but its execution in 
understanding discourse structures in terms of power enactment and discourse 
reproduction is not identical with the discussion of Fairclough’s DRA. SCA also unpacks 
the nature of dominance as a complex one and far from being understood as a relation 
between powerful and powerless groups, where the former is always the villain and the 
latter is always the victim. SCA is a useful methodological approach in investigating the 
issue of colorism in the context of YouTube commercials in this study because van Dijk’s 
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own focus; however, the notion of multi-modality and the significance of semiotic modes 
other than language are yet to be incorporated in SCA. 
Ruth Wodak’s Discourse Historical Approach is a major shift in the context of 
seeing discourse and ideological constructions as highly dependent on the overall 
historical backdrop. Here, the emphasis is put on the knowledge formation that 
instantiates ideological and discursive practices. In the analysis, historical context is 
taken into consideration all the time. This approach is also problem-oriented and tries to 
bridge the gap between macro and micro issues, like the other two approaches mentioned 
before; however, this approach focuses more on issues involving discrimination based on 
racism and ethnicity. This approach takes into consideration multi-modality to some 
extent, especially visual content, in analyzing political discourses of political campaigns 
and analyzing the denial of racism as a group attitude in maintaining power relations 
ideologically. DHA also aims at promoting the systematic collection of data as well as 
contextual information from other genres. DHA foregrounds the role of inter-textuality, 
interdiscursivity, etc. in analyzing any specific context at hand. The issue of self-
representation, majorly in linguistic content and maybe in visual content, is at the center 
of legitimizing power and ideology. DHA shows how, in issues like immigration, racism, 
and ethnic discrimination, the in-group and out-group positioning mediated through 
discourse for social actors happens through moves like nomination, predication, metaphor 
formation, etc. Discrediting any social injustice and legitimizing/justifying the negative 
representation of the “other” are foregrounded as features of ideologically motivated 
discursive enactment of exclusion. This methodological approach is very efficient in 
handling research objects like advertisements from a colorism-driven point of view. Like 
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the two approaches mentioned previously, this approach as well allows flexibility in 
terms of interdisciplinary and/or transdisciplinary interaction for the sake of critical and 
in-depth research. According to Wodak (2011), this approach looks at some of the visual 
content and modes to analyze exclusionary discourse. However, it is yet to become 
strategically sound to execute a multimodal discourse analysis where language may not 
be the center of semiotic attention at some points where the dataset consists of video 
advertisements and not mere posters.  
4.2.2.3 Multimodal Analysis 
Multimodal analysis is the most appropriate genre for handling advertisements in 
general. The major influence of critical linguistics and critical discourse analysis on the 
genre has contributed its flourishing. Seminal research by Norris (2004a, 2004b, 2006, 
2011), van Leeuwen (2004), Kress (2012), Kress and van Leeuwen (2001, 2006), 
O’Halloran (2011), and others, separately and collectively, has shown the importance of 
adopting a multimodal standpoint to investigate critical issues in linguistics. Norris’s 
approach focuses on higher level and lower level actions and the roles of different modes 
in complex occasions of foregrounding and backgrounding. However, the systematic 
methodological approach by Norris does not handle critical and ideological undertones in 
multimodal communication. Kress and van Leeuwen (2001, 2006) attempt to uphold the 
role of multimodality as independent analytical standpoint and not language-centric all 
the time. Their work is efficient in combining, to a certain extent, the social semiotic 
approach and multi-modal approach. The social-semiotic approach has influenced their 
model in positioning several other semiotic modes/elements as major analytical 
categories whose linguistic equivalence is not possible universally. The grammar of 
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visual design is a grammar that focuses on the role of visual content and context in their 
representational (interactional and interpersonal) dimensions. van Leeuwen (2004) 
emphasizes the need for multimodality as a methodological standpoint for linguistic 
research. He articulates how multimodality is crucial in understanding any 
communicative event. Visual mode as a semiotic content can support, contrast, work in 
tandem, and even dominate linguistic content in multimodal communication. He rightly 
argues how most of communicative events are multimodal in nature. Thus, employing a 
language-oriented analytical model is incomplete. All the multimodal standpoints and 
approaches discussed above are potential tools for analyzing multimodal content like the 
dataset for this study. However, they sometimes lack the critical ideological lens that an 
issue like colorism requires. They are useful models of analysis for a genre like 
advertisements, where naturally occurring communication and authorship are kind of 
missing in its production, multimodal discourse analysis requires working in tandem with 
other approaches to facilitate in-depth research. 
4.2.2.4 Colorism 
As discussed in the theoretical background chapter, colorism or skin-color 
discrimination is not a methodological approach like CDA or multimodal analysis. It is a 
specific area of research that employs different disciplinary methods based on the target 
audience and intended natures of findings. Hunter (2002, 2007), Hall (1995, 1997, 2006, 
2011, 2013), Hill (2000, 2002), Hussein (2010), Mishra (2015), Bhattacharya (2012), and 
others mentioned in relation to the field of colorism in this work so far come from a 
diverse disciplinary background while employing linguistic, sociological, 
anthropological, historical, psychological, legal and economic, etc. standpoints to their 
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handling of the issue. All of this work together serves as a useful repertoire to analyze the 
issue of colorism in general. However, their methodological standpoints will definitely 
contribute to the analysis of the advertisements in the present study if those overlap with 
the overall methodological configuration of this work. 
4.2.3 Methodological Configuration of Current Study  
As it has been made evident by the discussion in the previous section, the 
methodological configuration of this work draws upon several kinds of approaches. 
While all the different approaches are somehow not suited to be applied separately to 
analyze the dataset for the overall of objectives of the study, a balanced conglomeration 
of several approaches will prove useful. On the one hand, an application of CDA 
approaches independently, or even collectively, as the only methodological standpoint 
will underplay the notion of multimodality and will shift the focus on the discriminatory 
practice of colorism as a preconceived assumption proven through linguistic analysis. On 
the other hand, following all the stages and steps of each approach to CDA may not turn 
out to be useful in investigating a complex genre of advertisement discourse. Thus, 
several elements from different CDA approaches will be used as analytical tools 
whenever necessary. For example, to understand the naturalized ideology and dominant 
order or discourse in advertisement, DRA is a useful investigative tool and will inform 
the readers why in Indian society a light-skinned celebrity assumes a powerful position to 
advise a dark-skinned model on using a specific skin-care product, and the dark-skinned 
model takes that as natural coming from a credible authority. DRA will also inform the 
readers about how the production and consumption of advertising text influence the 
overall ideological arena around colorism. An SCA-based analytical standpoint will help 
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unpack how the symbolic enactment of dominance is produced in a communicative event 
such as the light-skinned celebrity restricts access to a Bollywood-star-like reception for 
the dark-skinned model, just because the former is a member of the powerful group and 
the latter is not. In following DHA, the ridiculed representation of the dark-skinned 
model is justified by the endorser celebrity because the former is depicted as out-group. 
Overall the broader macro topic of colorism is investigated in the micro-level arena of 
television commercials where the videos are instances of communication.  
The different approaches to advertisement analysis will be employed to examine 
the dataset; however, a particular leaning to Cook’s discursive analysis of advertisements 
may be observed. Cook’s model can be  used in identifying some of the significant 
analytical categories that constitute advertisements in general, for example, linguistic 
content, music, substance of text—material and medium, etc. In employing Cook’s model 
of analysis, advertisements from the dataset may show the co-occurrence of jingle, poem, 
and even music in a sense that it adds a prosodic layer to the linguistic content and may 
as well work in tandem. Moreover, the nature of paralanguage, such as the color of the 
text, the pattern of the script, etc. can be analyzed to see their role in meaning-making. 
The work of O’Barr (1994) may indicate the creation and depiction of the other in the 
context of advertisements, for example, how the dark-skinned models are presented in 
relation to the light-skinned models. How, when they are in their dark-skin-tone stage, 
they seem to be positioned as out-group and not participating in the activities that light-
skinned celebrities can. This idea of other-formation may also overlap with the discursive 
strategies of exclusion from Wodak’s (2001, 2009, 2011) DHA. Gender in advertisement 
discourse can be analyzed by looking at how masculinity is depicted as non-femininity in 
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these advertisements, for example, the exaggerated counter-masculinity in commercial 
no. five wherein the model is ridiculed as potentially wearing a dress made for women, 
dancing, wearing lip color, etc. The works of Benwell (2002, 2007), Benwell and Stokoe 
(2006), and Ringrow (2016) can help unpack this gender aspect in the advertisements, 
especially Benwell’s work can examine how the irony and humor play major role in 
accommodating both distance and conformity with a certain gender identity.  
A multimodal analysis will be employed in analyzing how different semiotic 
modalities interact. Norris’s model can help unpack how the higher-level action of 
conversationally advising the dark-skinned model in a certain advertisement is 
constructed of several lower lever actions like hand movement, raising an eyebrow, eye 
gaze, nodding gesture, etc. This model can also show how semiotic modality is dependent 
on modal density of embodied and disembodied modes (for example, the actual uttered 
speech as the former and the location of furniture as the latter at the beginning of 
commercial no. seven). Kress and van Leeuwen (2006), and van Leeuwen (2004) can be 
used in looking at the visual and other multimodal properties of the video commercials. 
Following van Leeuwen, a problem of dark skin tone may be represented verbally in the 
advertisements, but may also be represented visually as in some of the advertisements in 
the dataset where the dark-skinned model is shy of approaching the woman he admires. 
While analyzing frames from video commercials, Kress and van Leeuwen (2006) can be 
used to see the modality of certain images. The background, color saturation, brightness, 
etc. can prove to be useful in understanding the modality. Moreover, the eye gaze, the 
angle of the look, the size of the frame, the viewing angle of the represented participants 
in the commercial can inform of the nature of interactive participants in the 
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communication. Some of this may overlap with the analysis of sender, receivers, and 
observers as discussed in Cook (2006). The whole notion of colorism can help inform the 
analysis by understanding how the discourse of skin-color discrimination is apparent in 
the advertisement genre handled in this dataset. Hunter (2002, 2007), Hall (1995, 1997, 
2006, 2011, 2013), Hill (2000, 2002), Parameswaran (2011, 2015), and works by other 
scholars will influence the investigation on why the preferred skin color is light and dark-
skinned models are required to undergo a transformation in order for them to be 
successful, attractive, and be part of a lot that is socio-culturally superior. 
Thus, the following characteristics will broadly describe the methodological 
configuration of the present study: 
1. The methodology takes three major CDA approaches collectively and employs 
bits and pieces of them to analyze the significant ideological issue of colorism in 
the dataset. Where the commonality of these three approaches lies in their 
handling of social issues, the differences in the actual execution of critical 
investigation may be emphasized in the analysis. CDA serves as the primary 
critical lens in employing all other approaches and models of analysis. 
2. Different elements of advertisement analysis, from Cook (2006), O’Barr (1994), 
Ringrow (2016), and others are incorporated to serve as an enriched resource for 
the structural analysis of the television commercials. Cook’s (2006) work serves 
best in unpacking constitutive elements of advertisement discourse, while O’Barr 
(1994) and Ringrow (2016) provide more about ideological biases which are to be 
critiqued. 
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3. The constructions of gendered identities are investigated from a point of view that 
sees the discursive construction of male gender as evidently and deliberately 
distant from femininity. Benwell and Stokoe (2006), Benwell (2002, 2007), 
Ringrow (2016), Parameswaran (2011, 2015) inform the said perspective in this 
context. 
4. Multimodal analysis is employed to analyze the data as the advertisements are 
multimodal in nature. Multimodality is incorporated in tandem with CDA, and 
advertisement analysis approaches. Since delving into all the modal components 
is not efficient to conduct a project like this, multimodality is treated depending 
on how relevant it is while executing the analysis. Moreover, all the different 
multimodal approaches are not compatible with one another, so picking and 
applying the relevant analytical category or layer has been preferred in this 
project. 
5. The broader issue of colorism in different contexts, locations, and genres are 
consulted from the works of scholars mentioned in chapter 3 to carefully navigate 
the ideological handling of colorism/skin-color discrimination in India. Moreover, 
colorism is considered as an attitude of a whole society or group, that may or may 
not be executed through a single member in that society. 
6. The methodological configuration of this study is “abductive”11 (Wodak, 2001) in 
a sense that it requires moving back and forth between theoretical standpoints and 
 
11 Wodak (2001, p. 70) uses the term in a sense that it requires shuttling between theories and data; the 
movement across several theories is an adaptation of the original sense. 
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empirical data but also because it requires moving back and forth across different 
methodological approaches to arrive at a significantly befitting analysis. 
7. All the different methodological paradigms mentioned here are discrete, but they 
have been incorporated in such a manner that they will work in close 
compatibility with one another in this study. Needless to mention, none of the 
above-mentioned methods are in conflict with one another. 
4.2.4 Transcription and Challenges 
Since commercials are multimodal texts, the data are complex, and it is easy to 
feel lost. While the meticulous representation of the data is necessary, documenting 
and/or transcribing only the relevant elements can help prevent digression. The 
coding/documenting of the data has mainly followed Jefferson (2004) and Cook (2006). 
Jefferson’s (2004) transcription method has been used to broadly transcribe these thirteen 
commercials. The translated English version for each commercial has been cross-checked 
by a native speaker of Hindi whose English proficiency is near-native and who possesses 
more than adequate knowledge of the socio-cultural scenario for the commercials in 
India. Slight modifications, such as occasionally choosing a meaning-wise compatible 
English phrase (“Sharma Ji has hit the jackpot”) for a Hindi phrase (Hindi: Sharma ji ki 
nikal paRi; literal translation: Sharma ji’s [something] has started going) used in 
commercial 6 instead of translating the Hindi words into English have been done in the 
dataset. Two main adjustments have been used to meet the requirements of these 
multimodal texts here —a. Numbered superscript has been added to square brackets ([x) 
to indicate two simultaneous units because the commercials do have spoken units and 
description of some type of action going on in parallel on many occasions; and b. slashes 
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(/) followed by single space have been used within the jingles to separate one line from 
another to maintain the original verse pattern. Cook’s (2006) method of coding the 
frames, jingles, and simultaneous linguistic content will be useful in dealing with these 
commercial videos. Moreover, Norris (2004a, 2004b, 2009, 2011), O’Barr (1994), Kress 
and van Leeuwen (2006), van Leeuwen (2004), O’Halloran (2011), and others will be 
followed to better document and analyze the multi-modal areas related to visual, in the 
study whenever needed. Frames from videos will be treated as images whenever applying 
visual analysis of images to relevant portions of the advertisements in the dataset here. 
Several analytical tools will be used from the repertoire by moving back and forth. The 
focus of analysis will decide which tool is useful or will be of most relevance at a certain 
point in the analysis. 
4.2.5 Data 
All of the thirteen commercials have been coded and categorized chronologically 
(from 2005 to 2017) in a graphic table format accompanied by another informative table 
of crucial analytical tokens such as the evaluative expression for the main protagonists, 
instances of fine print, supportive female characters, and salient refrains/repetitions found 
in all of the thirteen commercials. In the appendix section (Appendix A) of the 
dissertation, transcriptions for all the thirteen commercials will be provided. Some 
matrimonial newspaper advertisements from India are treated as the secondary dataset 
(Appendix B) to foreground “fairness” as a significant identity feature used ostentatiously 
in the arena of the marriage market in India. Moreover, in the next chapter, relevant 
screenshots/frames, charts, and diagrams to facilitate any analytical purpose will be 
provided along with the excerpts of transcriptions whenever needed.  
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Commercial 1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdWAlVy0lKQ&nohtml5=False 
 
Story: In this commercial, a young man is portrayed to have a dark skin tone and sneaks 
into a women’s hostel to find a skin-lightening cream. He almost gets caught and faces 
insult for even thinking of using females’ skin-lightening product. Finally, the men’s 
product is introduced and the young man gets a lighter skin tone. The problem is solved, 
and the man is rewarded with attractiveness and popularity among the young women. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2005 
Length 40 seconds 
Summary The formerly dark-skinned young man is rewarded with a lighter skin 
tone using the product. He has now gained popularity among the 
women. 
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background. It is primarily 
sung by a male voice and occasionally accompanied by both male and 
female chorus in certain portions. It has a fast-rhythmic tempo (Indian 
pop) of Indian Bollywood (Hindi film industry) type songs. The lyrics 
ask a question whether the character wants to be light-complexioned 
by stealthily using females’ skin-lightening product. Female chorus 
singers sing the phrase “stealthily” with a rising intonation. The lyrics 
say females’ product is inappropriate. It is very shameful to do so. Men 
need to use men’s skin-lightening cream. At the end, the voice-over of 
multiple female singers plays the chorus of the phrase “hi handsome, 
hi handsome, hi handsome”. 
Characters 1. Main model (P1) who is undergoing the entire process of 
changing from being dark-skinned to light-skinned. 
2. Another male model (P2) who helps the main dark-skinned 
model run away and hide while the latter is being chased by a 
group of girls for trying to steal women’s product from a dorm. 
This model is light-complexioned and scolds the main model for 
using women’s beauty product. 
3. A group of young women (W+) who initially chase the main 
model for stealthily grabbing and using their skin cream. This 
same group of young women flock around the main model when 
he gains a lighter skin tone. 
4. Male voice over (VO) 
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Product 
appears 
Twice. At the 23rd and 36th second of the 40-second commercial. The 
first appearance is to introduce the product and the second one to 
describe the unique qualities of the product to build ethos. 
Category “Hard sell” 
  Before using the product   After using the product 
Table 1, Commercial 1 
 
Commercial 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEmYyR10Db8 
 
Story: In this commercial, a young man is portrayed to have a dark skin tone and sneaks 
into a women’s dressing room at a wedding to secure a skin-lightening cream. He almost 
gets caught and faces insult for even thinking of using females’ skin-lightening product. 
Finally, the men’s product is introduced and the young man gets a lighter skin tone. The 
problem is solved, and the man is rewarded with attractiveness and popularity among the 
young women. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
 
 
Year 2006 
Length 40 seconds 
Summary The formerly dark-skinned young man is rewarded with a lighter skin 
tone using the product. He has now gained popularity among the 
women. 
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background. It is primarily 
sung by a male voice and occasionally accompanied by both male and 
female chorus in certain portions. It has a fast-rhythmic tempo (Indian 
pop) of Indian Bollywood (Hindi film industry) type songs. The lyrics 
ask a question whether the character wants to be light-complexioned 
by stealthily using females’ skin-lightening product. Female chorus 
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singers sing the phrase “stealthily” with a rising intonation. The lyrics 
say women’s product is inappropriate. It is very shameful to do so. 
Men need to use men’s skin-lightening cream. At the end, the voice-
over of multiple female singers plays the chorus of the phrase “hi 
handsome, hi handsome, hi handsome.” 
Characters 1. Main model (P1) who is undergoing the entire process of 
changing from being dark-skinned to light-skinned. 
2. Another male model (P2) who helps the main dark-skinned 
model run away and hide while the latter is being chased by a 
group of girls for trying to steal women’s product from a dorm. 
This model is light-complexioned and scolds the main model for 
using women’s beauty product. 
3. A group of young women (W+) who initially chase the main 
model for stealthily grabbing and using their skin cream. This 
same group of young women flocks around the main model when 
he gains a lighter skin tone. 
4. A male voice-over (VO). 
Product 
appears 
Twice. At the 25th and 36th second of the 40-second commercial. The 
first appearance is to introduce the product and the second one to 
describe the unique qualities of the product to build ethos. 
Category “Hard sell” 
  Before using the product   After using the product 
 
Table 2, Commercial 2 
 
Commercial 3 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4met8FSD8M 
 
Story: In this commercial, a young man is portrayed to have a dark skin tone and is 
insulted by his sister and the endorser celebrity for having used women’s skin-lightening 
product. Finally, the men’s product is introduced by the celebrity endorser, and the young 
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man gets a lighter skin tone. The problem is solved, and the man is rewarded with 
attractiveness and popularity among the young women. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2007 
Length 50 seconds 
Summary The formerly dark-skinned young man is rewarded with a lighter skin 
tone using the product. He has now gained popularity among the 
women. 
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being sung by a male voice in the background 
and is occasionally lip-sync-ed by Shahrukh.It has a mixed-rhythmic 
tempo of Indian Bollywood (Hindi film industry) type songs. The 
lyrics say the main model should not use the women’s products 
“stealthily” because his skin is different. The women’s products are 
suitable for their soft skin, and the only suitable product for men’s 
tough skin is Fair and Handsome. At the end, the voice-over of 
multiple female singers plays the chorus of the phrase “hi handsome, 
hi handsome, hi handsome.” 
Characters 1. Main model (P1) who is undergoing the entire process of 
changing from being dark-skinned to light-skinned. 
2. The model’s sister (F1) who is blaming him for using her skin 
cream. 
3. A female model (F2) who the dark-skinned protagonist wants to 
impress. 
4. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK) 
5. A group of young women (W+) who appear to dance, sing, and 
talk along with other characters at times 
6. A group of men (M+) who sometimes appear to dance, sing, and 
talk along with other characters 
7. A male voice-over (VO) 
Product 
appears 
Three times. At the 30th, 39th, and 49th second of the 50-second 
commercial. The first appearance is to introduce the product, the 
second one to describe the unique qualities of the product to build 
ethos, and the third in the left hand of Shahrukh to probably convince 
the audience to buy the product. 
Category “Hard sell” 
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  Before using the product 
 
         
  After using the product 
 
Table 3, Commercial 3 
 
Commercial 4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqXiPCI0OTs&nohtml5=False 
 
Story: A young man stares at a famous Bollywood star and aspires to have the same kind 
of life of popularity (among the female fans) and success. However, the man has a dark 
skin tone. Then, the star walks up to this person and shares the secret of the fairness with 
him. The star also emphasizes that this man might not get the exact life of the star but the 
popularity part is assured if he uses the fairness cream. Finally, the young man is shown 
to be using the fairness product and benefitting out of it. He is shown off as being 
surrounded by several young women and cameras.  
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2009 
Length 60 seconds 
Summary A young man who dreams of a lifestyle of a Bollywood star, especially 
the popularity, is being rewarded with that kind of life after achieving 
a lighter skin tone by the use of the particular product. 
Jingle There is no jingle. However, different kinds of music are played 
throughout the commercial 
Characters 1. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK) 
2. The main protagonist (P1) who is a struggler and who later on 
benefits from the product 
3. A young woman (W) who plays the heroine for SK’s stunt 
sequence 
4. A male voice-over (VO) 
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Product 
appears 
Three times: At the 35th second when Shahrukh introduces the product 
to show it to the protagonist, at the 44th second to show how the 
product works on men’s skin, and at the 59th second when Shahrukh 
endorses the product for the final time in the commercial.  
Category “Hard sell” 
Before using the product  After using the product 
 
Table 4, Commercial 4 
 
Commercial 5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ugQMhxjJJQ 
 
Story: In this commercial, the young wrestler is caught using a women’s skin-lightening 
cream by Shahrukh Khan. The wrestler is severely admonished for such an act. He is 
further yelled at by Shahrukh Khan who is worried that this wrestler is going to use nail 
paint and lip color in the future. Shahrukh then ridicules the wrestler by saying that the 
latter should drape a “lehnga” (long skirt). This bizarre sequence of imaginary 
possibilities are shown through the wrestler doing all of this. Finally the product is 
introduced, the wrestler gains a light skin tone and attractive looks and all the village 
young women show interest in him. 
Note: This is the only commercial in the corpus that depicts a very rural setting. Even the 
Hindi spoken by Shahrukh has the dialectal accent associated with people from mostly in 
the states of Haryana and UP in India. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2011 
	   110 
Length 35 seconds 
Summary The formerly dark-skinned young man/wrestler is rewarded with a 
lighter skin tone using the product. He has now gained popularity 
among the women. 
Jingle There is no lengthy jingle in this commercial. The jingle here mostly 
consists of the phrase “hi handsome” and its tonal variations and  
repetitions. Moreover, very soft music and a female chorus of “aa h ha 
aaaa /la la la la” is played in the background at times when the male 
model is being admonished and ridiculed by Shahrukh Khan. 
Characters 1. Main model and wrestler (P1) who is undergoing the entire 
process of changing from being dark-skinned to light-skinned. 
2. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK); his Hindi shows 
marked usage of a dialectal overtone from the regions of UP and 
Haryana, India. 
3. A group of young village women (W+) who happen to be 
awestruck, and while basking in the attractiveness of the main 
model after he has undergone the skin-tone change, sing a chorus 
of “hi handsome” in English heavily influenced by their dialectal 
Hindi from Haryana/UP. 
4. Practicing wrestlers (M+) in the background 
5. A female voice (F) singing occasionally 
6. A male voice over (VO) 
Product 
appears 
Twice. At the 21st and 33rd second of the 35-second commercial. The 
first appearance is to introduce and describe the qualities of the 
product, and the second one happens at the ending when the product is 
in the hand of Shahrukh to build ethos. 
Category “Hard sell” 
  Before using the product 
 
         
  After using the product 
 
Table 5, Commercial 5 
 
Commercial 6 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6cbBZuMnas 
 
Story: In this commercial, a young man is portrayed to have a dark skin tone and is 
ashamed of that. He hides his face whenever he is around young women. He uses a 
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women’s skin-lightening product which is ineffective and continues to live his life 
hiding. Finally, the endorser celebrity introduces the main protagonist to “Fair and 
Handsome,” the men’s product in this commercial, and the young man gets a lighter skin 
tone. The problem is solved, and the man is rewarded with attractiveness and popularity 
among the young women. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2011 
Length 40 seconds 
Summary The formerly dark-skinned young man is rewarded with a lighter skin 
tone using the product. He has now gained popularity among the 
women. 
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background by male singer. 
It has a soft rhythm and a medium tempo. The lyrics address the main 
protagonist as “Sharma ji” and ridicules him by asking how long he is 
going to be using the skin products of women “stealthily” and will be 
“ashamed” relentlessly. Toward the end, the female singers sing the 
chorus of the phrase “hi handsome, hi handsome, hi handsome” and a 
male voice in a fast high pitch tempo sings “Sharma ji has hit the 
jackpot/ all the girls are staring and taking a chance at him.” 
Characters 1. Main model (P1), Sharma ji, who is undergoing the entire 
process of changing from being dark-skinned to light-skinned and 
coming out from behind the shield of a yellow umbrella. 
2. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK) 
3. A first group of young women (W1+)  who initially laughs at the 
main model for stealthily using skin cream for women and hiding 
behind a yellow umbrella 
4. The individual woman (W) who walks out of the elevator and 
into the scene where P1 was applying skin-lightening cream on 
his face 
5. The second group of young women (W2+) at the club 
6. The male singer’s voice in the background and in the jingle (MS) 
7. The female singer’s voice (FS) 
8. A male voice-over (VO) 
Product 
appears 
Twice. At the 23rd and 37th second of the 40-second commercial. The 
first appearance is when Shahrukh introduces the product to the main 
protagonist and the product eventually is described on the full screen 
by a voice-over, and the second appearance is at the ending when the 
product is in the hand of Shahrukh while he emphasizes the unique 
qualities of the product. 
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Category “Hard sell” 
  Before using the product 
 
         
  After using the product 
 
Table 6, Commercial 6 
Commercial 7 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NN7jC7HdTME&nohtml5=False 
 
Story: The commercial starts off by showing a Bollywood superstar narrating his life 
story. He simply narrates how he eventually became a superstar from a struggling actor. 
He tells the audience that he only inherited blessings, implying that the good look has 
been achieved later in his life. He gives huge credit to his carrying and using the fairness 
product for a long time, like a life companion. At an event, he stares at a struggling actor 
with a dark skin tone and instantly realizes his problem, without even the aspirant saying 
anything to the superstar. He gives a tube of the same product to the struggler with dark 
skin.  Finally, the superstar emphasizes that using this product is a must because men 
need more, and this is the key to success. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2013 
Length 45 seconds 
Summary Bollywood star Shahrukh Khan narrating his life journey and 
emphasizing the success because of his struggle and good looks. The 
latter is not inherited but achieved by using the fairness product. 
Jingle There is no jingle. However, a slow-paced instrumental music is 
played throughout the commercial. 
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Characters 1. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh khan (SK) 
2. The struggling young man (P1) standing in the crowd and who 
receives the product from Shahrukh Khan. 
Product 
appears 
Twice: At the 21st second when Shahrukh puts a tube of the product 
while packing his bag, and at the 36th second when Shahrukh throws 
the product toward the young man and after that the product remains 
on the screen until the final screen appears with the product and its 
title at the bottom. 
Category “Hard sell” 
Before using the product: NA (the story starts with the already existing “fair” 
protagonist and his narration of the journey to success.    
After using the product:  
 
Table 7, Commercial 7 
 
Commercial 8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vbfn-1Ofow&list=WL&index=9&nohtml5=False 
 
Story: This commercial shows a modern-day urban couple. The young woman is a little 
upset. The young man finally comes home with a smile on his face and seeming to have 
found a solution for the woman’s upset mood. He hands over some much-needed money 
to the young woman so that she can use it for some very important purpose. The need for 
money is not explained. However, it is indirectly shown that the man sells his favorite 
motorbike to arrange the money. Now the man is portrayed as a fair and handsome guy 
and leading a “handsome” [this is the phrase used in the commercial itself] life. At the 
very beginning of the commercial, one Bollywood superstar asks the audience about the 
definition of a “handsome” life. At the end, the same superstar urges people to share their 
stories with him and get an exclusive chance to meet him. 
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Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2015 
Length  2 minutes and 46 seconds 
Summary A young man sells his favorite motorbike in order to arrange money 
for a crucial purpose involving his wife/girlfriend’s career and passion. 
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background. It has a soft 
rhythmic tempo to invoke a feeling of motivation and happiness. The 
beginning of the jingle has a soft tone and low pitch, and at the end, the 
jingle has a raised pitch to indicate accomplishment.  
The first part- 
The lyrics start as if the young man is singing in his head— “thousands 
of dreams lie in the eyes/ the guitar plays in the heart of aspirations. 
life does not have moments, moments have life /every moment should 
be life…”  
The final part of the jingle is as follows– 
“live every color, sing every song/ this is how handsome life should 
be.” 
Characters 1. Movie star Hrithik Roshan (HR) who at the beginning of the 
main narrative defines the notion of a “handsome life” and at end 
of the narrative urges people to share their stories of success and 
get a chance to be “groomed” by the product’s stylists/experts, 
and, also, get a chance to meet the star himself. 
2. A young man (P1) who sells his motorbike to arrange for the 
needed money for his wife/beloved. 
3. The woman, Sim, who was initially upset for the lack of money 
needed for her career. 
Product 
appears 
Never appears during the narrative. However, #HandsomeLife is used 
throughout the commercial (see the screen-shots below) in the lower 
right corner of the screen. 
The product’s logo appears at 2 minutes and 21 seconds when the 
movie star talks about the “grooming” opportunity and at 2 minutes 
and 41 seconds when the commercial ends. 
 
2 min 21 sec 2 min 41 sec 
Category “Soft sell” 
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Before 
using the 
product  
N.A. (The product is not being directly sold in the commercial, but the 
name appears at the end)) 
After 
using the 
product 
N.A. (The product is not being directly sold in the commercial) 
Before the accomplishment After the accomplishment 
  
Table 8, Commercial 8 
 
Commercial 9 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ_QG26mqPw&list=WL&index=10&nohtml5=Fals
e 
 
Story: This commercial starts off by showing a “handsome” and light-skinned young 
man’s life story. He quits his high-paying job to start a rock-climbing academy. Now, he 
visits the academy after driving his expensive jeep and finds everyone is happy, except 
one very young woman (a little girl). She looks at all the other students with her eyes full 
of aspiration. Next comes the watchman of the academy and tells our protagonist, the 
“handsome” man, that the little girl is his niece. She wants to join the academy but does 
not have the money to pay the fees. Our protagonist happily arranges for the little girl to 
fulfil her dreams. At the very beginning of the commercial, one Bollywood superstar asks 
the audience about the definition of a “handsome” life. At the end, the same superstar 
urges people to share their stories with him and get an exclusive chance to meet him. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2015 
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Length  2 minutes and 37 seconds 
Summary A young man appears to be quitting his high-paying job to open a 
rock-climbing academy, where he accommodates a poor little girl 
who wants to learn rock-climbing.  
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background. It has a soft 
rhythmic tempo to invoke a feeling of motivation and happiness. The 
beginning of the jingle has a soft tone and low pitch, and at the end, 
the jingle has a raised pitch to indicate accomplishment.  
The first part- 
The lyrics start as if the young man is singing in his head— 
“Thousands of dreams lie in the eyes/ the guitar plays in the heart of 
aspirations. Take that special flight(leap) in life/ which the entire 
world will remember forever…” 
The final part of the jingle is as follows– 
“Give wings to your aspirations/ listen to your heart this time/ listen to 
your heart. Live the handsome life, be carefree. This is how handsome 
life should be.” 
Characters 1. Movie star Hrithik Roshan (HR) who at the beginning of the 
main narrative defines the notion of a “handsome life” and at end 
of the narrative urges people to share their stories of success and 
get a chance to be “groomed” by the product’s stylists/experts, 
and also get a chance to meet the star himself. 
2. The young male protagonist (P1) who runs the rock-climbing 
academy after quitting his high-paying job.  
3. The very young woman (P2) who joins the rock-climbing 
academy because of the protagonist. 
4. The watchman (P3)who is also the uncle of the young girl. 
Product 
appears 
Never appears during the narrative. However, #HandsomeLife is 
used throughout the commercial (see the screen-shots below) in the 
lower right corner of the screen. 
The product’s logo appears at 2 minutes and 24 seconds when the 
movie star talks about the “grooming” opportunity and at 2 minutes 
and 35 seconds when the commercial ends. 
2 min 24 sec 2 min 35 sec 
Category “Soft sell” 
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Before 
using the 
product  
N.A. (The product is not being directly sold in the commercial, but 
the name appears at the end)) 
After using 
the product 
N.A. (The product is not being directly sold in the commercial) 
Skin tone before the accomplishment: NA (the story starts with the already 
existing “fair” protagonist and his narration of the life of passion and helping others 
live theirs’. 
After the accomplishment 
Table 9, Commercial 9 
 
Commercial 10 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEHzRhojUlY&nohtml5=False 
 
Story: The commercial starts off by showing a very ordinary young man walking toward 
his father’s old and dimly lit garage, “Mehra Garage”. His father is coughing and hands 
the boy a letter of appointment with a happy face. The commercial then shows how much 
the boy has worked for this day. Ultimately, the boy tears the letter up and tells his father 
that their business plan has been approved and will get funding. The father-son duo then 
is shown to own a shining new company, “Mehra and Sons Automotors Pvt. Ltd.” When 
this happens, both of them look healthy, well-dressed, and the boy has a lighter skin tone. 
At the very beginning of the commercial, one Bollywood superstar asks the audience the 
definition of a “handsome” life. At the end, the same superstar urges people to share their 
stories with him and get an exclusive chance to meet him. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2015 
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Length  2 minutes and 19 seconds 
Summary A young man is finally refusing a job offer to open a dream project of 
his garage-mechanic father and ultimately making his father happy 
and proud.  
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background. It has a soft 
rhythmic tempo to invoke a feeling of motivation and happiness. The 
beginning of the jingle has a soft tone and low pitch, and at the end, 
the jingle has a raised pitch to indicate accomplishment.  
The first part– 
The lyrics start as if the young man is singing in his head— “The 
moment is very close to my heart/ I will write my own fate. (I) will try 
forever/ will not accept defeat so easily…” 
The final part of the jingle is as follows– 
“Do not let the time elapse/ you too live a handsome life. Live the 
handsome life, be carefree. This is how handsome life should be.” 
Characters 1. Movie star Hrithik Roshan (HR) who at the beginning of the 
main narrative defines the notion of a “handsome life” and at end 
of the narrative urges people to share their stories of success and 
get a chance to be “groomed” by the product’s stylists/experts, and 
also get a chance to meet the star himself. 
2. A young male protagonist (P1) who becomes successful by 
working hard, giving up a job offer, and achieving funding for a 
dream project. 
3. The father (P2) of the young man who is a garage-mechanic at 
the beginning becomes one of the founding members of a 
company at the end. 
4. A group of people (P3+) wearing blue uniform of workers and 
headed to a building. 
Product 
appears 
Never appears during the narrative. However, #HandsomeLife is used 
throughout the commercial (see the screen-shots below) in the lower 
right corner of the screen. 
The product’s logo appears at 1 minute and 57 seconds when the 
movie star talks about the “grooming” opportunity and at 2 minutes 
and 19 seconds when the commercial ends. 
 
 
1 min 57 sec  2 min 19 sec 
Category “Soft sell” 
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Before 
using the 
product  
N.A. (The product is not being directly sold in the commercial, but the 
name appears at the end) 
After using 
the 
product 
N.A. (The product is not being directly sold in the commercial) 
  Before the accomplishment  After the accomplishment 
  
Table 10, Commercial 10 
 
Commercial 11 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOkfmuorknQ 
 
Story: Shahrukh starts the storytelling by saying that ours (men’s) life is full of actions 
(while the action sequence runs on the screen), but the sun and the sweat make our skin 
dull and dark. The dark-skinned but well-built young man, through his appearance and 
enactment, corroborates the fact Shahrukh is trying to convey here. Emami 5-action 
fairness cream rewards the dark-skinned model with lighter sweat-free and oil-free skin, 
and the woman is naturally attracted to previously dark-skinned model now. 
Note: The distinction between S’s storytelling voice and the voice-over’s narration is 
blurred as the transition from the former to the latter is extremely smooth and almost 
unrecognizable. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
 Year 2016 
 Length 26 seconds 
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Summary The formerly dark-skinned but well-built young man is rewarded with 
a lighter skin tone after using the product. He has now gained 
confidence and a young woman is attracted to him. 
Jingle There is no jingle in this commercial. However, suspenseful rhythmic 
music is played in the background all the time. 
Characters 1. The main model (P1) who is working out at the gym and finally 
undergoes the entire process of changing from being dark-skinned 
to light-skinned. 
2. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan’s (SK) momentary 
glimpses (of less than .5 sec) at the 11th second and toward the 
end. These momentary clips with a side view of the celebrity are 
from the 2013 commercial. 
3. A woman (F1) who passionately touches and accompanies the 
main model at the end. 
4. The male voice-over (VO) 
5. The female voice (FS) 
Product 
appears 
Twice. At the 12th and 24th second of the 26-second commercial. The 
first appearance is to introduce the product (Shahrukh’s hand holding 
the product is shown) to proceed into describing he unique qualities of 
the product to build ethos and the second appearance on the entire 
screen toward the end to show the animated visual of the product and 
its 5-action-fairness property. 
Category “Hard sell” 
  Before using the product 
 
         
  After using the product 
 
Table 11, Commercial 11 
 
Commercial 12 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q7ZzJAnewg 
 
Story: The main male protagonist is shown to be trying to assist three different women by 
helping them in several activities, but he ends up being just a resource person, not a 
prospective partner to the female characters. Shahrukh shows up to help the dark-skinned 
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man out by introducing him to the skin-lightening product, and then the main model gets 
all the attention from the young women he wanted earlier. 
Note: Here another male model (PX) appears for the visual special effects (which show 
how the product works) is a different person than the actual protagonist (P1). 
The pose incorporating standing with arms stretched wide a slight tilting of the head that 
P1 adopts here in this commercial to impress women is an iconic pose by Shahrukh Khan 
(SK). SK has done that in his movies, and this posture is said to be very alluring and 
romantic among young women. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
 Year 2016 
 Length 30 seconds 
 Summary The formerly dark-skinned young man is rewarded with a lighter skin 
tone using the product. He has now gained popularity among the three 
women who formerly did not pay any heed to his efforts to woo them. 
Jingle There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background primarily by a 
male voice. It has a fast musical tempo along with rap-like lyrics 
interjecting periodically. The lyrics describe the specific situations 
when the main protagonist fails to impress the girls—(he) showed off 
“style” but ended up being just a “shoulder”/ He stood with a “pose” 
but ended up being just a “shoulder”/ just became a shoulder every 
time. 
Characters 1. The main model (P1) who is failing to impress girls even with 
imitating Shahrukh’s iconic poses and postures and then 
undergoes the process of changing from being dark-skinned to 
light-skinned. 
2. The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK) who ridicules the 
model by advising him to stop becoming a “shoulder” for trivial 
things and move ahead into becoming “the man” that women will 
fall for through using Fair and Handsome. 
3. Three women (F1, F2, & F3) who first reduce the main model’s 
efforts of wooing by using him as a shoulder for trivial things like 
putting the hose pipe on his shoulders, keeping the wallet in his 
hand, and placing a canister of wall paint on his hanger-like 
stretched arms. However, these women (at least two of them) seem 
to have been attracted to the main protagonist at the end of the 
video. 
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4. The male singer’s voice (MS) 
5. The female chorus (FS) 
6. The placeholder model for the visual effects (PX) 
Product 
appears 
Twice. At the 23rd and 27th second of the 30-second commercial. The 
first appearance is when Shahrukh khan is introducing the imagines 
viewers along with the main protagonist, and the second one when 
Shahrukh is emphasizing the need of the product in evolving from 
being “a shoulder” (just a support) to “a man” (a prospective male 
romantic partner) at the end.  
Category “Hard sell” 
   Before using the product 
 
         
  After using the product 
 
 
Table 12, Commercial 12 
 
Commercial 13 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVk4J4E9-Zc 
 
Story: With their interactions with Hrithik, all three models are evidently shown to be 
having three skin separate skin conditions. One of the models is virtually shown to be 
benefitting from the product that Hrithik introduces.  
Note: This commercial does not indulge in discussing so-called skin attribute “fairness,” 
but talks about resolving a few skin issues and gaining “brighter healthier” skin. The 
commercial also does not employ depiction of all of the three models who are improving 
the skin conditions. 
Brand Fair and Handsome 
Year 2017 
Length 30 seconds 
Summary Three men with dark spots, tan, and oily skin, respectively, are 
conveyed to be benefitting by using the product. However, only the 
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third model is shown to be virtually going through the process of skin 
lightening on the screen. 
Jingle There is no jingle in this commercial, but fast-paced instrumental 
music which invokes a sense of thrill and adventure is played in the 
background most of the time. 
Characters 1. Model 1 (P1) who is practicing boxing and has dark spots on his 
sweaty face. 
2. Model 2 (P2) who is playing Tennis and has evident tan on his 
face. 
3. Model 3 (P3) who has oily skin and the only model who is shown 
to be going through the process of finally having a lighter skin 
tone in the commercial. 
4. The celebrity endorser Hrithik Roshan (HR) 
5. The male voice-over (VO) 
Product 
appears 
Twice. First at 16th second to introduce the details of the product, and 
second at the 27th second to conclude the commercial.  
Category “Hard sell” 
Three 
models 
   
 
 
 
 
 
Model 1                         Model 2                          Model 3 
  Before using the product 
Model 3 
  After using the product 
Model 3 
Table 13, Commercial 13 
 
As mentioned earlier in section 4.2.5, the following table (Table 14) contains 
information about crucial analytical tokens. This information is comprised of tokens such 
as the evaluative expression for the main protagonists, instances of fine print, supportive 
female characters, and salient refrains/repetitions found in all of the thirteen commercials, 
and it contributes to the in-depth analysis in the dissertation at several points in Chapter 
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5. For the details of the abbreviations used in this table, please see the corresponding 
commercials mentioned in the thirteen tables above. The examples of tokens used in this 
table are taken from the transcribed content of the commercials, including jingles. The 
line numbers mentioned in column five of the following table stand for the line numbers 
in the transcribed dataset included as Appendix A in the dissertation. 
Collection of Constitutive Analytical Tokens 
 
Comm
ercials 
Evaluative 
Expressions (+/-) for 
Main Protagonist (s)  
Fine Print  
 
Suppo
rtive 
Femal
e(s)  
Intra-
Commercial 
Repetitions 
1  “stealthily”: (-) by 
male voice in the 
Jingle and W+ 
,“handsome”(+) by 
W+ 
No W+ “stealthily”: Lines 
2, 7, 14 
2 “stealthily”: (-) by VO, 
“handsome”(+) by W+ 
No W+ “stealthily”: Lines 
4, 5, 16; “Emami 
Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
21, 30 
3 “chii (yuck)”: (-) by 
M+, “stealthily”: (-) by 
VO 
No F1, 
F2, &, 
W+ 
“(Emami) Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
27, 39, 61 
4 NA No W “handsome”: Lines 
18, 21, 39, 42; 
“Emami Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
32, 44 
5 “handsome”: (+) by 
W+ 
Yes, the product 
being “no 1 
fairness cream for 
men” 
W+ & 
F  
“Emamni Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
40, 57, 63; 
“World’s No. 1 
Fairness Cram for 
Men”: Lines 57, 64 
6 “afraid”: (-) by VO, 
“stealthily”: (-) by SK, 
“hiding”: (-) by SK, 
“free”: (+) by SK, 
“handsome”: (+) by 
Yes, the product 
being “no 1 
fairness cream for 
men” 
W1+, 
W, 
W2+, 
& FS 
“Stealthily”: Lines 
8, 16; “(Emami) 
Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
22, 24, 43, 49 
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FS, “...hit the jackpot”: 
(+) by MS 
7 NA No No “Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
10, 24 
8 NA Yes, 
“www.handsomeli
fe.in” 
Sim “Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
38, 41; “Handsome 
life”: Lines 1, 18, 
25, 35, 40, 46, 47 
9 NA Yes, 
“www.handsomeli
fe.in” 
P2 “Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
53, 56; “Handsome 
life”: Lines 1,13, 
39, 49, 55, 61, 62 
10 NA Yes, 
“www.handsomeli
fe.in” 
No “Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
44, 47; “Handsome 
life”: Lines, 1, 40, 
52, 53 
11 NA Yes, “upon 
regular use” and 
“creative 
visualization” as 
terms and 
conditions 
F1 & 
FS 
“New Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
8-9, 45 
12 “shoulder (support-
person only)”: (-) by 
MS, “handsome”: (+) 
by SK, “man”: (+) by 
SK, “handsome”: (+) 
by FS 
Yes, twice 
1. two Hindi 
phrases as terms 
and conditions: 
“creative work” 
and “ upon regular 
usage of twice a 
day” 
2. “not just a 
shoulder but 
become a man” 
this phrase in 
Roman-script 
transliterated 
version of its 
original Hindi  
F1, 
F2, 
F3, & 
FS 
“but became a 
shoulder”: Lines 5, 
14, 24, 25; “New 
Fair and 
Handsome”: Lines 
35, 58 
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13 “sweaty face and dark 
spots”: (-) for P1 by 
VO, “tan and oily 
skin”: (-) for P2 by 
VO, “handsome” by 
HR for P3 
Yes, two Hindi 
phrases– “upon 
using twice a day 
regularly” and “ 
individual results 
may vary ” 
No “Fair and 
Handsome Laser 
12”: Lines 26, 54; 
“Laser 12”: Lines 
29, 57 
Table 14, Constitutive Analytical Tokens 
4.3 Primary Analysis 
In 2005, the launch of Fair and Handsome (the first to launch a “fairness” product 
for men) marked the dawn of men’s skin-whitening products in India. Since then it has 
been ruling the industry. Back then, the television commercial focused on the preference 
for a lighter skin tone of men by overtly decrying the use of females’ skin-lightening 
product as inappropriate for males in a derogatory way. It is the construction of men’s 
skin-lightening product (and also the construction of male gender) in distinct opposition 
to women’s. It used the classical problem-solver technique to promote the product in the 
market. However, in so doing, like any other product, it might have created the problem 
of stigmatizing dark skin tone itself. Before 2005, there is no documentation of urban 
young men of India using any skin-lightening product. Thus, the launch of the product 
worked as an introduction of a luxury product that would gradually become a part of the 
day-to-day life for the young men of India.                                                     
According to Parameswaran (2011, p. 83), “The tide in semiotics of skin color in 
India’s visual economy …ebbs and flows between the “binaristic” opposing poles of 
“whiteness/lightness/fairness is generally positive” and “blackness/darkness/brownness is 
generally negative”.” Television commercials play a major role in contributing to this 
visual economy and the creation of the “binaristic poles.” Television stars or models 
endorsing beauty products are a main-stream path that the skin-care industry in India has 
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been following for a long time. According to Rajesh (2013), “Cricket players and 
Bollywood stars regularly endorse these products.” They get paid for what they do on 
screen. However, it is the concept of the commercials that is crucial for a researcher, 
because the concept of a commercial both influences and is influenced by the societal 
attitude toward a certain discriminatory act (such as colorism). According to Cook (2006, 
p. 10), there is a categorical distinction between the two major types of 
advertisements/commercials that are telecast on television. Type one is called “hard sell” 
and type two is called “soft sell.” Although the divide is not a water-tight-
compartmentalization, the distinction helps to understand the nature of the commercials. 
The former category describes commercials which are direct and would overtly appeal 
for buying the products and may justify reliability, low cost, and benefits. Whereas the 
latter type describes commercials that are indirect and would not overtly ask the viewers 
for a purchase. Here the data have both kinds. Commercials from 2005 to 2013 are of the 
hard-sell category; commercials from 2015 are more of the soft-sell category, and 
commercials from 2016 to 2017 show a reemergence of hard-sell category once again. 
And somehow it is this distinction between these two types of  commercials that have 
discursive bearings of the commercials on the ideological reproduction of colorism in 
India. The following points summarize the primary analysis in a nutshell: 
• Type one is straightforward in devaluing dark-skinned people. 
• Type two is elusive and indirect in promoting the product as well as devaluing the 
dark-skinned people. 
• Type one essentially exhibits a skin-care-related problem-solving that needs the 
product. 
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• Both types work toward constructing some kind of identity through establishing 
lighter skin tone as “better.”  
• Both types rely heavily on the ideology involving skin-color discrimination—
people with a lighter skin tone are privileged in some way. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: FINDINGS AND FURTHER ANAYSIS 
5.1 Findings 
A thorough investigation of the data yields several findings that require further 
analysis at multiple levels. Continuing from the previous chapter, it is evident that all the 
advertisements can be broadly classified in two major categories—"hard sell” and “soft 
sell” (Cook, 2006). These will be used as type-one and type-two henceforth. The 
commercials ranging from 2005 to 2013 are type one. They make evident the product and 
convince the audience to buy the product for their own benefits. The commercials from 
2015 are of type two. These commercials do not directly sell the product in the videos 
and only imply the presence of an unseen factor that is at the heart of changing lives for 
the better. The commercials from 2016 and 2017 are also of type one. They make evident 
that using the product will bring about changes in people’s lives. However, between these 
two commercials from 2016 and 2017, there is a major distinction involving the 
following factor—ridiculing the failure of the dark-skinned protagonist to impress the 
women because of dark skin. The 2016 commercial has the above-mentioned component 
in a humorous way; however, the commercial from 2017 does not.  
All of the commercials (except for commercial five) are targeting the urban 
population of India. The settings, characters, the kinds of attire, the lifestyles shown, all 
indicate that the usage of the product is part of an urban lifestyle. Although, commercial 
five stands in stark contrast to this main theme, the post-application appearance of the 
main protagonist somehow still indicates his probable inclusion in a more urban lifestyle 
than the existing one consisting of a rural way of living where wrestler wearing thongs 
practice in a village setting.  
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Although the commercials in this dataset are in Hindi, they show enormous usage 
of English in the linguistic content of the advertisement at different points. The name of 
the product itself is English. The catchphrase in the jingles, in the background songs, etc. 
is “hi handsome,” which is evidently English. This is also a possible indication of 
promoting the product as a contributing factor to an urban lifestyle. The jingles, the 
music, and other audio-visual components play crucial roles in promoting the product as 
well as creating the desired atmosphere of different yet somehow similar lifestyles for the 
audiences in which the promotion probably works best. These strategically creative sides 
of the commercials deserve attention in the upcoming analysis section. Although there is 
no single author for each commercial, the collectiveness in the creation of these 
commercials to convince the masses requires a deep understanding of the psychological 
milieu of the target audience, and companies that manufacture and market these skin-
lightening products count upon their professional acumen on complex matter. 
A celebrity endorser is a must for most of the commercials because that creates 
the ethos in selling the product to people who look up to the lifestyles of movie stars. All 
the commercials, except for commercials one, two, and twelve, have a Hindi film 
celebrity to make sure that audiences know the product is not just a random product and 
there is a familiar face who could be trusted to purchase the product at face value. 
Commercials one and two were the early days of marketing the product and that might be 
the reason the company could not afford to rope in a movie star to promote the product 
yet. The reason for the absence of a celebrity face in commercial twelve is unknown. 
However, even in the first two commercials, there is always a well-dressed male model 
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who points the dark-skinned main protagonist in the right direction where the product 
gives a far better appearance and enjoyable popularity. 
Another key thread that ties almost all the commercials is the presence of female 
characters in different manners. Except for commercials ten and thirteen, every other 
commercial depicts the presence of female characters in their narrative. These female 
characters are not monolithic. They vary in their roles across the commercials. However, 
there are four broad types in their roles—a. women that either initially ignore the dark-
skinned protagonist and later embraces (sometimes literally) him, or women that 
generally give the main characters a sense of being wanted, b. a female character that is 
not a potential love interest of the main protagonist, but she reminds the main protagonist 
that he is crossing the boundary of masculinity, for example the sister in commercial 
three, c. a female character that portrays the main model in a good light by showing that 
the main male model is doing something good for the female character, and d. the female 
singers’ voices or chorus performances that deliver a message about the ideological 
expectations of masculinity (such as the male protagonist applies a women’s skin-
lightening product only in a “stealthy” manner, see commercial one, line 7, Appendix A). 
The first type shows the traditional way of showing women in the commercials where 
female attention is at the heart of creating a stereotypical attractive male figure. The 
second type shows that even women outside the domain of the protagonist’s romantic 
interest also contribute to the demarcation of masculinity by reminding the male figures 
of society’s strict expectations of traditional male figures. The third type shows a unique 
way of showing how a male character can obtain a more caring and stable kind of 
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masculinity (as opposed to a macho one) by thinking about “the weaker sex12.” 
Commercial ten does not have any female character, but the presence of an old character 
whose life is made better at the hands of the main male protagonist may imply the similar 
nature of this more flexible and caring masculinity. Also, the very young niece of the 
watchman in commercial nine shows the same nature of a caring masculinity in the main 
male protagonist. This creation of masculinity will be subject to further analysis through 
a lens of male gender identity formation in advertisements. Finally, the voices or the 
singing of women helps both the characters and the commercials’ audiences understand 
the how masculinity may be established or challenged through a female figure’s outlook 
even if this female figure is not visible like the other three types in the commercials. 
Continuing from the previous chapter, all the commercials rely heavily on the 
ideology of skin-color discrimination in Indian society. Whether it is type-one or type-
two, the product ensures or presupposes a better life. Although for the type-two 
commercials, the appearance of a sellable product is not direct, they still make sure that 
the name of the product or even semiotic content associated with the product reaches the 
target audience. Except for the commercials from 2015, all the other exhibit that the use 
of this product will better the skin conditions for young men. Commercials from 2005 to 
2013, and 2016 foreground that the usage of the product is good for attaining “fairness” if 
this special product custom-made for men’s skin is applied regularly. A slight variation of 
this prescription is found in commercial 13, from 2016, where the product solely focuses 
on the so-called health of the skin which deteriorated under certain circumstances like 
 
12 The women were labeled such. See the Cambridge dictionary entry for this term. It is a dated term and 
often considered offensive by many. 
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exposure to the sun, sweatiness, dark spots, etc. Here the content of the commercial’s 
narrative does not mention “fairness” at all. The proxy term used in this instance is 
“brightness.” Although the product’s name has the term “fair” in it, using “brightness” in 
the place for “fairness” goes well with this more health-oriented narrative of commercial 
thirteen. 
Another significant theme found in commercial one and two deserves attention--
the violation of women’s privacy where the violation is ridiculed, but not criminalized or 
even legally punished. The act of violation and the violator are driven by a cause of 
scoring women’s skin-lightening products to attain a light skin tone. However, the 
violator is chased by women, saved by other male members on occasions, but is never 
punished for the act of violation. This not only raises serious concerns about how the 
general masses are seen to be accepting such behavior but also how such behavior is 
nearly legitimized by introducing a cause of needing light skin, which is projected as a 
must-have quality for men in order for them to be attractive. 
The commodified identity formation through idealizing light skin color for men 
both creates and affirms the discursive ideology of colorism in India. These findings 
necessitate the need for an in-depth analysis of several factors to see how the four 
objectives of this investigation are obtained. Since the methodology of this research is 
abductive, the findings mentioned above should not limit the total findings of the whole 
investigation, and the imminent possibility of unfolding more subtle factors will be in the 
spirit of this critical investigation. The findings, when combined with the analyses below, 
will make for a concise critical discussion in the next chapter as well. The following 
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section, through its major subsections, will carry out an intricate analysis of the data and 
findings at several levels.  
5.2 Analysis 
The findings from the investigation of the data clearly demand a complex 
analysis. The data, along with the information found in the previous section, indicate that 
the analysis section needs to consider several levels of analysis in order for the research 
to unfold better. The methodological framework adopted for this study also points in the 
same direction. Hence, keeping in mind the complex nature of the data and the research 
objectives at hand, the analysis will be comprised of the following subsections: linguistic 
analysis, multimodal analysis of other semiotic elements, discourse of colorism and the 
commercials, and discursive construction of male gender in opposition to female. It is 
crucial to mention that all these analytical subsections provide useful entry points and 
investigative tools for the research. However, even though they form different 
subsections, overlaps among these analytical categories is naturally expected while 
conducting the multilevel analysis that follows. 
5.2.1 Linguistic Analysis  
The structural configuration of the dataset at hand is multimodal. This 
configuration suggests that multiple semiotic modes are interacting with one another to 
form the whole communicative events. However, a basic layer of linguistic analysis is 
certainly a useful analytical tool to delving into an in-depth analysis. Language is the 
primary semiotic mode that forms the content of all the commercials. Either working solo 
or in tandem with other semiotic modes, it discursively realizes the messages that both 
“hard sell” and “soft sell” commercials are trying to convey to its audiences which will 
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supposedly contribute to the purchase factor of the skin-lightening product. The linguistic 
analysis is conducted through a broad-level textual analysis keeping in mind the whole 
context of the communicative event. As Cook (2006, p. 4) suggests that the genre of 
advertisements is an intricate interplay of the textual and contextual content. The textual 
content can be seen as the linguistic forms “temporarily and artificially” separated from 
the context for analytical purposes. However, the contextual elements like substance, 
paralanguage, situation, co-text, intertext, participants, music and pictures, function, etc. 
are inseparable parts to analyzing the linguistic content of any advertisements. Since a 
parallel analysis of all the contextual elements is near impossible and beyond the scope of 
any empirical research project like this, a relevant analysis of contributing contextual 
elements is provided whenever the linguistic analysis demands so.  
The linguistic content of the commercials comes coded in many forms. These are 
mostly as speech/conversational dialogues, as written text, as part of the songs’ lyrics, 
part of images or packages, logos of the product, captions, describing configurations or 
applications of the products on screen, fine print, etc. Apart from being informative, all of 
these are also interactive because of the genre of video advertisements. All of the 
linguistic content in the thirteen commercials provide a lot of analytical content and 
interesting input for further analysis at several other levels. However, identification and 
analysis of four major textual themes comprise the analytical investigation of these 
thirteen commercials. These five major textual themes are a. sarcasm, b. gender 
appropriateness c. linguistic, paralinguistic, and symbolic parallelism, d. repetition, 
comparison, and co-text formation. Although these themes are construed as higher level 
categories than language, their semiotic realization in the discourse of television 
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commercials is heavily language dependent. Having said that, other semiotic elements 
such as music, image, color-coding, brightness, gestures of participants, settings, etc. 
partake in the construction of these themes along with language. Thus, these four themes 
provide separate analytical layers under the primary and broader linguistic analysis as a 
starting point and contribute to the forthcoming analytical junctures of the multimodal 
advertisement discourse of colorism and gender. Moreover, these separate themes often 
work in interactive manners with one another. 
a. Sarcasm: 
A major textual theme sarcasm (or even sardonicism) is prevalent in several 
commercials in this dataset. For the analytical purposes of this thematic category, 
sarcasm and sardonicism are treated as the expression of contempt, humor, taunting, 
humiliation, or the belittling of any character in the commercials to invoke a sense of  
inferiority in the dark-skinned individuals. It is sometimes explicit, such as in commercial 
five where the contempt is directly conveyed to the dark-skinned P1(the protagonist 
wrestler) by SK (celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan) when the former is caught using 
women’s skin-care products (see commercial five, lines 7-35) and sometimes implied, for 
example when background music invokes a sense of humor through its discrete escalation 
in the tempo and shorter beats, as in commercial two, lines 1-3, when the dark-skinned 
protagonist is trying to apply a women’s product in a stealthy manner. Both of these types 
rely on the audiences’ adequate knowledge of a particular cultural community. In the 
instances of sarcasm and sardonicism here, the audiences are assumed to be partaking in 
the discrimination against the dark-skinned individuals in the commercials because these 
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characters are considered inferior in some sense—their skin color or their inability to 
understand the proper procedure to lighten their skin tone.  
Commercials one, two, three, five, six, and twelve show extensive use of  sarcasm 
in establishing the use of the product for men. The word “stealthily” or “sneakily” (this is 
a translation of the Hindi word, chup-chup ke, used in a lexically reduplicated pair, which 
literally translates into “in a stealthy stealthy manner” ) is used in commercials one, two, 
three, and six (see table 14 in chapter 4) to convey a sense of sardonic remark whenever 
the male protagonist is seen or believed to be using or wanting to be using a skin-
lightening product for women. The lyrics of jingles (from commercials one: lines 3-5 and 
two: 5-6) such as “you want to have a fair skin tone? you use women’s fairness cream?” 
are in the same sense sung by male singers not only to create a sense of guilt for the main 
protagonist but also to connote a sense of sarcasm and how such acts are projected to be 
seen by the general male audiences. The annoyed sister’s question to her brother, the 
main dark-skinned protagonist, in commercial three, “brother, did you use my fairness 
cream again?” is another example of this same sardonic remark which is further bolstered 
by an expression of disgust in Hindi “chii” (yuck) from the surrounding male characters. 
In the same commercial, the lyrics of the jingles, lip-synced by Shahrukh Khan (SK) 
along with his actions, show that using women’s product can only be treated with ridicule 
and mockery. In commercial twelve, this sense of sarcasm helps in discursively rendering 
the dark-skinned protagonist as just a “shoulder” (support or friend-only). Commercial 
six also has some extensive use of sarcasm bordering on sardonicism that strengthens the 
discriminatory attitude of Indian society where individuals with dark skin are subject to 
shaming. The male model is ridiculed, scoffed at, and humiliated because he himself 
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hides his face behind things to veil his dark face from using women’s skin-lightening 
products ineffectively. Apart from the word “stealthily,” the lyrics of the jingle in the first 
part of the commercial, where the product of the commercial has not been introduced in 
his life, are full of a sardonic undertone, “ why are you shying away Sharma ji [!] are you 
afraid of the girls?... oh, using women’s cream/ making the umbrella into a veil!” These 
sardonic remarks in the jingle by a male singer entails how other legitimate male 
members of the community can ridicule him, Sharma ji, for having a dark skin tone and 
trying to fix it in manner that is not the accepted norm. This sardonicism not only belittles 
the dark-skinned individual for having a dark skin tone but also reaffirms an accepted 
way to fix that skin tone. Commercial five is the epitome of using sarcasm and humor in 
its textual content. Shahrukh Khan is appalled at the fact that the main protagonist uses 
women’s skin-lightening product. Shahrukh Khan admonishes him and harshly ridicules 
him by saying that “tomorrow you will use nail polish, and then lipstick the day after?” 
Shahrukh Khan also advises him to “drape a skirt” if the situation continues like this. 
These actions employing sarcasm through linguistic content are often accompanied by 
visual and other forms of paralinguistic content. Thus, to provide a substantial amount of 
semiotic support to the dialogic content, commercial five also uses scenes exhibiting this 
imaginary situation to emphasize the sarcastic consequences if P1 keeps on using 
women’s products. 
Excerpt 1 (Commercial 5) 
07 SK: ((staring angrily at P1)) oh, wrestler, you are using women’s fairness  
08  cream? 
09  ((the camera zooms in on a product that reads “Fair and Lady,” and a  
10  muscular hand, which is wearing a lot of rings, picks it)) 
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11 SK: [2tomorrow you will use nail polish and then lipstick the day after? 
12  [2((instrumental music catches a faster tempo while SK starts shoving  
13  P1 and hits P1 in the head)) 
14 P1: [3((is applying nail red nail paint half lying down on his stomach and  
15  head held upwards looking over the nails, and P1 then moves swiftly  
16  like a boxer in the next shot wearing red lip color, where the camera  
17  focuses on the lip color and his moustache)) 
18 F: [3 ((singing “aa h ha aaaa” in a sweet melodic tone in the background to  
 19  help the audience imagine what would happen if P1did all of what SK  
20  had feared)) 
21  ((this whole scene has less color and brightness to probably imply a  
22  dreamlike scenario)) 
23 SK: ((to P1)) take off your thong and drape a “lehnga” (women’s long skirt) 
24  [4((P1 is looking in the mirror to see how the skirt suits him; he is  
25 SK:  topless, but wearing earrings, lip color, and nail paint; one wrestler is  
26  looking at P1 surprised; other wrestlers are practicing  in the  
27  background; all of them are wearing red thongs)) 
28  [4((the camera here mainly focuses on P1, and the entire sequence has  
29  this colorless dreamlike video quality to imply a bizarre imaginary  
30  scenario)) 
31 P1: [5((further to this imaginary scenario, P1 hops and dances while holding  
32  hands with another wrestler, as usually young village women would do 
33 F: [5 ((moving from a medium to fast tempo, sings)) “lalla lalla lal lallaa” 
 Table 15, SK: Shahrukh Khan, P1: the Dark-Skinned Protagonist, F: Female Voice 
 
b. Gender Appropriateness 
Another important theme that is majorly encoded through the linguistic content of 
the commercials is the sense of uniqueness or gender appropriateness around the 
production and consumption of this specific skin-lightening product for Indian men. In all 
the type-one commercials, the property of the product being somewhat unique is 
established time and again. This uniqueness is achieved through two major interrelated 
moves—the product has certain components and the product is unique because men’s 
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skin is unique. The first move employs mentioning “scientific-sounding” (Ringrow, 
2016, p. 48)  terms like “lumino peptide,” “American double-strand lumino peptide,” 
“American lumino peptide”, “five action strategy,” “laser technique,” etc. (see 
commercials one, two, three, four, five, six, eleven, twelve, and thirteen).The second 
move is executed by mentioning things like men’s skin is different since it sustains things 
like “shaving” and “exposure to the sun,” and that is why “women’s products are futile 
on that” (see commercials one, two, three, four, five, and six). In describing men’s skin 
special, the linguistic content also indicates how women’s skin does not have to sustain 
things that men do, and that is why women’s products, because of their compositional 
properties, are unsuitable for men’s skin; for example, in commercial one (lines 15-17), 
“VO (male voice): exposure to sun and shaving make a man’s skin thick and/ tough (.) 
and women’s fairness skin is futile on that.”; and in commercial 3, where the in effective 
“ordinary cream” is shown as “Fair and Lady” in simultaneous visual effects in lines 34-
38, as (line 33) “VO (male voice): ordinary creams do not penetrate men’s tough skin” .  
The sense of gender appropriateness is established through another sense of 
uniqueness. This latter sense of the product of being special is achieved through 
projecting the product as improving the health of the skin and not just the skin tone of 
men. In most type-one commercials (both pre- and post-2015) this linguistic technique is 
employed by depicting that the product penetrates deep into the thick skin of men, which 
endures a lot of harshness. Although this technique is used in commercials one, two, 
three, four, five, and six, in a way that it shows men’s skin to be different than women’s, 
In (post-2015) commercials eleven, twelve, and thirteen, this linguistic move is used as 
the main strategy to foreground the topic of improving men’s skin health by rectifying 
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conditions such as sweaty skin, dark spots, oily skin, etc. In commercial eleven, the “five-
action” formula of the product is emphasized by both describing three actions—sweat 
absorption, resisting stickiness, and providing a long-lasting light complexion-- that is 
achieved through this “five-action” formula as well as the appearance of a golden “5” at 
the center of the screen. In commercial twelve, a similar “five-action fairness system” is 
used to improve the health of the skin by doing “sweat absorption,” “oil control,” and 
giving “long-lasting fairness.” In commercial thirteen, a “laser action” gives “12 
benefits” to improve the health of the skin such as tan removal, dark-spot removal, sweat 
resistance, etc. Thus, this whole issue of improving the overall health of men’s skin first 
introduced as a trope to legitimize the gender appropriateness of this particular product in 
the first group of type-one commercials mentioned above, and then this same issue is 
used as the primary marketing strategy to sell the product without delving into labelling 
women’s skin-lightening products ineffective on men’s skin but just mentioning men’s 
skin need care that this product is specifically designed to provide. Thus, the modification 
of the thematic move of uniqueness recontextualizes the discourse of skin-color 
discrimination and gender stereotyping to a generalized skin health related issue for 
Indian men. In so doing, the generalized health issue legitimizes skin-color 
discrimination and reinforces ideological implications such as healthy skin is bright skin. 
c. Linguistic, Paralinguistic, and Symbolic Parallelism: 
Linguistic parallelism is a salient feature of the advertisement genre. In addition 
to the parallelism between several linguistic elements, the commercials in the dataset 
often employ parallelism among linguistic, paralinguistic (elements such as gesture, 
voice, tone, volume, gaze, music (singing), type face, letter size, font, etc.), and symbolic 
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elements (a level of indexicality that works between any object and culture-specific 
associative ideas developed and shared within a particular community; for example, the 
association between herbs and the Indian subcontinent, a muscular arm and stereotypical 
masculinity, red roses and sense of romance, etc.). When these kinds of parallelism are 
semiotically realized in the multimodal content of the commercials, they work on the 
shared beliefs and knowledge of the Indian audiences about their society and culture in 
general. This shared knowledge contributes to the discriminatory attitude of the 
community against its certain individuals such as people with dark skin color and further 
strengthens the prejudices surrounding colorism and gender roles. Some of the most 
frequent instances of such parallelism are discussed here.  
The cooccurrence between the word “stealthily” in commercials one (by male 
voice-over: line 2, by male voice-over and male chorus: line 4, female chorus: line 7) and 
two (male voice: line 4, male voice-over and chorus: lines 6-7) and the concurrent actions 
shown to be performed by the dark-skinned protagonist in these two commercials (such 
as the dark-skinned protagonist climbing the ladder and into the women’s dorm in 
commercial one and the protagonist surreptitiously invading the women’s residential 
place in commercial two) utilize this parallelism where the spoken word is concurrently 
acted the through the actions of the protagonists. Here the linguistic content both supports 
and reflects the paralinguistic content of the commercials and vice-versa. This further 
strengthens the accepted belief that invading the women’s private space to secure 
women’s skin-lightening products for the sake of light skin is regarded as a detestable act 
like stealing. This is further detestable because the indulging protagonist is dark-skinned 
and/or his this act is motivated by the need to fix dark skin. However, the act of invading 
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women’s residential place itself is not regarded as a punishable offense, and surprisingly 
the act of invading is only humiliating upon being caught. The motivation of entering the 
women’s dormitory in commercial one is somehow depicted to be justified for the dark-
skinned protagonist because of his dire need to be light-skinned, which is ideologically 
fueled by the discriminatory attitude against dark-skinned individuals in India. Another 
example of this linguistic and paralinguistic parallelism is when Shahrukh Khan claims 
the product to be the world’s number one fairness cream specifically for men in 
commercials three (line 62), four (line 45), five (line 57), and six (line 46). Here the 
product being specifically designed for men’s skin is linguistically uttered and 
paralinguistically marked by Shahrukh though his overt tonal emphasis on the 
prepositional phrase “for men” in all of the commercials mentioned above. This 
corroborates the idea that men’s skin needs special products and reemphasizes gender 
stereotypes in the commercials. 
 The “scientific-sounding” (Ringrow, 2016) linguistic content, combined with 
visual effects showing transformation on the dark skin of the main protagonist, shows 
why and how the product works on men’s skin. Although the scientific register is 
originally used in English (such as, “(lumino) peptide” in commercials one: line 21, two: 
line 22, three: 40, etc.) whenever the mentions of the word “(rare) herbs” come (see 
commercials one: line 21, two: line 22, and three: line 40), that portion is invariably in 
Hindi. The use of English for the former works toward presenting the product as 
something modern, new, and from the West. This appeals to the audiences’ sense of 
credibility in the product and its probable effectiveness. However, keeping the rest of the 
description of the components in Hindi, the creators of the commercials make sure that 
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the symbolic parallelism between herbs and the Indianness is maintained. Thus, such a 
combination of modernity and traditional Indianness lexically reinforces the potential 
positive effects of the product.  
There is also linguistic, paralinguistic, and symbolic parallelism as it can be 
observed in commercial three as well. The propositions in Excerpt 2a below show that 
SK confirms, through his lip-syncing the jingle, that “their (women’s) skin is soft” and 
“your (men’s) skin is rough and tough.” These two propositions are strategically 
combined with the actions, lightly tapping and sliding a rose on F2’s cheek and rubbing a 
match stick against P1’s cheek to successfully ignite it respectively, of the celebrity 
endorser Shahrukh Khan. His actions are further interpreted on the basis of shared beliefs 
that establishes symbolic association of softness between roses and women’s skin and 
toughness between men’s skin and the rough surface of a match box that ignites the 
match stick upon striking against the rough patch on the box. This parallelism between 
the three elements here works toward gender stereotyping that women possess soft skin 
like rose petals and men possess rough skin that is harsh enough to light a match stick. 
This stereotypical knowledge further works in favor of skin-lightening products being 
specifically made for men and women, which in turn corroborates colorism for both the 
genders. 
Excerpt 2a (Commercial 3) 
12 VO: =stealthily= 
13 SK: =((lip-syncing jingle)) [3why would anyone use women’s cream/ yours  
14  skin is not like them 
15                                       [3((SK moves between P1, F1, and F2 to enact 
the  16  lyrics)) 
17 SK: ((jingle continues:)) not like them/[4their skin is soft / 
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18 SK:                                                        [4((lightly taps on and slides a rose  
19  down F2’s cheek)) 
20 SK: ((jingle continues:)) [5and yours is rough and tough 
21 SK:                                  [5((rubs a match stick against P1’s cheek to   
23  successfully light it 
 
 
Table 16, VO: Male Voice-Over, SK: Shahrukh Khan, P1: Main Male Protagonist before 
using the product, F1: Protagonist’s Sister, F2: Female Model Who P1 Wants to Impress 
 
d. Repetition, Comparison, and Co-text Formation 
The content of advertisements is often marked by linguistic (also paralinguistic, 
non-linguistic, and symbolic) repetitions and comparisons to serve more than one textual 
purpose in the commercials. These repetitions can occur in the form of conversational 
utterances, voice-over speech, in the visual representation of the product or in the effects 
of using the product, in the lyrics of the jingles, etc. The most salient instance of a 
linguistic repetition is the word “handsome.” This word is always used in English 
wherever it is mentioned in all of the thirteen commercials. As table 14 in Chapter four 
shows, this word happens to appear in several places and is repeated multiple time--- as 
content of evaluative expressions (column 1, Table 14) in commercials one, two, five, 
six, twelve, and thirteen, and as content of the intra-commercials repetitions (column 5, 
Table 14) in commercials two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, 
twelve, and thirteen. This word first appears as an evaluative expression in commercial 
one, line 28, where the group of women says hi to the newly turned light-skinned 
protagonist. This is the first instance of “handsome” being used as an attribute of 
attractive urban men, soon to be followed in almost all the commercials. The word thus 
becomes a metonymic representation of the product itself in all the commercials. The 
word “handsome” is part of the phrase “hi handsome” used as a remark for 
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greeting/addressing  the attractive male protagonist in commercials one (line 28, by a 
group of women), two (line 29 by a group of women), five (lines 52 and 53, a group of 
village women), six (line 35, by the female singer), and twelve (line 53, by the female 
singer). This lexical repetition of the phrase “hi handsome” is uttered/sung by the female 
characters across the commercials mentioned above. The phrase is used for positively 
addressing the male protagonist who has become “handsome” after the application of the 
product in each of these commercials.  
This English word “handsome” as part of this phrase or as part of the name of the 
product, firstly serves as an attribution for men who must have undergone the process of 
skin-lightening in the relevant commercials and secondly, the repetition of this word 
bolsters that attribution. The word “handsome” has also facilitated some comparisons. 
Handsome, as a word itself, does not entail light skin. However, the use of this word in 
all of the type-one commercials (both pre- and post-2015) has created this extended 
meaning of being “fair” as a default property of being handsome in Indian subcontinent, 
at least the commercials reflect or construct such color-biased common sense in the 
context of the men’s skin-lightening products. The comparison does not stop there. A 
further layer of comparison in commercials eight, nine, and ten takes the meaning of 
comparison to being handsome in terms of lifestyle, and not just looks. These soft-sell 
commercials from 2015 shows that handsome is an attribute of life, which presupposes a 
happier life fulfilling passions and dreams.  
All of the repetition and comparison employed through the use of the word 
“handsome” assumes a possibility of “co-text” ((Cook, 2006, p. 4), it indicates a sense of 
knowledge among the participants of the advertisements about what text precedes or 
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follows the current text ) formation if all or some of the commercials are treated as a 
collection by even a small section of the audiences. This possibility may face resistance 
as one does not have to watch a group of commercials together and can only watch one 
commercial itself. Even then, the repetition of the word “handsome,” alone or a part of 
some other phrase can entail a co-text formation to a certain extent. For example, if one is 
watching commercial six and encounters the word “handsome” in line 22 (by SK) as part 
of “Fair and Handsome” preceded by the verb phrase “live freely” and then as part of “hi 
handsome” in line 35 by the female singer, he/she will participate in the meaning 
formation of “handsome” being a tool to living freely, being attractive, and being “fair.” 
Hence the repetition, comparison, and co-text formation around the same key word in 
even one commercial alone may entail possibility of context-dependent meaning 
formation which may further contribute to construction of colorist knowledge among 
several community members. If a possibility of several commercials being watched by 
audiences as a collection can be assumed (it may not be very unlikely as the availability 
of the commercials on YouTube often groups them as a collection of related videos), this 
degree of co-text formation will ensure further meaning inclusion of the word 
“handsome.” For example, the use of this word in all the pre-2015 hard-sell commercials 
creates meaning association between being handsome and being fair, being attractive, and 
being better than what the protagonists were before the application of the product “Fair 
and Handsome.” The hard-sell commercials post 2015 assume being handsome means 
being “fair,” being attractive, being bright, and being “not just a shoulder but a man” 
(commercial twelve). All of these commercials post 2015 also emphasize greatly on the 
single goal of taking good care of men’s skin and not just the skin color. Therefore, the 
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meaning construction of in these three commercials also include healthy skin under the 
label of “handsome” co-text formation. Now the three 2015 soft-sell commercials include 
more to the meaning of “handsome” through co-text formation—as table 14 shows, this 
word is often followed by the word “life” to forming a phrase “handsome life” uttered by 
the celebrity endorser HR and the male voice-over. This life entails happiness, success, 
passion, compassion, and fulfilling dreams. Thus, if seen collectively, at the end, the 
word “handsome” stands for being an attractive light-skinned male figure who has a 
healthy skin and is leading a life of happiness, success, compassion, and prosperity. This 
new meaning of “handsome” then contributes to the association of all the “positive” 
things to a light-skinned individual in the shared knowledge base of the cultural 
community, and this shared knowledge facilitates the discriminatory attitude of the 
members against the dark-skinned individuals. 
5.2.2 Multimodal Analysis of Other Semiotic Elements 
Viewing any interaction as multimodal is giving significant attention to semiotic 
elements that are not linguistic. In the dataset of this study consisting of thirteen 
commercials, this notion of multimodality is of prime importance. It demands to pay 
crucial attention to non-linguistic elements to accomplish a more befitting analysis of 
these complex data. However, investigating all the semiotic elements which are not 
traditionally linguistic is taking up a task of infinite volume and does not suit the purpose 
of the current research at all. Hence a more strategic and effective categorization of the 
semiotic elements is incorporated for the upcoming multimodal analysis of the dataset. 
This categorization is adopted from Norris (2011). The author in this study provides an 
analytical hierarchy to the semiotic element of “deictic gestures” based on their meaning-
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making functions to spoken language. For the multimodal analysis in this study, this 
same hierarchy is adopted; however, the hierarchy is extended to all possible and relevant 
semiotic elements. Therefore, the three kinds of semiotic elements are a. semiotic 
elements in a subordinate position to language, b. semiotic elements in an equal position 
to language, and c. semiotic elements in super-ordinate position to language. These three 
categories of semiotic modes help analyze a substantial amount of relevant semiotic 
elements, but not all. Since analyzing all the semiotic elements (all the gestures, eye gaze, 
visual elements, musical elements, settings, attire, all the higher-and lower-level actions, 
captions, visual effects,  brightness, darkness, color saturation, etc.) falling under these 
three broad categories is near impossible, only some of the salient ones of main 
participants affecting most of the commercials are incorporated. A detailed linguistic 
description of most of the relevant semiotic elements can be found in the transcribed data 
for all of the thirteen commercials in Appendix A. 
a. Semiotic Elements in a Subordinate Position 
All of the commercials are full of multiple semiotic modes that are supporting the 
linguistic content of the speech by the participants or even by the voice-overs in all the 
thirteen commercials. These semiotic modes include, but not limited to music, symbolic 
image, gesture of the participants, tempo of the jingles, visual effects, lighting, camera 
angle, attire, setting, actions by the participants, etc. Although Kress and van Leeuwen 
(2001, 2006) mostly focus on images rather than whole videos, combining elements of 
that study with Norris (2004a, 2004b, 2006, 2011) can be used to analyze multimodal 
components for video commercials. Moreover, Cook (2006) is useful in carrying out the 
analysis since his work is primarily for advertisements.  
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In commercials one and two, the very beginnings suggest that the dark-skinned 
protagonists are trying to obtain light skin by using women’s beauty product without 
acknowledging their actions. The linguistic content of the jingles in these two 
commercials conveys that. However, the semiotic element of ambient music, through a 
variation in the pace of the tempo and a slightly humorous yet suspenseful undertone 
achieved through discrete escalation in the tempo and shorter beats, makes evident that 
the young men are doing something sneaky. In the first commercial, the young man takes 
a wooden ladder to sneak into a women’s dormitory, and in the second commercial the 
young man surreptitiously enters a women’s dressing room. All these scenes are 
accompanied by the jingle and a repetitive phrase “stealthily” in Hindi. Thus, actions and 
music help support the linguistic content of the commercials in these scenes. Similar 
things are found in almost all the type-one commercials. In commercial three, when 
Shahrukh Khan, lip-syncing the jingle, says that men’s skin is tough and women’s skin is 
soft, two actions are performed by him to convey the practical meaning of the linguistic 
content of the jingle. The following excerpt illustrates the multiple semiotic modalities. 
Excerpt 2b (Commercial 3) 
17 SK: ((jingle continues:)) not like them/[4their skin is soft / 
18 SK:                                                        [4((lightly taps on and slides a rose  
19  down F2’s cheek)) 
20 SK: ((jingle continues:)) [5and yours is rough and tough 
21 SK:                                  [5((rubs a match stick against P1’s cheek to   
23  successfully light it 
Table 17, SK: Shahrukh Khan, P1: the Dark-Skinned Protagonist, F2: the Woman P1 is 
Attracted to 
 
Here the higher-level actions of conveying spoken (sung) content is further supported by 
higher-level actions of sliding a rose down the woman’s cheek and igniting a match stick 
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against the man’s cheek. The linguistic content (lines 17 and 20) primarily creates and 
conveys the meaning to the viewing audience and the other semiotic modes described 
support that meaning making. The jingle’s tempo also varies on these two occasions. For 
the first action in line 17, the tempo is medium and beats are softer; however, in line 20, 
the tempo is slightly faster and the beats are harder. Although the music is a disembodied 
mode (Norris, 2004a, pp. 43-44) for the dark-skinned P1 here, other participants (the 
group of men and the group of women in the vague background) in the scenes make it an 
embodied mode for them through keeping the beat rhythm in their gestures. In 
commercial four, when the protagonist says “what if (.) I were also Shahrukh.”, his 
gloomy face and the shot focusing on his face against a cheerful background are 
corroborating the fact that he is sad and his aspiration to Shahrukh’s life is a complete 
change from what he is. The linguistic content of the dark-skinned protagonist (P1) here 
indicates impossibility and aspirations. This content is supported by the visual content 
described in the frames of Table 18 below. This sharp contrast in the visual elements 
supports the linguistic content of P1’s aspirations. 
Linguistic content  
(P1 is thinking aloud) 
Frame 1 Frame 2 
“what if(.) I were also 
Shahrukh.” 
preceding shot ends current shot starts 
Table 18, Commercial 4, Visual Projection Shots of Protagonist’s Aspiration 
Moreover, according to Kress and van Leeuwen (2006, pp. 124-138), the close-up 
shot in frame 2 is also a visual signaling of expressing feelings in images. In frame 1, the 
horizontal long shot appears to have two angles, a frontal angle for the viewing audience 
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and an implied oblique angle for P1. The former may denote attachment, but the latter 
surely denotes detachment. That means the camera angle here shows how the reality of 
Shahrukh’s world is a detached reality (or possibly an imagined world) for P1.  
Linguistic content  
(Commercial 4, Line 38)) 
Frame 1 
VO (male voice-over): its 
unique five-power fairness 
system gives much better 
fairness. 
medium close-up shot 
Table 19, Commercial 4, Medium Close-up Shot 
In several type-one (hard-sell) commercials, whenever there is a situation for 
post-application of the product, the horizontal medium close-up shot from a frontal angle 
is there for all the light-skinned protagonists that were previously dark-skinned, and this 
is usually accompanied by a linguistic content of achieving light skin by a voice-over. 
For example, in Table 19 above, when the male voice-over continues (line 38) “ ...its 
unique five-power fairness system gives much better fairness” the medium close-up shot 
from a frontal angle of the male protagonist post application of the product appears on the 
screen in commercial four. This also shows how the linguistic content is supported by the 
visual element in the commercials. In type-two commercials, the signaling of happiness 
supporting the linguistic content of the jingles is done through the escalation of tempo 
that musically invokes a sense of  happiness and joy and also by visually making the 
main male protagonist appear smiling. For example, in commercial ten, when the son-
father duo has fulfilled their dream supposedly after a time of hard work and are happy, 
the rhythm of the jingle escalates and the lyrics convey a meaning of living a happy time, 
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both of them appear happy through the brightness of the shot, gestures of hugging each 
other and smiling. 
Jingle (male voice) Frame 1 
“…do not let the time elapse/ 
you too live a handsome life 
now.” 
 
 
Table 20, Commercial 10, Happy Son and Father 
In several commercials, a week calendar or a half-spherical timer appears on the 
screen to show how long the product is going to take to show a visible impact on the skin. 
Whenever the half-spherical calendar meter appears (circled in Table 21), it is often 
accompanied by information about the promptness of the product in the voice-over as 
shown in Table 21 below. Here the visual information supports the fast-reacting quality 
of the product in the commercial. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 21, Commercial 6, the “FASTOMETER” 
In commercial thirteen, where the voice-over (male voice) talks about the issues 
like dark spots, tanning, and oily/sweaty skin, the camera zooms in on the skin of the 
three models that evidently show those three skin conditions. Here the semiotic mode of 
visual depiction assumes a more supportive position compared to the linguistic mode. 
VO (male voice-over) 
 
Frame 1 
“…which works better and 
faster than any other ordinary 
fairness cream…” 
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b. Semiotic Elements in an Equal Position to Language 
Semiotic elements are occasionally on par with the linguistic content. Like the 
previous category, this as well occurs in several different types of modes. In commercials 
one, two, and three, wherever the visual effects sequences want to demonstrate the 
linguistic content of how the product works, the visual content appears self-sufficient or 
even of equal importance to the linguistic content. Some may argue that this visual mode 
is only supporting the linguistic content; however, an audio-less sequence can very well 
convey the same meaning as the linguistic content does. The content in Table 22 below is 
an example of  this phenomenon. The partly visible week clock in frames 4 and 5 may 
show linguistic content, but that primarily denotes the time of the action and not 
necessarily the work of the product on the model’s face where the product penetrates the 
model’s facial skin in the visual effect. Moreover, the invisibility of the week clock 
would still denote progress in a short period of time, but would not be able to provide the 
specifications of the duration. Although the identification of a component called 
“American double-strand lumino peptide” is not possible in this near-successive frames 
of the shot, the rest of the linguistic content is communicated in the visual depiction 
independently. 
Voice-over: “…only Emami Fair and Handsome has American double-strand lumino 
peptide and herbs that penetrate deep into the skin and make the skin light in four 
weeks” 
Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 Frame 5 
     
Table 22, Commercial 3, How the Product Works 
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Another possibility of the visual mode working in a similar fashion as the 
linguistic mode is when the linguistic content of Shahrukh Khan’s words of caution are 
practically depicted on the screen through a series of higher-level imaginary actions of 
the male protagonist through his embodied modes, applying nail paint, lip color, and 
wearing a skirt. Although these actions are projected as unlikely possibilities, the 
commercial communicates to the viewers those possibilities to let the viewers/receivers 
know how weird these might appear to be if they happened in reality, where the wrestler 
would be doing things traditionally known to fall under the domain of femininity. 
SK: “…tomorrow you will use nail polish and then lipstick the day after…take off the 
thong and drape a skirt.” 
Frame 1 Frame 2 Frame 3 Frame 4 
    
Table 23, Commercial 6, the Bizarre Possibilities of the Protagonist’s Actions 
Although frame 3 in Table 23 above show normal color intensity compared to the 
rest of the projected realistic narrative of the commercial, frames 1, 2, and 4 are slightly 
discolored and shadowed to a certain extent to show a modality which is unreal. Kress 
and van Leeuwen (2006, pp. 157-172) discuss the concept of this color coding for 
achieving different levels of modality and naturalism in images. Adopting a similar 
theoretical standpoint, it may be said that the less naturalistic modality in frames 1, 2, and 
3 also adds to the information provided by the visual depiction in the higher-level actions 
of the male protagonist and Shahrukh Khan, which can independently convey meaning 
without the linguistic content. Moreover, the complex modal interaction among gestures, 
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actions, ambient music, (dis)coloration, shadowing, etc. show how different modes can 
very well semiotically construct the intended meaning output without the help of 
language.  
Another instance of non-linguistic modes working equally as language is in 
commercial three when the jingle’s linguistic content convey concepts  like “hiding” or 
“shying away”, the male protagonist hides his face behind the umbrella in the higher-
level action of hiding, where the action of hiding is foregrounded, and the women’s 
higher-level action of giggling is backgrounded. The main protagonist’s awareness of 
modal density (Norris, 2004a, pp. 92-101) helps him engage in the action of hiding his 
face under an umbrella when the women are shown to be inching close to him in the 
background. Modal density here is realized by the modal intensity of the entire 
communicative mode where Shrama ji is performing the higher level action of hiding. He 
is performing the higher-level action of hiding by engaging several high-intensity 
embodied modes (such as turning his head to the approaching women—head movement, 
looking at the approaching women,--gaze picking up the umbrella—hand movement and 
posture unfolding the umbrella—hand movement, holding it up—hand and head 
movement, slightly pulling down the umbrella—hand and head movement, turning his 
head away—head movement, keeping his face under the umbrella throughout the entire 
time—head movement and posture) and low-to-moderate intensity disembodied mode of 
the layout (the chair he is sitting, the setup around him, other people around him, the 
sound of the approaching women, the proximity of them with him, etc. ).  
In commercial twelve, the higher-level actions of posing in a stylish manner of 
having both the arms open and stretched wide as if inviting someone to come in the 
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embrace, like Shahrukh Khan (SK) has done in several of his romantic movies to impress 
the women, by the male protagonist eventually end up in the women making the 
protagonist a “shoulder” or just a supportive friend. This is because the protagonist here 
only has the ability to copy the SK pose and no attractiveness due to his dark skin color. 
The jingle lyrics in the background convey this meaning in the linguistic mode. However, 
the very actions of posing with stretched arms13 with the intent to impress the women 
convey the same meaning without the linguistic content. The pose demands some 
background cultural knowledge of some popular Hindi movies where the endorser 
celebrity Shahrukh Khan has made this pose as a symbolic gesture to impress girls. The 
idea of the women rejecting the protagonist’s effort to impress them by employing such a 
pose hence presupposes the women’s knowledge of the popular Hindi movies. The 
musical rhythm and the reaction of the participants add to this supposed failure of the 
male protagonist’s intent. The disembodied mode of music, the embodied mode of a 
typical gesture, and the visual representation of this higher-level action of trying to 
impress the women in totality do not need any linguistic content for the semiosis in this 
commercial. 
c. Semiotic Elements in a Super-Ordinate Position 
Although relatively less frequent, the semiotic elements overshadowing linguistic 
content is seen in the commercials. One major instance of this happening is in 
commercial four when Shahrukh Khan asks the main protagonist whether the latter wants 
to live a life like the former, and the latter responds through a gesture. Here the embodied 
 
13 This particular way of posing is an iconic posture taken by Sharukh Khan to impress or romantically 
welcome his female leads in several Bollywood movies. See the transcription for commercial 12 in 
appendix A. 
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mode of gesture is nodding yes by a rapid tilting of the head forward. There is no 
linguistic content, but the “higher-level action” (Norris, 2004a, 2011) of responding is 
conveyed through this embodied mode of a nodding gesture.  
In commercial eight, a series of higher-level actions denote another higher-level 
of action of selling the motorbike by the male protagonist. However, this meaning is 
conveyed only through actions, depicting various embodied modes. After realizing that 
his significant other needs money for something that she dearly wants, he proceeds to the 
garage and does four major higher-level actions in the current time frame of the 
commercial—uncovering the motorbike (which denotes a frozen higher-level action of 
covering it at some point), going to pick the biker’s jacket (which in turn depicts a part of 
the setting that has the frozen higher-level action of keeping the jacket there) and 
suddenly switching to pick the keys for the motorbike, riding the bike out, and coming 
back home with money in hand. All of these is followed by a conversational utterance, 
“now there is no reason to worry” to his significant partner. This mid-level action of 
reassuring the partner in the higher-level action of conversation is done through the 
embodied gesture of pointing the bulk of the currency to her and the lower-level action of 
showing her the money. Upon figuring out that only the keyring for the motorbike’s key 
is left in his pocket (denoting the motorbike is not there with him anymore), the woman 
asks what has happened to the motorbike, the male protagonist performs the higher-level 
action of responding to that query by just the embodied gesture of raising and lowering 
the shoulders as an indication of the absence of the motorbike and leaving the rest for the 
addressee (the woman) and the receivers (the viewers/audience) here. Although there are 
a few scenes implying flashbacks of happy memories with the motorbike and the woman 
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gifting the male protagonist the keyring for the motorbike’s keys, a selected group of 
frames only from the current timeframe from this entire communicative episode should 
illustrate (Table 24, two frames in one cell means that the one above precedes the one 
below) the semiosis more explicitly. The entire episode of selling the motorbike for 
something good is achieved through several higher-level actions (comprised of mid- and 
lower-level actions) and embodied modes. At least, that is how it is depicted in the 
commercial. However, there is no linguistic content that overtly conveys that that 
motorbike has been sold by the male protagonist. Here the visual mode of depiction of 
the narrative and the embodied modes of actions by the male protagonist assume a higher 
position in the communicative event and hence the semiosis. Moreover, a soft melodic 
ambient music in the background serenades the entire episode to culturally evoke a sense 
of small sacrifice on the male protagonist’s part to fulfill what his partner wants. 
Frame 1 Frame 2 & 3 Frame 4 Frame 5 
     
 
 
 
Table 24, Commercial 8, Selling the Motorbike 
In commercial nine, the very young woman (who is supposedly the niece of the 
watchman) is shown to be expressing sincere interest in learning rock-climbing starting at 
the 42nd second of the commercial. The action(s) of showing interest is performed by her 
through embodied modes of gestures, gazing at other people training, and trying to lift an 
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unclaimed harness from the field only to be scolded by another boy (probable owner of 
that harness). It was not until 1 minute and 10 seconds into the commercial that the main 
protagonist approaches this very young woman and confirms that she is eager to learn 
rock-climbing. There is not audible utterance between the main protagonist and this very 
young woman; they communicate through sign language involving gestures and lip 
movements without sounds. Even if the sign-language communication is considered to be 
a proxy for actual linguistic utterance, the proxy only confirms the idea of this young 
woman’s interest in learning rock-climbing, which has already been conveyed via other 
non-linguistic modes. Here the other modes assume a higher position than language. The 
frames from the relevant section of the commercial (Table 25, two frames in a single cell 
of the table below indicate that each instance on the top frame is nearly followed by the 
one below) should illustrate the non-linguistic modality in this specific meaning-making.  
Frame 1 & 2 Frame 3 & 4 Frame 5 
  
 
Table 25, Commercial 9, Eagerness of the Very Young Woman 
There are also instances of mostly visual/paralinguistic content taking a higher or 
competing position over the uttered linguistic content is in commercials. For example, in 
commercial thirteen the way the words are shown on the screen, their placement, their 
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font size, etc. convey a different meaning than the actual linguistic content. The voice-
over communicates that there are 12 benefits; however, apart from the center piece saying 
“12 Power Benefits” rest of the linguistic content on the screen is hardly legible. Thus, 
their population the screen serves to overwhelm the audience into believing in the 
existence of several actions/benefits that the product will provide but those too many to 
read in a positive way. Also, the fine-print content at the bottom in pedantic Hindi (“upon 
using twice a day regularly. Individual results may vary.”) does serve the purpose of 
providing the information. However, it is difficult to believe that anyone would be able to 
read it with such a short span of time and so small fonts. Moreover, the switch to Hindi 
also poses a challenge for the readers to quickly shift to another language from the 
overwhelming representation in English. Thus, the following table (Table 26, commercial 
thirteen) illustrates that the paralinguistic connotations conveyed through the cluster of 
English phrases and extremely small Hindi phrases (at the bottom) assume a super-
ordinate position compared to what is uttered by the voice-over or what is legible in the 
frame on screen here. 
VO: 
“…with 
laser action 
technology, 
it gives 12 
benefits.” 
Frame 1 
 
Table 26, Commercial 13, 12 Benefits 
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5.2.3 Discourse of Colorism and the Commercials 
The discourse of colorism or skin-color discrimination is both evident and subtle 
in these thirteen commercials. The findings suggest that an analytical level focusing 
solely the discourse of colorism in the commercials must be employed to attain the 
objectives of the current investigative research undertaking. The different methodological 
frameworks by major researchers will contribute to unfolding the analysis better; 
however, those frameworks mentioned in the methodology section will mainly provide 
analytical tools here and there where they seem effective. Moreover, without a broad 
analytical level consisting of some pragmatic layers, the discursive analytical 
investigation may veer into the area of just dissecting everything without keeping in mind 
the overall purpose of this research. Hence, being informed with the findings, the analysis 
of other components, and the objectives of the research, the analytical level of discourse 
of colorism is strategically divided into three main layers—a. discursive construction of 
colorism, b. discursive reproduction/perpetuation of skin-color discrimination, and c. 
naturalizing the dominance of “fairness.” Although these three layers appear separate, 
they are not discrete; in fact, their interactions and simultaneous overlaps make the whole 
discursive context more complex yet highly effective. 
a. Discursive Construction of Colorism 
All the previous chapters indicate the reality of the discursive construction of 
colorism in Indian society. The notion of colorism has been and still is ingrained in the 
minds of the Indian populace over the centuries. However, the discursive construction of 
colorism in and by these commercials for men’s skin-lightening product both draws 
heavily upon the existing ideology and contributes to the strengthening of this color-
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coded prejudice. According to Fairclough (1989, 1992, 2003, 2013, 2016), this very 
existence of prejudice is the need to investigate the issue of colorism. The multimodal 
composition of the commercials, which both create and reflect this skin-color prejudice in 
Indian society, renders these commercials to be the potential dataset for a critical 
evaluation at the broader discursive level of skin-color discrimination among and toward 
urban men in India. van Dijk’s (1990, 1992, 1993, 2013, 2015, 2016) socio-cognitive 
approach provides the analytical tools for the production and comprehension of this 
discriminatory discourse of colorism and shows how, as members of Indian society, most 
of the community share the fundamental ideology of skin-color discrimination.  
 All of the type-one commercials (hard-sell) construct and substantially contribute 
to a discourse of colorism. In commercials one and two, where the main dark-skinned 
protagonists invade women’s private space, their need for achieving a lighter skin tone is 
driven by the shared ideology of skin-color prejudice by the candidates of both genders in 
the commercials. The discursive construction of colorism is achieved through their 
actions of being wanting to be part of the elites’ group14 of the Indian urban male 
community. The behavior of dark-skinned individuals in commercials one (invading 
women’s dormitory and trying to secure women’s skin-lightening product), two 
(breaking into women’s residence and trying to secure women’s skin-lightening product), 
three (using sister’s skin-lightening cream without her permission), five (using women’s 
skin-lightening product despite being a male wrestler), and to a certain extent in twelve 
(only posing like SK without being “handsome”), could very well be labeled as bad or 
 
14  In this study, the elites’ group refer to a smaller group of the elite members within the dominant group in 
any society. 
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laughable because these individuals’ actions are either the kind that the dominated 
“other” group may partake in or they are driven by the norms and values that an elite 
member should never adhere to. This polarization (van Dijk, 1992, 2013, 2015, 2016) 
technique is observed in the use of a second-person pronoun “you” (in Hindi the non-
honorific form of the pronoun is used here) to address the dark-skinned protagonist by the 
corresponding light-skinned model or the celebrity endorser, and this technique is one of 
the major structural elements to constructing a discourse of colorism. Thinking along the 
lines of Fairclough (2001, 2016), the identity category, which is semiotically realized in 
the textual utterance of “you” entails two things—the existence of a dark-skinned “other” 
as opposed to the light-skinned “self” and the probable fallacy of division where the 
“other” may become the part of the “self”/us category after the application of the product. 
This fallacy is expressed in the commercials because the primary discourse of selling the 
products in the commercials depends on the so-called erasure of that division. 
Wodak (1989, 2009, 2011) and Reisigl and Wodak (2016) discuss a useful 
discursive strategy of “nomination” in creating a certain kind of broader discourse. For 
example, in commercials five and six, the nomination strategies of proper name and 
generalizing (and/or professional) anthroponym of “Sharma ji” (used by SK and the male 
singer in the jingle) and “wrestler” (used by SK) for the two dark-skinned protagonists 
respectively are involving the discursive construction of social actors to be used for the 
discourse of skin-color discrimination happening in their lives. The use of “Sharma ji” as 
a proper name is a common way of addressing someone with respect by addressing that 
individual by his/her surname. The “ji” here is an addressee marker for respect. Although 
this discursive strategy is a mere example of nomination at the beginning of these two 
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commercials, these linguistic references serve to intensify the embedded “discourse 
topic” of unawareness about men’s skin-lightening products by these two protagonists.  
 In both type-one (hard sell) and type-two (soft sell) commercials, the concept of 
“intertextuality” (Wodak 2009, 2011; Cook, 2006) is realized semiotically. As the type-
one commercials progressed, the product’s name “Fair and Handsome” supposedly 
worked as the synonym for men’s skin-lightening miracle. All the mentions of what the 
product consists of, how it works, and how it is different from women’s skin lightening 
products seem to create a continuum of related and relayed information for the audience 
or potential consumers (if the commercials in this dataset are somehow expected to be 
watched as a collection and not just a solo piece by the audiences). A similar sense has 
been discussed in the linguistics analysis section of “Repetition, Comparison, and Co-text 
formation” previously. Although expecting the consumers to watch all the commercials 
as a group may be difficult, the availability of several of these commercials on YouTube 
makes it somehow plausible for the audiences to find similar commercials under the same 
group of related videos. Moreover, as the information in Table 14 (pp. 124-125 ) 
suggests, even watching one or two commercials on their own will also create a sense of 
meaning modification for “Fair and Handsome” as the phrase is repeated within and 
across the commercials with positive associations of other lifestyle concepts. According 
to Giddens (1991) (as mentioned in Benwell & Stokoe (2006, p. 170)) this 
“intertextuality” creates the notion of “the commodification of the self” where consumers 
supposedly become mere subjects of the force of consumption. Although this implies a 
sense of consumers being just passive users and not active participants in the discursive 
practice of skincare, this should be partially true at least for the first few commercials for 
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the product in the dataset. It is not entirely true because many dark-skinned protagonists 
in the commercials (especially one, two, and three) seem to be very actively participating 
in the discourse practices of men skincare. As the brand established itself as a major 
name in the men’s skin-care industry around 2007 (because it is then the brand launched 
commercials with Bollywood celebrity Shahrukh Khan)  the active-participation-of-the-
consumers view in shaping the components of the product can be assumed. 
 In the discourse of skin-lightening in the commercials, background knowledge 
formation is a significant factor that both the creators and consumers of the skin-
lightening products draw upon. This “background knowledge” (Fairclough, 1985) 
formation leads to common sense rendering which has certainly originated from an 
ideological representation of the natural world. Moreover, the discursive strategy of 
argumentation (Reisigl & Wodak, 2016) further aims at justifying something as true to 
contribute to the broader discourse of colorism among India men. In some pre-2015 type-
one commercials, such as one, two, three, and six, the concept of background knowledge 
formation can be traced. In these commercials, a certain portion of (mostly) textual 
interactions between a light-skinned male model and the dark-skinned male protagonist 
or a female model and the dark-skinned protagonist comes across as evident—in some 
manner or another the former in each unit asks/expresses annoyance and ridicules/shames 
the latter by uttering that the latter has used women’s skin-lightening product despite 
being a man. The following excerpt from commercial one should be useful here: 
Excerpt 3, (Commercial 1) 
12 W+: [3((women run past empty-handed)) 
13 P2: despite being a man(.)[4you use women’s fairness cream? 
14                                      [4((jingle: stealthily (male voice)) 
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15 VO: exposure to sun and shaving make a man’s skin thick and 
 16  tough (.)[5and women’s fairness cream is futile on that. 
Table 27, W+: Women, P1: Dark-Skinned Protagonist, P2: Light-Skinned Male Model, 
VO: Voice-Over (Male) 
 
This excerpt shows how the basic underlying proposition expressed in the light-
skinned male model’s utterance (in line 13) above follows a certain order of inference 
that men should not use women’s skin-lightening products because they are only for 
women. The implicit proposition here represents mutual background knowledge between 
P2 and P1. This assumed background knowledge is derived from the shared ideological 
belief of the society that men should not use women’s skin-lightening products because 
their skin is different—thick and tough (lines 15-16). And if they do it, it should be 
subject to admonishing or mockery, expressed in the jingle . 
 This ideological representation is further naturalized as common sense in all of 
these commercials. So much so, that this common sense does not need any ideological 
representation and serves as the premise for further arguments on behalf of why men 
should use products specifically made for their skin. In commercial four (line 30), 
Shahrukh Khan tells the dark-skinned protagonist (and also the viewers/receivers) in 
Hindi, “…never use the women’s fairness cream.” This shows the structure of the 
utterance here has been reduced to only words of caution (imperative), overt proposition, 
and not a whole complex sentence where it was said that a man should not use women’s 
skin-lightening products because he is a man. This discursive strategy of “argumentation” 
(Wodak, 2009, 2011; Reisigl & Wodak, 2016) is employed to claim that men should use 
skin-lightening products but only the ones that are specifically designed for them (such as 
the one being promoted in these commercials) along with the discursive formation of 
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common sense background knowledge to ideologically reinforce the discursive 
construction of colorism (as well as gender-i.e. it argues for the use of skin-lightening for 
both genders) in these commercials. 
 In certain type-two commercials (eight, nine, and ten), the discursive construction 
of skin-color discrimination is semiotically more subtly coded in their overall 
communicative texts. Here “intertextuality” is used in both non-spoken linguistic content 
and in other semiotic modes. In these three commercials, the name of the product does 
not appear in the narrative. However, “#Handsomelife” appears as a constant caption at 
the bottom right corner of the screen (see the relevant sections of transcription in 
Appendix A and the data tables in the previous chapter) whenever the narrative of the 
“handsome life” is being shown. The core linguistic content of the product’s title is “Fair 
and Handsome.” Hence, mentions of “#Handsomelife” in the constant captions, 
“handsome life” in the jingles, or “handsome life” in the interactive parts of the 
commercials by Hrithik Roshan work along the lines of intertextuality and the narrative  
formation. This, without a depicted issue involving skin color partially recontextualizes 
the whole notion of association between “Fair and Handsome”  and “Handsome life.” It 
is important to mention that the recontextualization happens because the narrative in type 
one is different from the narrative in type two. However, the recontextualization of the 
association mentioned above is only partial as the process happens within the same 
overall genre of video commercials. In pre-2015 hard-sell commercials, the meaning of 
“handsome” included being “fair” in order for someone to be “handsome.” This 
semantic-widening in the Indian context of colorism strongly entailed a “handsome” male 
individual to be “fair and handsome” because of the product’s title “Fair and Handsome.” 
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Now this “handsome,” which is because of “Fair and Handsome”, is also a marker for 
“handsome life” in the 2015 commercials. The addition of a “#” is a sign of probable 
expansion of the arena of this kind of advertisement discourse to a social-media-oriented 
discourse of similar content and interaction. This could also be a discursive “re-scaling” 
(Fairclough, 2016, p. 99) of the construal of “handsome life” from a local/national to a 
global scale involving social-media life. 
b. Discursive Reproduction/Perpetuation of Skin-Color Discrimination 
Along with the discursive construction of colorism, these thirteen commercials 
are also perpetuating skin-color discrimination on several other levels. It so happens that 
the emergence of every new commercial is contributing to the emergence of new ways of 
reproducing colorism among and toward urban men in India. The perpetuation of this 
skin-color discrimination is operationalized in two primary ways as far as the emergence 
of the commercials is concerned. First, every commercial initially shows a depiction of 
the construal of colorism among men. Then the rest of the commercial goes on 
perpetuating and strengthening the ideological standpoint of believing in skin-color 
discrimination as well as its mutability because without that there would be no product to 
sell. Second, every following commercial may potentially considers previously 
commercials and its own content as the starting point of perpetuating skin-color 
discrimination among men. This way, the perpetuation becomes the means as well as the 
product of further perpetuation. The following diagram (Figure 2) elaborates this dialectic 
relation. Needless to say, every commercial also has the potential to work independently 
as an Ax because the way these commercials work, they should also be able to convince 
the consumers into buying the product upon watching a solo commercial. This is where 
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the idea of intertextuality may face some resistance; however, this alternate possibility 
does not revoke the possibility of intertextuality in the first place. 
 
 
Figure 2, Perpetuation of Colorism 
In commercials one, two, three, four, five, six, eleven, and twelve, all the formerly 
dark-skinned main protagonists accomplish something they have longed for only after 
their skin tones have become lighter, making them part of the imagined urban group of 
men that are attractive. This projected new identity is embraced by not only the main 
protagonist but also all the other major characters in the commercials. Thus, all the other 
characters in the commercials, who are playing certain roles, are also participating in 
making the viewing audience (receivers) believe that it is light skin that provides a unique 
way to success, love, happiness, etc. Cook (2006) says that even though the 
advertisements are made for certain groups of people, it may affect everyone who is at 
the receiving end of it. That means, even though the commercials are primarily targeted 
towards urban men, it can affect anyone who sees it. Anyone who is affected by the 
Commercial Ax 
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& 
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commercials or believes in the ideological premise of colorism takes part in discursively 
reproducing skin-color discrimination in one way or the other. In the newspaper 
matrimonial advertisements (Appendix B), people who are posting the advertisements for 
their children and making sure to include skin color as a salient feature are also 
reproducing colorism through their actions and/or establishing the advertisements as 
reproduction of colorism. 
In the commercials of this study, the male protagonists that achieve what they 
want are semiotically shown to be perpetuating colorism, as the construction of colorism 
is the first thing that the perpetuation follows. In commercial one, the group of women 
singing “hi handsome” to the light-skinned protagonist seem to be attracted to a person 
who has attractive looks. Along with skin color (this topic will be further discussed in the 
next layer of analysis), the protagonist’s entire appearance changes. The formerly timid 
person becomes easily approachable and appears confident. In commercial two, a similar 
story happens. In commercial three, a similar yet slightly different narrative is shown 
where the male protagonist is so attractive now that the woman walks past Shahrukh 
Khan, who is the celebrity and is shown to be the epitome of handsomeness, to be with 
the main protagonist. Hunter (2007, p. 241) mentions that physical attractiveness is also 
viewed as an indication of being smarter and friendlier. The situations discussed above 
seem to work along similar lines to what Hunter mentions. 
Similar stories occur in most of the commercials. In each of the commercials 
eight, nine, and ten, the main male protagonist is shown to be making other people happy. 
All these commercials engage in multiple layers of legitimization. One significant layer 
works in favor of reassuring the discriminatory attitude of other characters in the 
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commercials toward the main protagonist--for example, the contempt of the light-skinned 
models in commercials one and two to the dark-skinned protagonists and the initial 
aversion of the young women toward the same protagonists; the celebrity admonishing or 
ridiculing the dark-skinned protagonists in commercials three, five, six, and twelve; the 
cause of gloomy lives of the dark-skinned individuals in commercial one, three, six, and 
eleven. According to Wodak (2009, 2011), these commercials are then legitimizing the 
reason for possessing less or being dissatisfied with their lives in the case of the dark-
skinned protagonists because of the existing notion of skin-color discrimination. The 
discursive practice of initial exclusion of the dark-skinned characters by other characters 
are justified because there is perpetuating color-biased prejudice among all the members. 
As Wodak and Reisigl (2001, p. 1) points out, “…racist opinions and beliefs are 
produced and reproduced by means of discourse... through discourse, discriminatory 
exclusionary practices are prepared, promulgated and legitimized.”	Since the dark-
skinned members in the commercials need help, anyone who provides them with a 
solution is not only right but also righteous. Even ridiculing or hating the dark-skinned 
protagonists are all right since they are still the “other” that need correction. Commercial 
five is an extreme case of such correcting. In this commercial, SK not only ridicules the 
dark-skinned protagonist (wrestler) but also hits and shoves the wrestler (see lines 12-13). 
Even this physical violence is justified because it is legitimized as a necessary step to 
correct the flaw in the “other.” This positive self-representation (and/or negative other-
representation) is used not just by the characters in the commercials but also by the 
creators/authors (senders), and therefore, emerges the idea of those light-skinned 
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righteous character-like actual members of the society trying to first otherize the dark-
skinned individuals, and then as an act of generosity, helping the so-called others. 
 Hill (2002) says that attractiveness is a cultural construct influenced by racial 
aesthetics. The prevalence of Indo-Aryan (ethnolinguistic categorization) physical 
attributes in all the male protagonists presupposes the fact that even culturally Indian 
urban populace idealizes the epitome of male attractiveness to be light-skinned Indo-
Aryan. The on-screen appearances of all the celebrity endorsers support this claim for the 
commercials of this study. The idea of a light skin tone not only constructs and 
perpetuates skin-color discrimination, they invariably create the notion of white-skin 
dominance and the naturalization of that dominance in Indian society. The next analytical 
layer will elaborate on this aspect of the commercials presented in the dataset. 
c. Naturalizing the Dominance of “Fairness” 
The commercials in the dataset evidently reflect that a notion of light-skin 
dominance is at play in the discourse of colorism in these commercials for “Fair and 
Handsome.” According to Wodak (2009, 2011) and van Dijk (1992, 2013, 2015, 2016), 
the notion of a dominant group versus a dominated group exists whenever there is any 
scenario of discrimination. The powerful group wants to retain its dominant position, and 
both the powerful and powerless groups contribute to that sustenance of power equation. 
The notion of dominance and power plays a crucial role in this discursive ideological 
practice of colorism in India. The people who are of light skin and belong to the powerful 
group because of their skin color or other factors want to hold on to the power, and the 
dominated group where members do not have a light skin tone want to achieve that light 
skin tone to at least psychologically be at par with the elite members and thus reinforce 
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the hegemony of light skin. Parameswaran (2011, 2015), Mishra (2015), Hussein (2010), 
Bakshi and Baker (2011), Nagar (2018) discuss this issue in their own ways showing that 
a light skin tone almost always proves to be providing access to some sort of advantage 
for women in India. However, these commercials, the newspaper matrimonial 
advertisements, and a body of research by scholars like Hall (1995, 1997, 2006, 2011), 
Hunter (2007), Hill (2000, 2002), Jha and Adelman (2009), and others show that light 
skin or proximity to a light skin tone supposedly provides advantage to any member of 
the community, both male and female. The commercials in the current study show that 
people with a light skin tone assume a powerful position in all the narratives of the 
commercials. Moreover, where there is no narrative which shows an issue related to skin 
color, semiotic modes still imply a connection to color-coded happier lifestyles. 
 In commercial one, the dark-skinned protagonist becomes attractive after 
achieving a lighter skin tone. Commercials two, three, four, five, six, seven (to a certain 
extent), eleven, twelve, and thirteen indicate this same pattern. In commercial seven, the 
celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan does not articulate that he had light skin. However, the 
absence of that articulation with the presence of certain other things like success, 
reputation, fame, and continued help of the product Fair and Handsome does indicate that 
the product has been instrumental in his rising to the status of a Hindi movie star. In fact 
Shahrukh Khan does mention in line 10 (Table 28) that the product is his “life partner.” 
In so doing, the product becomes synonymous with light skin, and light skin or “fairness” 
has already been seen as the main quality of being attractive in the commercials. Lines 
1,10, and 14 (highlighted) in Table 28, along with what is discussed here, clearly show 
this depiction of light-skin dominance. 
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Excerpt 4, Commercial 7 
01 SK: I only inherited blessings (.) not a big name or fame (.) 
 02  ((a scene appears where people are cheering whistling at  
03  SK at an event while SK waves at them)) 
04 SK: but I needed more (.) more reputation (.) more respect (.) 
05  more fame (.) hence (.) when the rest of the world is asleep 
06  [1I would be awake (.) self-motivating (.) self-critiquing 
07  [1((S is shown to be rehearsing all by himself at night)) 
09 SK: since I needed more (.) I made stunts my passion (.) acting 
10  my life (.) and Fair and Handsome my life partner (.) 
11  ((segments of SK’s stunt scenes from movies are played)) 
12  ((SK is shown to be getting ready and putting a tube of 
13   the product in his bag for his upcoming travels)) 
14 SK: and I became (.) the emperor 
Table 28, SK: Shahrukh Khan 
This dominance is naturalized through the notion that light skin improves life, and 
an improved life naturally presupposes the main protagonists to be attractive. The 
celebrity endorser Hrithik Roshan (HR) has a light skin tone as part of his natural skin 
quality. In whichever commercial he appears as the endorser celebrity, the idea of light 
skin by default assumes a position of power and strength because he is either telling a 
story of success and happiness (commercials eight, nine, and ten) or providing a solution 
to remain “bright” and “handsome” (commercial thirteen) with the assistance of the 
product “Fair and Handsome.” Although Shahrukh Khan’s skin is relatively less bright 
and light, he also participates in the same kind of ideological practices and renders 
support to the notion of power and dominance associated with light skin color among 
men.  
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The interactive gaze of both the celebrities and the models (post product 
application) in several commercials shows that their attractiveness has bestowed them 
with confidence that helps them directly look into the camera with a rather happy face 
when then have light skin, whereas previously they did not. This embodied gesture of 
gaze works as a semiotic resource to establish/claim dominance in the multimodal 
commercials. Moreover, a few frames of some commercials elaborate this semiotic 
affordance of the light-skinned models below. In Table 29 below, every commercial has 
two frames showing before (top) and after the application (bottom) of the product.  
Commercial 1 Commercial 4  Commercial 6 Commercial 11 Commercial 12 
 
    
 
  
 
 
Table 29, Light Skin and Dominance 
For every commercial mentioned in this table above, the dark-skinned 
protagonists avoid direct eye contact (except for commercial six) with the camera and 
appear discontent and less confident. The lesser brightness of the frames pre-application 
is also less compared to their post-application counter parts. This brightness visually 
conveys the sense of dissatisfaction and lack of confidence. For commercial six, even 
though the protagonist has made a direct eye contact with the camera, his facial 
expression with no smile and frowned eyebrows does not convey any sense of friendly 
interaction with the audiences.  
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How the product works is created through scientific-sounding (Ringrow, 2016, p. 
48) terms of the components in the product and the visual effects of how the product 
works particularly on men’s skin add to this common-sensical knowledge base of the 
audiences that further works on the effectiveness of the product. One interesting thing in 
this circulation of information is that it simultaneously proves that the product is highly 
effective in taking care of men’s skin making them attractive as well as foregrounding an 
output that mainly consists of a successful man, which further indicates that the problems 
are primarily associated with a dark skin tone or, at least, the flaws are indexical of ill-
maintained skin which is necessarily not “fair.” The trope of taking good care of skin 
justifies the use of the product; it also signals a possible inclusion of people who have 
recently turned light-skinned into the elites’ group that, at the very least, controls the 
ideologies of attractiveness. Drawing from chapters two and three, for the general 
audiences who refuse to delve deep into the complexities of caste, class, gender, 
geography, and skin color, the dark skin may be a result of interactions of factors such as 
belonging to a lower caste and socio-economic class. And there are few possibilities of 
bypassing those intersections to achieve membership in the powerful group. This product 
promises that shortcut not only to happiness and prosperity but also an upward movement 
into the dominant social group. However, both with an existing light skin tone or an 
obtained one, the discursive ideological dominance naturalized in the form of light skin is 
the only destination that these two ways lead to.  
According to van Dijk (1992, 2015, 2016), the ideological structure of discourse 
has one element called “identification.” This identification is a major category of groups’ 
ideologies in projecting or forming an identity. A derivative of this kind of identification 
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is seen in these commercials where a light-skinned individual assumes a powerful 
position in the narrative content. The authority of the light-skinned celebrity endorsers in 
either solving problems of the dark-skinned protagonists or in providing remedies to 
specific skin conditions comes embedded through this ideological structure of discourse 
of identification of the self, which uplifts “the self” because it is fixing some flaw in “the 
other.” Moreover, specifically in these commercials, this powerful self becomes even 
more powerful when it is able to alleviate the problem of “the other” resulting in the 
possibility of democratization of attractiveness which is thought to be something one is 
usually born with. This dominant position of the elite member creates further dominance 
and a sense of trust for him in the minds of the so-called other. This also helps assure that 
the control of power and dominance remain in the hands of the elite members.  
A crucial point to analyze in this sustenance of dominance associated with 
“fairness” and celebrities is that the depiction of an inherent unremovable distance 
between a non-elite member and him being granted full participation in the elites’ group. 
In commercial four (lines 20-21), the celebrity endorser says although becoming 
Shahrukh is “impossible,” “anybody” can become handsome. This very utterance shows 
a certain shift in the democratization of attractiveness. Although becoming “handsome” is 
possible, becoming an authentic, powerful member of the elites’ group of attractive male 
figures like movie celebrities is impossible. In commercials three and six, where the 
attractive women run ignoring Shahrukh Khan toward the currently-turned-“handsome” 
protagonists, this same inherent power of celebrity lifestyle is strengthened. In this case, 
the celebrity understands that the protagonist has become “handsome” and women are 
giving their attention to him, but the ever-elite member, whose attractiveness is idealized 
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even through the endorsement of the product, merely helps provide a more successful 
life, and not the exact life of an elite member, to the dark-skinned protagonists. The 
protagonists can never become the authentic members of the elite’s group as that is 
beyond the very reach of the dark-skinned individuals. 
A similar distancing between assumed democratization of attractiveness and elite-
membership is found in type-two commercials (eight, nine, ten) as well, where at the end 
of each commercial the celebrity endorser urges the viewers (who are already leading a 
“handsome life”) to try their luck to “get an exclusive chance” to meet the celebrity’s 
privately owned popular soccer team and hang out with them. As Table 30 below shows, 
this mention of “exclusive chance” presupposes that this chance is special and that some 
people who are leading a “handsome life” may get lucky. This chance to momentarily 
enjoy access to an elite lifestyle creates the dominance of light skin, which is a physical 
attribute of people like Hrithik Roshan (HR). A newly-turned-“handsome” common 
urban man can only catch a glimpse of that if he gets lucky, but he can never have 
permanent access to such a lifestyle because that is only available to the authentic elite 
members. The elite member HR is different from the elite member SK in the previous 
commercials in the way these two celebrities handle the passing up of the product to the 
dark-skinned candidates. In the commercials where SK is the celebrity endorser, he 
almost always hands the product to the dark-skinned protagonists, whereas HR never 
does that in his commercials. The commercials from 2015 do not allow HR the scope of 
handing the product to the other participants for the indirect narrative style. However, in 
commercial thirteen from 2017, where there might have been such opportunities of 
directly handing the product over to the male participants suffering from several skin 
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conditions, HR is not shown to be doing so. This way HR is even more distanced as an 
elite member from the dark-skinned individuals than SK is. 
Excerpt 5, Commercial 10 
42 HR: hello friends (.) I am sure you all are living your passion  
 43  in all possible ways (.) big and small (.)  
44  Fair and Handsome celebrates the spirit of living your 
45  passion and following your dreams (.) 
46 HR: if you too are living a handsome life(.) share your story 
47  with us (.)Fair and Handsome is now giving opportunity to 
48  ten lucky people to meet me and be groomed in a program 
49  which is personally designed by us for you (.) also (.)get 
50  an exclusive chance to meet my F.C. Pune City Team and  
51  hang out with them (.) so (.) what are you waiting for?   
52  [9log on to www.handsomelife.in 
53  [9Jingle: handsome life should be this way]      
Table 30, #Handsomelife, HR: Hrithik Roshan 
Thus, the promises of a happy/happier life for dark-skinned individuals portrayed 
in the type-one commercials (and implied in type-two) help sustain the hegemonic 
dominance of light skin, naturalizes dominance of “fairness” as being the attribute for 
power, and yet implies a symbolic distance between the elite group members and the 
aspirants. Another interesting thing about the soccer team that HR owns (see Excerpt 5, 
line 50 above) and promises the lucky people to spend time with is that this team is a 
men’s soccer team. Although this connection is not very well established, the lucky 
people (who are supposedly males) will get to meet with the privileged team members of 
a men’s soccer team. This men-only aspect indirectly contributes to the gender 
stereotypes of men’s area of both skin-lightening and an outdoor sport like soccer in 
India. 
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5.2.4 Construction of Male Gender in Opposition to Female 
Benwell (2002, 2007) discusses the construction of masculinity in men’s lifestyle 
magazines in the UK. In so doing, the author provides an interesting categorization in the 
formation of masculinities in Britain’s lifestyle magazines ranging from the 1980s to the 
end of the 1990s. This categorization yields identity labels of “new man” and “new lad” 
for the community of consumers for men’s lifestyle magazines. According to Benwell 
(2007, p. 539), the evolution of consumer masculinity followed the trajectory from “new 
man” to “new lad.” The author mentions, “ “New man” was an avid consumer and 
unashamed narcissist, but had also internalized and endorsed the principles of feminism 
including a reassessment of the traditional division of labor and a new commitment to 
fatherhood.” However, the “new lad” identity was evidently marked with “…traditional 
values of sexism, exclusive male friendship and homophobia.” Now, these labels of 
masculine identities reflect the tendencies of male gender formation in the thirteen 
commercials of the current study. However, because of the unique genre of the video 
commercials, the cultural milieu of Indian society, and possibly other factors, these two 
labels as it is are not able to classify the complex data consisting of the commercials for 
men’s skin-lightening products in India. Further analysis of these two labels and the 
dataset will shortly show how these two labels can or cannot accommodate an 
encompassing analysis of the discursive construction of male gender formation as 
opposed to female in these television commercials. 
In all of the type-one commercials, the semiotic realizations of masculine 
identities take place, and it takes place as a contradiction to feminine qualities or the 
supposed working requirements of women’s skin products. Although it may seem very 
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simple on the surface, employing such a discursive strategy presupposes the ideological 
fear that men are traditionally not supposed to take care of their skin for the purpose of 
ostentation and it is necessarily an area of feminine beauty routine. In the newspaper 
article by Chadha (2005, para 5), the erstwhile director of Emami Mohan Goenka  
vexpresses similar ideological fears about the men’s skin-care regime, “…our initial 
worry was that men would be shy and not buy it.” This is the fear of both the 
manufacturers and the consumers about the skin-care products traditionally being 
regarded as belonging to the feminine space of the gender paradigm, which is explained 
not to be part of a hegemonic masculine ideological space in Benwell (2002, 2007). This 
hegemonic masculinity refers to a culturally constructed gender identity, which is in stark 
contrast to supposed subordinate groups or constructs like femininity, women, gay men, 
etc. It is also important to note that each type-one commercial certainly strives to 
differentiate the male attributes from the female for its viewers. On the one hand, it treats 
masculinity for men to be the default and thus probably ideologically invisible, and on 
the other hand, it foregrounds this same masculinity to be a necessary attribute for the 
male-gender identity for its consumers. 
Type-one commercials create a sense of masculinity which conflates femininity 
and homosexuality. This conflation also suggests a strong relationship between these two 
constructs. Connell (1995, p. 40) suggests, “[i]n homophobic ideology the boundary 
between straight and gay is blurred with the boundary between masculine and feminine.” 
That means any act or instance of a male member which violates the boundary of being 
masculine and enters the domain of feminine is culturally understood to be moving from 
being a straight male member to a gay individual. All the commercials project a narrative 
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that presupposes a heteronormative gender ideology. There is no space for homoeroticism 
in the lives of the consumers. This heteronormative gender portrayal is in the same vein 
of men’s lifestyle magazines that evokes the identity of “new lad” (Benwell 2002, 2007; 
Benwell & Stokoe, 2006). In commercials one, two, and six, the male protagonist is 
ridiculed for using women’s skin-lightening products. This sense of mockery is said to be 
a trope for both denying homophobia and solidifying hegemonic heterosexual 
masculinity in the construction of “new laddism” (Benwell, 2002, pp. 151-152). The 
humor works in creating simultaneous interpretations for both solidifying masculinity and 
denying any responsibility in revoking feminist ideologies. The motif of irony or humor 
is said to be a part of the “new sexism” (Benwell, 2007) discourse. Although some of the 
type-one commercials seem to conform to this creative use of irony to reassure 
hegemonic masculinity, they are not always so creatively subtle in revoking stereotypical 
femininity. In commercials one, two, and six, when the episodes of ridicule are over, all 
the attractive women seem to embrace the light-skinned protagonists without hesitation. 
Here the women are still shown to be the object of desire and the light-skinned 
protagonist, who appears to be the object of desire for the women, in turn, becomes the 
active agent of fulfilling his desires through the attractive women.  
The traditional sense of strength, power, roughness, etc. are also textually coded 
in the narratives of the commercials to foreground masculinity. For example, in 
commercials three (lines 28-30) and four (lines 33-34), a strong forearm introduces the 
product by slamming the product hard on a wooden table which also has a dumbbell 
(only in commercial three) nearby. Here the muscular forearm not only denotes strength 
and roughness, it also becomes a character to introduce the men’s product in a masculine 
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way. In these two commercials, Shahrukh Khan’s life is shown to be full of action and 
physical labor in shooting for movies; this conveys a generalized senses that men’s life is 
expected to be tough and involving a lot of physical labor. That means masculinity 
presupposes having a life of physical labor that thrives on strength. In commercial three, 
the symbolic ostentation of a man’s facial skin’s roughness to ignite a match stick upon 
rubbing, along with the accompanying jingle’s lyrics indicating the similar toughness, 
conveys the same sense of association between masculinity and strength. This sense is 
further consolidated with the comparative portrayal of women’s skin which is soft like a 
rose.  
Thus, several of these early type-one commercials (one, two, three, five, six, 
eleven, and twelve) do follow the pattern of reassuring hegemonic masculinity through 
the overt depiction of physical strength and/or irony in rejecting femininity in the use of 
the product, but these same commercials are also engaging in the objectification of 
women, an “enactment of heterosexual male desire” (Benwell & Stokoe, 2006, pp. 196-
197) and do not seem to do away with it. Therefore, these commercials only partially 
follow the gender-identity formation employed in the construction of “new lad” in 
Britain’s lifestyle magazine from the 1990s. The overt depiction of traditional 
masculinity associated with strength and physical action is not denoted in the “new lad” 
identity. Exaggerated masculinity takes place in this gender identity construction of  
“new lad” in Britain only to fulfill the motif of irony and convey to the consumers that 
the literal meaning is not to be taken seriously. This shield of irony to protect masculinity 
is not very evident in the commercials; irony here is rather a tool to heighten the degrees 
of masculinity in the commercials. 
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However, the unique composition of commercial five requires special attention to 
both confirm and contradict what Benwell (2002, 2007) describes regarding a masculine 
identity formation in the lifestyle magazines. First of all, commercial five is the only 
commercial that depicts a rural setting in the narrative, unlike any other commercial in 
the dataset. Moreover, the celebrity endorser mimics the accent of an argot (Haryanvi) of 
Hindi spoken in the states of Haryana (and parts of UP) in India. This speech variety, 
because of its association with the geographical regions where men are known to be 
physically strong (and are occasionally perceived as rude common in the Hindi film 
industry), often implies a macho sense of masculinity in the depiction of Haryanvi 
characters in Hindi movies. In this commercial, the male protagonist is shown to be using 
some women’s beauty product; this does not conform to the traditional sense of 
masculinity as per the ideological standpoint the product’s discursive construction of 
masculinity dictates. Further, the depictions of this protagonist, who is a wrestler, 
applying nail paint, wearing a lip color, and finally dancing in a skirt in a dream-like 
bizarre sequence, use irony to ridicule a wrestler who is using women’s beauty products 
and at the same time strengthen heterosexual masculinity. These depictions do not just 
deny some possibility which is surreal; they also create a strong sense of distancing the 
masculine demeanor from feminine. The irony and the strong admonishing of the 
spokesperson Shahrukh Khan inform the consumers that the product retains the 
masculinity in a man, which seems important because even a wrestler may choose the 
wrong path by using women’s products for attractiveness.  
The strengthening of masculinity also happens through the use of putting the 
village women paying a lot of attention to the protagonist and calling him “handsome” as 
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well as the man wearing modern men’s clothes, not a skirt as shown in the bizarre dream. 
The village women here are shown to be wearing traditional attire common in the states 
of UP and Haryana. They reaffirm the attractiveness and masculinity of the protagonist 
(post lightening) when they show their interest in him. However, there are two significant 
issues here that demand close attention: traditionally dressed village women are attracted 
to a man who is “fair and handsome” as well as urban looking, and the village women 
break their traditional boundary of feminine shyness to proactively show their interest in 
a man who no longer looks masculine in a rural sense. These two things modify the 
discourse around colorism and masculinity in this specific commercial. Therefore, the 
product not only grants attractiveness to the formerly dark-skinned protagonist but also a 
sense of masculinity that is more powerful than the masculinity of a village wrestler. The 
women characters from rural background here do help establish the hegemonic 
masculinity of the main protagonist by verbally addressing him as “handsome” and 
expressing body language (gesture, eye gaze, etc.) of showing interests, but in so doing, 
the women risk their rural norm of being outspoken and proactive for a man publicly. 
That means the product here promises an apparent violation of stereotypical feminine 
roles of village women at the cost of harboring a sense of masculinity that breaks the 
cultural expectations of rural femininity only to introduce a more global sense of gender 
stereotype where women fall for attractive masculine men. This is the only commercial 
that depicts a rural setting and characters. No evidence in the available literature related 
to the company’s commercials is found that supports the creation of this commercial in 
the first place. 
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As per Benwell’s (2002, 2007) description of a “new lad” identity, the “new lad” 
never seems to hail from a rural background. This identity in the lifestyle magazine also 
never seems to overtly delve into territories where a feminist critique is highly possible 
for the advertisement’s overtness in embracing heteronormative masculine identity in 
ridiculing someone for using women’s skin-care products and emasculating their sexual 
identity. This happens significantly in this particular commercial, and to lesser degrees in 
commercials one, two, three, and six, in the depictions of the celebrity endorser or the 
light-skinned models that help the dark-skinned protagonists. However, the same move of  
irony used by the heteronormative masculine figures in the commercials serves to accept 
men’s taking care of their skin as something completely fine and masculine and is no way 
influenced by the women’s traditional skin-care regime, as skin-care is associated with 
women’s feminine behavior. Thus, this motif of irony in the commercials seem to follow 
the pattern described by Benwell (2002, 2007) in the hegemonic masculinity creation in 
the lifestyle magazines to conform to a “new lad”-like identity. 
Benwell (2002, 2007) also talks about the feminism-friendly “new man” identity 
formation in Britain’s lifestyle magazine from the 1980s. This “new man” identity is 
contradicted by the following “new lad” identity to reassert possibilities of a modern man 
who can never be homosexual. The “new man” identity is unabashedly narcissistic, 
shows commitment to fatherhood, and is a nurturer of the families. However, along with 
all these qualities, it is also treading around a risky territory of being feminine because 
this self-consciousness and/or narcissism is traditionally deemed more of a women’s trait. 
Thus, a blurry line between femininity and homoeroticism can easily label this “new 
man” identity to be traditionally non-masculine and consumers may not prefer this sort of 
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identity formation by either participating in the consumer community of lifestyle 
magazines or the skin-lightening products for men. This “new man”-like identity is 
somewhat visible in the type-two commercials. However, this “new man”-like identity 
which follows the so-called pre-2015 “new-lad”-like commercials for “Fair and 
Handsome” in Indian society comes with an adaptation technique. As observed by Talbot 
(1997), the stability of hegemonic masculinity is strengthened with flexibility. Here men 
can care about their bodies without being overtly narcissistic. They can retain the 
dominance of masculinity by caring for others, who are traditionally portrayed as 
somewhat inferior or weaker members of society. For example, a flexible “new man” can 
be masculine by helping a poor kid, and it is completely all right if that man takes care of 
how he looks as long as he is not narcissistic—which would be showing a naked body in 
a way that he would become the object of viewer’s gaze resulting in becoming the object 
of male desire. The type-two commercials follow this more flexible technique to warrant 
a more stable masculinity. In each of the three commercials (eight, nine, and ten), the 
main protagonist is always caring, responsible, and helpful. In commercial eight, the 
protagonist sells his favorite motorbike to arrange money for his female partner; in 
commercial nine, the main protagonist helps the poor watchman’s niece enroll in the 
training for rock-climbing; in commercial ten, the main protagonist works hard to fulfill 
the dream of his father (may as well be a dream of both) to open an automobile franchise. 
In all these situations, the main protagonist is helping someone who needs help, and more 
specifically, someone who is either powerless or feminine. Thus the “new man”-like 
identity formation in these commercials obtain a more stable masculinity, which on the 
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surface does not hurt feminist ideologies like the “new lad”-like commercials would do, 
nor does it lead to any erotic identities.  
 There are two commercials (seven and thirteen) in this dataset which do not fully 
conform to either the “new lad” or “new man”-like masculine identity constructions—the 
two broad categories that almost all other commercials in the dataset seem to fall under. 
A deeper analysis of these commercials may yield interesting outcome. Commercial 
seven depicts the endorser celebrity narrating his life story of how he became successful 
through his hard work, zeal to achieve more, and supposedly the good looks given by the 
product “Fair and Handsome.” This story does not have any other male protagonist facing 
problems for his dark skin or wanting to attract women. Although a young man with a 
gloomy face does stare at Shahrukh Khan’s fantastic life in awe, he does not receive 
much importance in the narrative. The narrative is totally focused on Shahrukh Khan. It is 
marked with the absence of ridiculing or mocking another dark-skinned model. There are 
also no words of caution for men to stay away from women’s skin-lightening products. 
This narrative hardly provides any scope to associate it with either “new man” or “new 
lad”-like category.  
However, this commercial does have implied semiotic undertones of projecting a 
“new lad”-like tendency. First, Shahrukh Khan’s life, as depicted in the narrative, shows 
how both mental and physical labor is required to accomplish a life like his. Second, 
Shahrukh Khan concludes (lines 23-24) his soliloquy about a highly successful life by 
mentioning the name of the product and attaching a subordinate reason clause “because 
men need more.” This reason clause combined with the previous mentions of the product 
in a positive and effective way links it to the domain of masculinity which demands 
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“more” and is by default bigger/better/larger than femininity, which relies on skin-
lightening products ideal for soft skin. This symbolic parallelism between hard-working 
men (such as SK himself) and the group of people (who excel in what they pursue) 
needing “more” is established in the discourse of this commercial. This discourse of men 
requiring “more” by the virtue of being men is supported by the specifically made skin-
lightening product that can address this demand for “more” than usual and ordinary—
which other skin-lightening products for women cannot fulfill because of their default 
nature of impacting skin which is less thick or less tough than men’s skin. Moreover, this 
articulation of men’s skin needing “more” also presupposes women’s skin needing less, 
hence implying women needing less in terms of prosperity and fame. This implied but 
evident sense of discursive construction of male gender in contradiction to female should 
bring this commercial close to a more “new lad”-like motif that subtly reestablishes 
hegemonic masculinity.  
Commercial thirteen does not have any story where the dark-skinned male 
protagonists are shown to be accomplishing access to more things after their skin has 
become better because of the product. There is also no woman character in this 
commercial. Neither is any protagonist shown to be admonishing/ridiculing another nor 
are they shown to be helping someone inferior to them. Thus, this commercial stands as a 
unique outlier in this dataset. On the one hand, an analysis of its skin-health oriented 
content may bring it close to the adaptive “new man”-like identity formation; however, 
on the other hand, its tendency to show the skin-conditions, which have been inter-
textually linked to masculinity in several type-one commercials, necessarily associated 
with men’s skin may draw it tantalizingly close to the “new lad”-like masculinity 
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formation. In both cases, this commercial poses a challenge to fit it under a specific label 
just for the sake of categorizing it and may risk overanalyzing things out of context. 
 In the emergence of the “new lad” identity formation, the concept of gaze has 
been crucial. It is this concept of gaze that emasculates the “new man” identity in 
Britain’s lifestyle magazines, as mentioned in Benwell and Stokoe (2006) and Benwell 
(2002, 2007). The magazines that consolidate this “new laddism” strategically manipulate 
the male gaze. If a man is represented to be showing his unclothed torso in a poster or 
image, he needs to be made either not the subject of the gaze or not the erotic object of 
the viewer’s gaze. The former instance demands an erotic response if it interacts with the 
presumed male viewers happily or smilingly because that is how magazines belonging to 
the territory of women’s beauty and grooming supposedly does. According to Benwell 
(2007), this is why images of men interacting happily with the presumed viewer are non-
heteronormative. If the man is the object of viewer’s gaze, either the figure is 
accompanied by a female model’s figure or the image should show the man to be active, 
doing some task and not rendering a passive object of desire. To avoid a possible subject 
position that can imply homoeroticism, either men are not shown naked as the subject of 
the gaze or their faces do not receive focal attention in the magazines.  
However, these instances of the subject of the gaze and the object of the gaze do 
not translate very well for the video commercials. Although, on some occasions, the 
light-skinned protagonist appears with attractive women and possibly shows a sense of 
resistance against a homoerotic subject or an erotic object position reading, the previous 
categorization of gaze-based masculinity formations needs further clarifications for the 
video commercials. In Benwell (2002, 2007), the images or the captions accompanying 
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the images of male figures may be treated as the final semiotic realizations of masculinity 
in a single or a handful of frames. Their composition of semiotic modes is also not as 
complex as the commercials in the current study are. Thus, the semiotic modality of a 
video consisting of numerous frames in a continuous manner of a multimodal narrative 
does not render any single frame to be the ultimate semiotic realization or the end of the 
projected story. Here the compositionality is much more complex yet flexible. Therefore, 
the depiction of a male body from head down to slightly above the chest to perform the 
mechanical visual effects is often followed by an episode of a happy life later in the 
narrative. In this case, even though the protagonist becomes the subject of the viewer’s 
gaze with a happy and smiling face for a few frames or the object of the viewer’s gaze 
sitting idle or (in the visual effects section) as non-active, these still seem to add to the 
construction of masculinity as opposed to femininity. The improved skin tones or skin 
conditions of these protagonists naturalize the dominance of light skin, in the guise of 
attractiveness, which makes them masculine like the celebrity endorsers who are 
idealizing both light skin and masculinity.  
Although showing shirtless male bodies is relatively uncommon in the urban parts 
of India, it is not very uncommon in rural India. Till date, men in small villages walk 
shirtless during summer. It culturally does not denote any sense of male objectification or 
possible homoeroticism for the viewers around. Moreover, becoming shirtless for the 
purpose of sports is also a proxy to avoid any uncalled for nudity. In commercial five, the 
background wrestlers, along with the main dark-skinned protagonist, were wearing only 
thongs. This also should not pose any objectification of the male body in a cultural sense 
where wrestling has been practiced like this for ages. Thus, the semi-naked male body 
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against the backdrop of India’s socio-cultural practices should not invoke a sense of 
being the object of gaze, but may very well reaffirm the cultural norms of masculinity in 
rural India.  
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
6.1 Discussion 
In the previous chapter, the findings and the exhaustive analysis of several 
semiotic components, textual themes, and discursive strategies show that these 
commercials in the dataset depict construction, perpetuation, and possible re-construal of 
skin-color discrimination in the Indian urban populace. The two-type classification 
mentioned in the preliminary analysis does capture two basic structural tendencies in 
these commercials. Type-one, which is majorly the “hard-sell” type and a combination of 
both “reason” and “tickle,” employs a problem-solution pattern (Cook, 2006; Benwell & 
Stokoe, 2006; Ringrow, 2016). This structural tendency of type-one commercials is 
depicted in Figure 3 below. 
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On the other hand, the type-two commercials are neither overtly following a 
problem-solving pattern, nor are they trying to sell “Fair and Handsome” in their 
narrative. They majorly follow a pattern of “soft-sell.” However, by employing deliberate 
textual and discursive strategies of intertextuality and co-text formation, the senders of 
the type-two commercials are indeed promoting the product in a subtler way. The 
narrative foregrounding of happy life always portray on-screen main male characters to 
be happy, well-dressed, and bright after the narratives of better lifestyle have been 
achieved. Although light skin is not directly promoted as being the “epithet” or 
“attribute” of a better lifestyle, an effective symbolic association between happiness, 
attractive looks, and bright or light skin is established. The structural tendency of type-
two commercials is illustrated below in Figure 4.  
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socially shared knowledge, ideologies, norms, values, etc. are functional and the micro-
level of the structure where personal mental models of social members reside. As van 
Dijk (2003, 2015, 2016) suggests, that an aspect of cognition plays a crucial role in 
linking the discourse and society. It is this aspect of social cognition that helps create 
shared knowledge, which further affects ideologies and attitudes of the members of a 
community to construct a broader discourse of power and domination. The analysis of the 
commercials shows that knowledge, with respect to cognition, is at the heart of 
discursively creating discrimination as a group attitude and colorism as a group’s 
ideology. However, in these commercials, the aspect of shared knowledge entails two 
kinds of “epistemic communities” (van Dijk, 2016). One that is projected in the 
commercials and one that this projection presupposes. The former is an idealized 
depiction, and the latter is more or less what the epistemic community really is. They 
generally show a lot of overlap. However, the depiction may very well be only a 
construal of what certain members think to be real.  
 The commercials show in the depicted epistemic community of skin-lightening 
product users or other members associated with that usage that a belief in the use of skin-
lightening products can be found. This shared belief that men are supposed to use 
products for men and women are supposed to use the products for women, and not vice 
versa, is legitimized in the strategies of ridicule, rejection, mockery, co-text formation, 
nomination and in other semiotic moves. Moreover, the wrong usage of the product, for 
example, using women’s products by men, is seen as a hindrance to that belief system 
and the socio-cultural norms. If the proscribed usage is deliberate, the hindrance becomes 
even bigger. All of this reading may draw on Fairclough’s early work (1985) where 
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background knowledge is helping in the creation of ideological discursive formations 
through naturalizing ideological components as natural. However, van Dijk’s socio-
cognitive approach unpacks the element of cognition vis-à-vis knowledge formation with 
respect to both the group and the individual members of an epistemic community. 
Therefore, the depicted epistemic community around men’s skin-lightening products is 
shown to be operationalizing the discourse of colorism through their cognitive structures 
that have direct bearings on the mental models of discourse processing. This 
operationalization of the same discourse in the depicted community of the commercials 
may be fully or partially similar to the actual epistemic community of skin-lightening 
product users in Indian society. 
 As van Dijk (2015, 2016) discusses, the Short Term Memory (STM) and the Long 
Term Memory (LTM, which further divides into Episodic Memory (EM) and Semantic 
Memory (SM)) contribute to the pragmatic models of communicative situations, which 
can be seen in the narratives and the dialogues of the participants in the commercials. 
Since a vast of amount of socially shared knowledge is constitutive of a certain discourse, 
the projection of skin-color discrimination in the depicted epistemic community of skin-
lightening product users also entails that this discrimination draws from a repertoire of 
both experience- and non-experience-based knowledge application in the construction of 
color-biased ideologies of the Indian population through their mental models. This 
general ideology of colorism, as well as the discriminatory attitude associated with that 
ideology, thus somehow controls the personal experience of the dark-skinned 
protagonists in the depicted epistemic community, which in turn reflects how a real male 
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member of the same community in the populace may face discrimination contributing to 
his EM and SM. 
Another aspect of the commercials which makes them more impactful in this 
ideological construction and reproduction of colorism is the aspect of timelessness 
(O’Barr, 1994, pp. 51-53). As O’Barr suggests, that the composition of the photographs 
for advertisements sometimes cuts across the apparent historical and physical context. He 
mentions that what appears in the photograph of “Indians” (Native Americans) does not 
reflect any contextual explanation for the projected actions of the participants. This helps 
create a particularly constructed version of history. It is thus very similar to mythologies. 
These are powerful constructs that contribute to the social beliefs of a particular 
community as well as perspectives of others about this community. Although O’Barr’s 
interpretation is primarily based on photographic compositions, this very interpretation 
can be true for video commercials as well. Each and every narrative of the commercials 
tells a story of projected identities. These stories, in the depiction, are not historically 
contextualized. Hence, the stories become frozen, and the roles of the participants and 
their treatments of the self and the other become potential input for the shared knowledge 
and belief system of the community. Moreover, the stereotypical representation of certain 
characters and their cultural identities, such as the wrestler in commercial five, the 
traditionally dressed women, the dialectal feature of Haryanvi in Shahrukh Khan’s Hindi, 
all representing the rural setting of the state Haryana of UP, reduce the construal of a 
complex heterogeneous society into a mere collection of represented attributes. These 
attributes then affect the outsiders’ understanding of this particular cultural community in 
a stereotypical manner. While the “primary discourse” (O’Barr, 1994, p. 4) of the 
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commercials sells the product, the “secondary discourse” (p. 4) reshapes ideals about 
what the social order of Indian society is perceived to be and how it should be. 
Thinking along the lines of Fairclough (2016), the broader discourse of colorism 
perpetuating in the skin-care industry of Indian society can be seen to have partially 
recontextualized itself in a similar but separate arena with the emergence of the skin-
lightening products for men. This partial recontextualization involves a shift from 
women’s skincare to men’s skin-lightening. The underlying ideology of discrimination 
has “colonized” the men’s skin-lightening market. The “enactment” aspect of this 
recontextualized discourse semiotically presents itself as health-care procedures for skin 
since men’s skin sustain a lot of harsh conditions, as seen in several type-one 
commercials. The “inculcation” (new ways of being within a certain discourse) aspect of 
the gender discourse semiotically show the “styles” (semiotic aspect of identity 
formation) new men develop in their ways of being happy, caring, and attractive, as seen 
in the type-two commercials where the manifestation of a more stable masculinity is 
obtained. An overly optimistic perspective can see this shift of discrimination from 
women’s skincare to men’s as a tantalizingly close articulation of equality in the form of 
skin-lightening; however, such possibility of equality is detrimental to the alleviation of 
the  highly prejudiced ideology of colorism, which does more harm to the society than the 
absence of gender equality with regard to colorism.  
The aspect of skincare often used as a powerful legitimization technique to uphold 
the use of skin-lightening products should be considered not just a technique but also a 
potential cause of worry for the very health of the skin that the products promise to better. 
Thapa and Malathi (2014, p. 3) say that if a skin-lightening product claims a permanent 
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whitening of the skin, it should be regarded as a health hazard. According to them if a 
product ensures a permanent lighter skin tone than that of the natural tone of the user, the 
lightening may lead to leukoderma or skin cancer. Moreover, Hall (2013, p. 554) 
describes how young women in Jamaica would partake in skin bleaching to obtain light 
skin. He says, “Those who aspire to light skin apply thick layers of bleaching creams 
despite the fact that some such creams may contain dangerous steroids. They ignore the 
warning labels that clearly state that the practice of bleaching will damage skin.” This 
shows that any lightening cream has the potential to bring about heath damage. Be it 
men, women, or children, the proxy of skincare promised by skin-lightening products 
should be taken as caution of the product promises skin-lightening. If ideological biases 
associated with the use of skin-lightening products seem too intellectual to be understood 
by common masses, the danger involving the health of the users should work as a 
deterrent for the manufacturer and the consumers to respectively producing and 
purchasing the products. 
6.2 Conclusions 
The findings and the analysis of the commercials in the dataset have unpacked 
many interesting aspects of this investigative undertaking. To reiterate, the primary 
objectives of this current study have been the following: 
1. to foreground and unpack the problem of colorism from an interdisciplinary 
critical discourse analytic perspective,  
2. to understand how the discourse of colorism is taking place in these thirteen 
Indian commercials for men’s skin-lightening products, 
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3. to investigate what kind of subtle semiotic and socio-cultural (discursive) 
elements are there that are naturalizing the notion of “fairness,” and  
4. to examine the construction of male gender in the discourse of these television 
commercials. 
The broader critical discourse analytic framework (a strategic admixture of many 
different approaches) has clarified the problem of colorism as a social “wrong.” As 
evident from the in-depth analysis, it not only supports a biased ideology involving 
discrimination against several members of the community, it further legitimizes that 
social wrong. As the exhaustive literature suggests, the origin of this skin-color racism in 
India may lie in the British colonial regime, which worked on the principle of 
segregation, or may be endemic to Indian historical belief system, which may have 
promoted the belittling of dark-skinned people, or both. However, the existence of an 
ideological premise that promotes discrimination based on a human being’s appearance is 
never ethically justifiable. The discrimination not only involves ascribing superiority to 
light skin but also to any skin color that is lighter rather than darker. Even brightness is 
seen to be a feature that indirectly ties back to the privileged status of light skin. Any 
CDA approach unveils a certain social order where a group assumes dominance and 
another is dominated in a certain community. The findings and the analysis support this 
very social order in Indian society that promises men with light skin and attractive looks 
a status of being included in the elite group member. Although the fine-line analysis 
implying default embedded distance between an authentic elite member and the aspiring 
elite member who has obtained light skin through the use of the product “Fair and 
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Handsome” in section 5.2.3, the promise of an upward movement in the social order is 
apparent.  
The discourse of colorism takes place in the multitude of semiotic modalities in 
these television commercials. The analysis of the linguistic content, the analysis of the 
non-linguistic semiotic content, and the analysis of the ideological presuppositions reflect 
that the discourse of colorism is complex and, to a certain extent, unique to the genre of 
video commercials. The linguistic analysis of the content of the commercials suggests 
that there are a select group of textual themes that are specifically employed in the 
creation of these commercials. These textual themes of sarcasm, uniqueness, linguistic, 
paralinguistic, and symbolic parallelism, and repetition, comparison, and co-text 
formation employed though several semiotic modes contribute to the belief system that 
the skin-lightening product “Fair and Handsome” will ensure either a light skin tone, 
attractiveness, and/or happiness in the lives of the dark-skinned protagonists depicted in 
the commercials. Sarcasm stands out to be a salient theme in several type-one 
commercials that works on legitimizing the control of power and the discrimination 
against the dark-skinned.  
Although the semiotic modality is extremely rich in the commercials, the idea of 
unpacking salient instances of multiple semiotic modal interactions has been in favor of a 
more plausible yet effective analysis of the multiple semiotic elements in the 
commercials. The semiotic elements have been analyzed assuming a hierarchy of 
elements with regard to their position to language. The semiotic elements have been seen 
as supportive to linguistic content, as equal to linguistic content, and as superior to 
linguistic content. All of these semiotic elements categorized in the three levels are subtle 
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and extremely strategically employed. Although the commercials are not naturally 
occurring semiotic applications (like a spontaneous interaction between participants) of 
the discourse of skin-color discrimination, the customized hybrid representation of 
realities in them are not less complex and less reflective of naturally occurring 
instantiations of the discourse of colorism among Indian men. This means in Indian 
society one can very well assume the discursive practices around choosing a prospective 
groom or hiring a front-desk employee at a private company being similar in reflecting 
color-biased ideologies of  participants in the multimodal communicative event of a 
conversation. 
Further investigation of these semiotic realizations of the discriminatory discourse 
of colorism shows three layers to the discourse of colorism—the discursive construction 
of colorism, the reconstruction/ perpetuation of skin color discrimination, and the 
naturalization of the hegemony of “fairness.” The first layer shows several discursive 
moves such as “nomination”, “polarization”, “legitimization”, “background knowledge 
formation,” etc. that either upholds the biases of the Indian population about the 
superiority of the light skin tone or justifies the discrimination against the dark-skinned 
individuals as natural. The second layer exhibits how the commercials perpetuate skin-
color discrimination by using the overt and covert content of all the commercials as a 
repertoire of resources. Here the perpetuation becomes both the means and the product. 
This layer of analysis also shows similar discursive moves as in the previous layer to 
perpetuate colorism. Some of the salient moves are “positive self-representation” (of the 
light-skinned celebrity endorsers), “negative other representation” (of the dark-skinned 
protagonists), improved appearances of the dark-skinned individuals, improved health of 
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the skin for “fairness,” and some others. The third layer of analysis shows how the 
dominance of light skin is hegemonically evident and is at the heart of the advertisement 
discourse of these commercials. Either overtly or in an implied manner, this hegemonic 
superiority of light skin is maintained and strengthened. However, in the apparent 
discursive strategy of inclusion of the dark-skinned individuals after their skin-color 
improvement, the undertone of exclusion is still there when the elite light-skinned 
celebrities promise yet strategically deny the recently turned “handsome” men a genuine 
entry into the dominant group of elite members like the celebrities themselves, for 
example, in commercial four (lines 20-21) where SK tells the dark-skinned protagonist 
“even though becoming Shahrukh is impossible (.) / anybody can become handsome (.) 
use Fair and Handsome (.).” Thus, this apparent inclusion is a paradox unique to these 
commercials for men’s skin-lightening products. 
The construction of male gender, as opposed to female, show the different 
versions of masculinities depicted in the characters of the commercials. The type-one 
commercials mostly portray a form of masculinity that is close to the “new lad”-like 
identity, which unabashedly debunks associations with homoeroticism and femininity 
through the use of humor, discussed in the works of Benwell (2002, 2007) and Benwell 
and Stokoe (2006). However, the “new lad”-like masculinity depicted in some of the 
commercials of this dataset do not demonstrate lad-like subtle qualities such as overt 
revoking of feminism-friendly ideologies while maintaining a distance, and shows some 
other qualities unique to both the genre of video commercials and the Indianness. The 
“new man”-like masculinity in all the type-two commercials shows a more stable and 
flexible version of masculinity compared to what Benwell (2002, 2007) discusses 
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prevalent in the men’s lifestyle magazines of Great Britain. Some commercials could not 
be categorized under the two labels if taken as two primary categories for the analysis of 
projected masculinities in the dataset of the video commercials for this study. The 
projection of masculinities unabashedly supports the heteronormative gender 
categorization so much so that symbolically emasculating a traditional masculine figure 
in the commercial (five), the dark-skinned wrestler, is justified in the guise of sarcasm to 
better the masculinity of the very candidate. 
6.3 Limitations and Future Implications 
The current study has been both challenging and complex at several junctures. 
The conclusions in the previous section clearly show how the primary objectives of the 
study have been fulfilled through strategic execution of the methodological standpoints, 
an in-depth analysis, and the contribution of every single element integrated into this 
research. The domain of men’ skin-lightening products in India is replete with color-
biased ideology and prejudice. Although this study has been set out as a genre-specific 
multimodal critical investigation to unpack colorism associated with men’s products, the 
underlying ideology of colorism and the discursive practices engaged in the men’s 
products are similar in nature to what women’s products exhibit. Overall, this study is a 
successful research project in doing what it has promised to do in the very beginning. 
However, like any other piece of research, this study has its own limitations.  
This study investigates a relatively small corpus of commercials available on the 
internet. To keep the data consistent and to use the chronological progress of a single 
major manufacturing company of men’ skin-lightening products in India, this decision of 
data collection was made at the initial stage of the research. This has proven to be useful 
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as even the complex nature of this small corpus has been challenging at certain stages of 
transcription and analysis. However, finding a way to expand the size of the corpus (in 
the future with the production of new commercials) without compromising the richness 
and intrinsic nature of the analysis can be more rewarding and may serve as a potential 
future research undertaking. 
The multimodal nature of the data entails a multitude of semiotic modalities at 
every level. Although adopting different frameworks of several scholars, who emphasize 
a much more complex and richer analysis of the semiotic aspects, has enormously helped 
in analyzing the numerous semiotic elements, a much richer and more complex analysis 
of the semiotic elements may be possible if the research objectives are fewer or the 
dataset is smaller. Taking a critical discourse analytic standpoint as the broader 
methodological arc for this study has contributed to the integration of the multi-modal 
analytical layers, but at the same time, it has limited that integration in favor of a 
relatively balanced approach of the two--critical and multimodal. Finding ways to enrich 
the multimodal analysis without hindering that balance may yield more structural 
analysis of the dataset. 
Although the studies in the literature review and methodology sections show a 
multitude of geographical variety in the topics and data of the research mentioned, this 
current study is limited to the urban population of India spanning over a period of slightly 
over a decade. Expanding the breadth and the depth of the research by including data 
from other countries and spanning over a longer (or shorter) period of time may yield 
diverse findings. Also, either incorporating another layer of carrying out a comparative 
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analysis between men’s and women’s products from a similar time frame should be 
enriching. 
It is clear from the accomplished objectives of the current study that it promises 
significant intellectual contribution to the field of multimodal critical discourse analysis 
and colorism in general. The investigation in its entirety should serve as a good first step 
to researching colorism in the area of men’s skin-care products in India in general and 
skin-care products, skin-color racism, socio-cultural understanding of attractiveness for 
men, embracing a more stable form of masculinity for urban young men, etc. to be 
specific.  
Although it has not been the primary objective of the current study, studies that 
are more in favor of a practical approach to solving this perpetuation of colorism without 
negatively affecting the market of skin-care products may adopt a more befitting 
methodological investigation by looking at the responses to the commercials on YouTube 
or conducting surveys and interviews to know what the members of the community think 
about such products. Also, in the spirit to minimize the color-biased discrimination in the 
commercials, future studies may address incorporation of more vivid disclaimers that 
should contain information that all the commercials are not in favor of any skin-color 
discrimination and that the effect of the product as a harmless lightening cream is an 
idealized visual and commercial representation. Even though the disclaimer about the 
creative visualization and variance in terms of skin-lightening in individual usage has 
been incorporated in the last two commercials of this study, the disclaimer is not totally 
honest about its representation of color-biased ideological implications. 
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As Pathak (2015) has stated, an influential non-governmental organization and 
nationalized self-regulatory body, Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI), added 
to its 2014 charter some content about the discriminatory practices of commercials 
proscribing any belittling ostentation or discrimination related to skin color in any form. 
This is a wonderful step toward alleviating the perpetuation of colorism in advertisements 
for skin-care products in India. This proscription of the ASCI’s charter might be a reason 
for the temporary disappearance of type-two commercials in 2015 and reemergence of 
the same in the later years with subtler undertones of skin-color prejudice. This regulation 
by ASCI may prove more effective and beneficial for the society in general if a more 
critical investigation of the advertisement’s content is conducted and idealized 
representations of society and its members are curbed. This way manufacturing 
companies of the skin-care products will be compelled to reflect only what happens in 
real life and not what is supposed to happen as per their profit-oriented perspective which 
promotes the product in the “primary discourse” and colorism in the “secondary 
discourse” of the advertisements. However, as one can argue, even in a realistic 
representation of society, staying unbiased is near impossible because a selective 
representation of reality is inherently biased as well as the reality itself is heavily 
governed by the discriminatory ideologies of society in general. 
The current research may also serve to help promote advocacy projects and 
workshops across India to help people understand how they discursively engage in 
promoting colorism by purchasing and using such products like the one analyzed in this 
study. Their participation in other discursive practices than purchasing skin-care products 
may also be made evident to them by providing relevant content and depicting long-term 
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consequences, in addition to enabling them to study research projects like this. The 
perpetuation of a color-biased ideology in the lives of Indian population may even be 
fatal as mentioned in the Introduction where a young woman allegedly murders her 
husband because of his dark skin tone (Sharma, 2019). Thus, more awareness should help 
people to disengage in the ideological and discursive perpetuation of colorism in the 
Indian society. Moreover, on a related note, the promotion of gender stereotypes in 
advertisements can also be constrained to help achieve a gender-neutral representation of 
social reality or to promote such reality. Safronova’s (2019) recent article in the New 
York Times clearly discusses that the U.K.’s Advertising Standards Authority has issued 
a ban on the British advertisements and on the scenes which play on gender stereotypes. 
Such a step in the context of Indian commercials seems important and is in the right vein 
with the previously mentioned ASCI’s regulation on skin-color discrimination in the 
advertisements.  
Companies that manufacture such products can be advised, through this study and 
others in the near future, to avoid any idealized representation of characters that excel in 
life because of their light skin. Instead, they may be advised to resort to presenting a more 
unbiased version of reality where light skin stands for light skin only. The notion of 
attractiveness may be attached to it but only after the hegemonic dominance of light skin 
color has been alleviated, and the naturalized ideology of aesthetics and beauty does not 
care about skin color, brightness, or any other physical attribute that makes one specific 
group superior to the rest. Such a reality can be farfetched and near impossible to create; 
however, if a research project promises in its implications an ethically unstained 
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ideological construction that promotes equality and ways beyond prejudice, such a 
project is optimistically rewarding for its author and audiences. 
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APPENDIX A 
TRANSCIBED YOUTUBE COMMERICALS 
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Transcription: Jefferson’s (2004) transcription method has been used to broadly 
transcribe these 13 commercials. The sense-translated meticulous English version for 
each commercial has been cross-checked by a native speaker of Hindi whose English 
proficiency is near native. Two main adjustments have been made to meet the 
requirements of this multimodal texts here —1. numbered superscripts have been added 
to square brackets([x) to indicate two simultaneous units because the commercials do 
have spoken units and description of some sort of action going on in parallel on several 
occasions where the descriptions of actions span more than one line and cannot be 
aligned with the corresponding spoken units with only square brackets; and 2. Slashes (/) 
followed by single space have been used within the jingles to separate one line from 
another to maintain the original verse pattern. 
Commercial 1 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JdWAlVy0lKQ&nohtml5=False 
 
Characters: The young man with dark skin tone (P1), the male model (P2) who helps P1 
hide, a group of young women (W+), and male voice over (VO). 
Jingle: There is a Hindi Jingle in the commercial. It plays throughout in a male voice and 
is occasionally accompanied by male and female chorus for certain portions. 
01 P1: [1((with a portable staircase, sneaks into a women’s hostel/dormitory)) 
02  [1((Jingle: (male voice) stealthy (.)  
03  oh (.) you want to have a fair skin tone/ stealthily 
04  (voice-over & male chorus voice))/ you use women’s fairness 
05  cream))]              
06 W+: HEY (.)  
07  [2stealthily ((female chorus in same tune of jingle))  
  08  [2((the women almost catch P1= 
09 P1:  =P1 starts running on the street)) 
	   222 
10 P2: ((sees P1 and understands the entire situation 
11  [3helps P1 hide behind a flower/plant pot)) 
 12 W+: [3((women run past empty-handed)) 
13 P2: despite being a man(.)[4you use women’s fairness cream? 
14                                      [4((jingle: stealthily (male voice)) 
15 VO: exposure to the sun and shaving make a man’s skin thick and 
 16  tough (.)[5and women’s fairness cream is futile on that. 
17 P1:               [5((P1 is shown to be using some women’s product 
18                 and there is no effect on his skin as the visual effects show))                   
19 VO: here comes Emami Fair and Handsome fairness cream for men 
20  its double-strand peptide and rare herbs go deep under 
21  the tough skin of men(.)and makes you fair and handsome. 
22  ((the product is shown on the screen along with P1 using    
23  it, and the visual effects show P1 achieves a lighter skin tone))  
24 P1: ((walks by with his newfound looks and=  
25 W+: =all the young women sing the following staring at him 
  26  one finally grabs him as well)) 
27 W+: hi handsome ((in same rhythm of the jingle)) 
28 VO: [6Emami Fair and Handsome (.) fairness cream for men.  
29  [6((the product appears on the screen followed by a scene))= 
  30  =((P1, surrounded by the young women, looks at the  
31  camera/audience)) 
 
Commercial 2 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEmYyR10Db8 
 
Characters: The young man with dark skin tone (P1), the male model who helps P1 hide 
(P2), a group of young women (W+), and a male voice over (VO). 
Jingle: There is a Hindi Jingle in the commercial. It plays throughout in a male voice and 
is occasionally accompanied by male and female chorus for certain portions. 
01 P1: [1(( sneaks into a women’s dressing room))] 
02  [1 humorous background music starts 
03  [2 P1 starts to apply the women’s beauty product sneakily  
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04  [2((Jingle:(male voice) stealthy (.)  
05  oh (.) you want to have a fair skin tone/ stealthily 
06  ((voice-over & male chorus))/ you use women’s fairness cream           
07  stealthily ((voice-over & male chorus))] 
 08 W+: HEY (.) ((the women see P1 and start chasing him))= 
09  =((the women almost catch P1))= 
 
 
 
 
 
00 
10 P1: [3=((P1 starts running in the premises)) 
11 VO: [3 ((utters the beats and background music obtains a fast tempo 
12 P2: ((sees P1 and understands the entire situation= 
13  helps P1 hide inside a room and misleads the chasing women)) 
 14 W+: ((women run past empty-handed)) 
15 P2: despite being a man (.)[4you use women’s fairness cream? 
16                                      [4((jingle: stealthily (male voice)) 
17 VO: exposure to the sun and shaving make a man’s skin thick and 
 18  Tough (.)[5and women’s fairness cream is futile on that. 
19 P1:                [5((P1 is shown to be using some women’s product 
20  and there is no improvement))                   
21 VO: here comes Emami Fair and Handsome fairness cream for men 
22  its double-strand peptide and rare herbs go deep under 
23  the tough skin of men(.)and makes you fair and handsome. 
24  ((the product is shown on the screen and then P1 using it for achieving  
25  light skin while a clock-like hand of skin-tone shade rotates on the 
26  profile of P1 making the facial skin gradually lighter)) 
27 P1: ((amidst a vibrant wedding ceremonial procession with his newfound  
28  looks and all the young women sing the following while dancing  
  29  around him, and one finally grabs him as well)) 
29 W+: hi handsome ((in the same rhythm of the jingle)) 
30 P1: starts dancing showing evident confidence and self-respect 
30 VO: [6Emami Fair and Handsome (.) fairness cream for men.  
31  [6((the product appears on the screen followed by a scene 
  32  where P1, surrounded by the young women, looks at the 
33  camera/audience and signals interaction with the audience by a steady  
34  gaze and a rapid raising and lowering of the eye brows. 
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Commercial 3 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4met8FSD8M 
 
Characters: The young man with dark skin tone (P1), the celebrity endorser Shahrukh 
Khan (SK), the sister of P1 (F1), the other female model who P1 wants to impress (F2), a 
group of young women (W+), a group of men (M+), and a male voice-over (VO). 
Jingle: There is a Hindi Jingle in the commercial. It plays throughout in a male voice. 
01 F2: [1((walks on the promenade with style)) 
02 P1: ((stands up from his bike seat upon seeing F2)) 
03  [1fast-rhythmic ambient music kicks in]  
04 P1: “hi beautiful” ((to F2)) 
05 F1: ((annoyed, to P1))”brother, did you use my fairness cream again?= 
06 SK: despite being a man (.)you use women’s fairness cream?= 
07 M+: “chiii”((yuck—an expression of disgust collectively)) 
08 P1: ((tries to evade the scene)) 
09 SK: [2((comes hopping on the roofs of perfectly aligned cars like an action  
10  sequence in a Hindi movie)) 
11  [2 thrilling background music starts]= 
 
 
 
 
 
00 
12 VO: =stealthily= 
13 SK: =((lip-syncing jingle)) [3why would anyone use women’s cream/ yours  
14  skin is not like them 
15                                       [3((SK moves between P1, F1, and F2 to enact 
the  16  lyrics)) 
17 SK: ((jingle continues:)) not like them/[4their skin is soft / 
18 SK:                                                        [4((lightly taps on and slides a rose  
19  down F2’s cheek)) 
20 SK: ((jingle continues:)) [5and yours is rough and tough 
21 SK:                                  [5((rubs a match stick against P1’s cheek to   
23  successfully light it 
24 SK: ((jingle continues:)) [6then how their skin is going to work on you 
25 SK:                                  [6 (((SK and W dance to the jingle’s tune; SK 
snatches  26  throws away the women’s product off P1’s hand)) 
27 VO: [7world’s no. one fairness cream Fair and Handsome                  
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28  [7((and very muscular strong right arm introduces the product on  
29  screen by slamming it hard on a wooden table which partially shows a  
30  metallic dumbbell)) 
31 VO: [8 strong fairness cream for men 
32  [8((SK hands P1 the product and both smile)) 
33 VO: [9ordinary creams do not penetrate men’s tough skin  
34  [9((front profiles down to the shoulders of P1 and F1 appear and a  
35  product titled “Fair and Lady” appears in between their faces; their  
36  heads horizontally rotate toward each other; the women’s product  
37  virtually shows the application and impact of itself on their skin tones, 
were 38  simultaneously making F1’s skin light whereas P1’s remain unchanged 
39 VO: [10 only Emami Fair and Handsome has American double-strand 
40 VO: lumino peptide and herbs that penetrate deep into the skin 
41  [10 ((P1’s front profile and the product appear against a dark blueish  
42  Screen and the product emits bubbles which are then shown (special  
43  effects) to be changing P1 skin from dark to light through a  
  44  superimposed magnifying glass)) 
45 VO: [11and make the skin lighter in four weeks 
46  [11((a clock-like hand of skin-tone shade rotates on the profile of P1  
47  making the skin lighter, and another circle appears near the right corner  
48  of the screen which progresses from week one to four while P1’s skin  
49  tone is gradually becoming brighter, lighter, and happier—denoted by  
50  an emerging smiling face compared to a contrastive dull, dark, and 
51  unhappy former face 
52 P1:  ((with a lighter skin tone and elegantly dressed appears on the  
53  promenade)) 
54 W+:  ((stare at P1)) 
55 F2: ((waves hand at P1 and [12walks up to P1 past SK)) 
56 SK:                                       [12((wants to convey an unprepared hi to F2  
57  thinking that F2 is coming to him, but SK is rendered rather hopeless 
58  as F2 walks past))= 
59  ((SK collects himself back quickly and shows that he is happy for P1)) 
60  ((F2 walks into P1’s embrace and they stand together)) 
61 SK:  [13((with the product in his left hand)) Emami Fair and Handsome(.)  
62  world’s no. one fairness cream for men 
	   226 
63  [13 (( F2  remains in P1’s arms; they look happy and gaze at each 
64  other)) 
 
Commercial 4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mqXiPCI0OTs&nohtml5=False 
 
Characters: The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK), the struggler protagonist (P1), a 
male voice-over (VO), and a young woman (W) as the heroine in the shooting scene with 
SK. 
Jingle: There is no jingle. However, different kinds of music are played throughout the 
commercial. 
01 SK: [1((walks on the carpet of the function venue, the crowd 
02  (both sides of the aisle) was cheering)) 
03  [1((music plays)) 
04 P1: ((staring at SK with a gloomy face he thinks himself)) 
05  what if (.) I were also Shahrukh. 
06 SK: ((stares at the young man (P1) standing by the aisle                
07  comes toward him and asks)) 
 08  do you want to live my life? 
09 P1: ((nods yes))  
10 P1: ((P1 is shown to be on the sets of SK’s shooting location 
11  he observes everything very closely)) 
12 SK: ((shooting an action scene starts ; SK and W jump out of the  
13  explosion))= 
 14 SK: =((SK asks W)) are you all right?  
16 SK: ((in another scene, SK shoots a sword fight, ends the shot 
17  with a exhaustion on his face))  
18 P1: ((thinks))[2how is SK handsome even after all this?  
19 SK:                [2((comes toward P1 after the shoot is over))  
20 SK: even though becoming Shahrukh is impossible (.) 
21  anybody can become handsome (.)use Fair and Handsome (.) 
22 SK: [3like I do 
23 SK: [3((shows the product in his hand)) 
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24 P1: ((takes the product in his hand with dark skin tone and  
25  the product is on the screen for a very short while)) 
26 SK: ((the moment he turns back from P1 and starts walking, a  
27  group of young women flock around him cheering and he 
 28  turns his head back toward P1, he points his hand to the  
 29  women and tells P1))  
30 SK: but never ever use the women’s fairness cream 
31  ((the product appears on the screen)) 
32 VO: [4Emami Fair and Handsome (.) 
33  [4((a muscular right arm introduces the product by slamming the  
34  the package hard on the surface)) 
35 VO: [5specifically made for men’s tough skin 
36 P1: [5((P1’s face (rotate clockwise horizontally) is used to 
37  show how the product works through visual effects)) 
38 VO: its unique five-power fairness system gives much better fairness. 
39 P1: ((is shown to have been transformed to a “handsome” man  
 40  standing at the same venue where SK appeared earlier 
 41  and surrounded by young women cheering at him and cameras)) 
42 SK: [5((looks at the camera with the product in hand))  
43  [5told you already (.) anybody can become handsome (.) 
 44  Emami Fair and Handsome (.)world’s number one fairness cream (.) 
 45   for men. 
 
Commercial 5 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ugQMhxjJJQ 
 
Characters: The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK), the struggler protagonist (P1), a 
female voice occasionally singing (F), a group of young women (W+), and practicing 
wrestlers in the background (M+), and the male voice-over (VO). 
Jingle: There is a jingle that mostly consists of the phrase “hi handsome” and its tonal 
variations. It is sometimes played in the background with no singers, and sometimes, is 
sung collectively by W+. 
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01  ((ambient instrumental music, [1 and the sounds of birds chirping and a  
02  temple bell tolling)) 
03                                                   [1((village wrestlers practicing on the  
04  courtyard)) 
05 P1:  ((is topless and using a women’s skin-lightening product in front of a  
06  mirror)) 
07 SK: ((staring angrily at P1)) oh, wrestler, you are using women’s fairness  
08  cream? 
09  ((the camera zooms in on a product that reads “Fair and Lady,” and a  
10  muscular hand, which is wearing a lot of rings, picks it)) 
11 SK: [2tomorrow you will use nail polish and then lipstick the day after? 
12  [2((instrumental music catches a faster tempo while SK starts shoving  
13  P1 and hits P1 in the head)) 
14 P1: [3((is applying nail red nail paint half lying down on his stomach and  
15  head held upwards looking over the nails, and P1 then moves swiftly  
16  like a boxer in the next shot wearing red lip color, where the camera  
17  focuses on the lip color and his moustache)) 
18 F: [3 ((singing “aa h ha aaaa” in a sweet melodic tone in the background to  
 19  help the audience imagine what would happen if P1did all of what SK  
20  had feared)) 
21  ((this whole scene has less color and brightness to probably imply a  
22  dreamlike scenario)) 
23 SK: ((to P1)) take off your thong and drape a “lehnga” (women’s long skirt) 
24 P1: [4((P1 is looking in the mirror to see how the skirt suits him; he is  
25   topless, but wearing earrings, lip color, and nail paint; one wrestler is  
26  looking at P1 surprised; other wrestlers are practicing  in the  
27  background; all of them are wearing red thongs)) 
28  [4((the camera here mainly focuses on P1, and the entire sequence has  
29  this colorless dreamlike video quality to imply a bizarre imaginary  
30  scenario)) 
31 P1: [5((further to this imaginary scenario, P1 hops and dances while holding  
32  hands with another wrestler, as usually young village women would do 
33 F: [5 ((moving from a medium to fast tempo, sings)) “lalla lalla lal lallaa” 
34 S: ((with folded hands begs to P1)) wrestler, [6use Fair and Handsome 
35                                                                      [6 ((tosses the women’s  
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36  product away)) 
37 VO: [7men’s skin is tough, and the women’s fairness cream is futile on that 
38  [7((P1’s dark front profile appears on the screen; animated pink bubbles  
39  from the women’s product is shown (special effects) to be ineffective   
40 VO: [8only Emamni Fair and Handsome has American lumino peptide 
41  [8 ((the product appears on a bright screen and the virtual demonstration  
42  begins)) 
43 VO: [9 which works better and faster than any other ordinary fairness cream  
44  for men 
45  [9 ((tiny bubbles are shown to be entering the skin of P1 through  
46  special effects; those penetrate the skin and makes it brighter; a 
47  half-circle like scale appears in the bottom left corner of the screen; 
48  it is labelled as “FASTOMETER” and it shows how the skin is 
49   supposed to become lighter from week 1 to 3.)) 
50  ((P1’s face gradually becomes light, bright, and smiling))  
 51 P1: enters the scene well-dressed with a backpack and a green T-shirt 
52 W+: sings “hi handsome/ hi handsome” in the background 
53 W+: [10 “hi handsome/hi handsome/oi hoi hoi hi handsome rrrre” 
54 P1: [10 ((walks down and past the stairs where a group of traditionally 
55  dressed young village women try to draw his attention by singing and  
56  hand gestures)) 
57 SK: [11Emami Fair and Handsome, world’s no. one fairness cream (.)  
58  for men 
59  [11((SK appears in the foreground with the product, and winks at the  
60  camera ;P1 is surrounded by women in the background; he is wearing 
61  faded jeans, white sports shoes, green T-shirt, and the women are  
62  touching his face; while the product is in SK’s hand and he utters the  
63  the lines 57-58 in Hindi, the line “Emami Fair And Handsome Is  
 64  World’s No. 1 Fairness Cream among Fairness Creams for Men.”  
65  appears at the bottom of the screen; 
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Commercial 6 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6cbBZuMnas 
 
Characters: The young man Sharma ji (Sharama is a popular surname and the “ji” is an 
addressee marker for respect) with dark skin (P1), the celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan 
(SK), the first group of women (W1+), the second individual woman walking into the 
scene (W), the second group of women entering the club (W2+), the male singer’s voice 
in the background and in the Jingle (MS), the female singer’s voice in the background 
(FS), and the male voice-over (VO). 
Jingle: There is a Hindi Jingle in a male voice in the commercial. It plays intermittently 
in a melodramatic tone of a male singer. It is divided into two major parts. The first part 
is “why are you shying away, Sharma ji?/ are you afraid of the girls?/ oh, using women’s 
cream/ making the umbrella into a veil!” This part plays during the time when P1 is 
facing trouble and is occasionally accompanied by phrases like “stealthily.” The second 
part, in the same male voice but in an ecstatic tone, is “oye Sharma ji has hit the jackpot/ 
arre every girl has turned her attention to him.” This part is accompanied by the lyrical 
phrase “hi handsome” in a female voice at times. 
01 MS: ((ambient guitar music is playing accompanied by a rhythmic Hindi  
02  pop style jingle/song in a male voice; 
03  jingle: “why are you shying away Sharma ji/are you afraid of the 
05  the girls?” ((three attractive women (W1+) in nice attire and sunglasses  
06  seem approaching P1, and dark-skinned P1is trying to hide behind a  
07  yellow umbrella; W1+ laugh at P1)) 
08 SK: ((nicely dressed, lip-syncing with a guitar: “stealthily/stealthily”)) 
09 P1: ((is quietly applying a women’s product “Fair and Lady” on his face)) 
10  [1(( a young and attractive W walks into the scene from  
11  behind; she has a cellphone in her hand and she sneers at what is going  
12  on here with P1)) 
	   231 
13 MS: [1 ((jingle: oh, using women’s cream/ making the umbrella into a veil)) 
 14 P1: running on a treadmill while hiding his face under the umbrella 
15 SK: ((nicely dressed, sings (lip-syncs) along strumming a guitar at the gym:  
16  “stealthily/stealthily”)) 
14 P1:  ((with a dull face, appears scared while a few young women  
17  enter a bar/club)) 
18  [2((while in front of the main bar section, P1 first covers his face with a  
19  poster of SK and later removes it realizing SK is trying to help  
20 SK: [2((approaches P1)) how long are you gonna live like this, hiding,  
21  relying on women’s fairness products? 
22  [3Live freely (.) with Fair and Handsome 
23  [3((SK hands P1 the product, and P1 accepts it)) 
24 VO: [4Emamni Fair and Handsome has American lumino peptide 
25  [4 ((the product appears on a bright screen and the virtual 
demonstration  26  begins)) 
27  [5 which works better and faster than any other ordinary fairness cream  
28  for men 
29 P1: [5((tiny bubbles are shown to be entering the skin of P1 through special  
30  effects; those penetrate the skin and makes it brighter; there is a half- 
31  circle like scale in the bottom left corner of the screen, it is labelled as  
32   “FASTOMETER,” and it shows how the skin is supposed to become  
33  lighter from week 1 to 3.)) 
34 W2+: Enter a club in their glittering attires waving at people 
35 FS: sings “hi handsome/ hi handsome” in the background 
36 W2+: walk past SK towards P1 while SK waves hi to W2+ 
 37 MS: [6((sings)) “oye Sharma ji has hit the jackpot/” 
38 SK: [6((SK is slightly unprepared, gathers himself back, makes some  
39  gesture with his face and shoulders that he understands the reason and  
40  looks at the camera)) 
41 P1: [7((dancing and enjoying himself amidst young women at the club)) 
42 MS: [7((sings)) “hey every girl has turned her attention to him” 
43 SK: [8live freely, not hiding (.) Emami Fair and Handsome(.) 
44  [8 ((SK appears with the product in his hand against the vibrant  
45  background of the bar/club)) 
46 SK: [9world’s no. one fairness cream (.) for men 
	   232 
47  [9((SK is still in the foreground with the product and he looks at the  
48  camera to interact with the imaginary audience; since the appearing of  
49  the product in SK’s hand, the line, “Emami Fair And Handsome Is  
 50  World’s No. 1 Fairness Cream among Fairness Creams for Men.”  
51  appears at the bottom of the screen 
 
Commercial 7 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NN7jC7HdTME&nohtml5=False 
 
Characters: The celebrity endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK) and the struggling actor and the 
dark-skinned protagonist (P1) 
Jingle: There is no Hindi jingle here. However, a continuous musical instrumental tune 
plays in the background all throughout the commercial.   
01 SK: I only inherited blessings (.) not a big name or fame (.) 
 02  ((a scene appears where people are cheering whistling at  
03  SK at an event while SK waves at them)) 
04 SK: but I needed more (.) more reputation (.) more respect (.) 
05  more fame (.) hence (.) when the rest of the world is asleep 
06  [1I would be awake (.) self-motivating (.) self-critiquing 
07  [1((S is shown to be rehearsing all by himself at night)) 
09 SK: since I needed more (.) I made stunts my passion (.) acting 
10  my life (.) and Fair and Handsome my life partner (.) 
11  ((segments of SK’s stunt scenes from movies are played)) 
12  ((SK is shown to be getting ready and putting a tube of 
13   the product in his bag for his upcoming travels)) 
14 SK: and I became (.) the emperor 
15 SK: ((arrives at a function venue, gets out of his car; the 
16  energetic crowd cheers))= 
17  =((while SK waves his hand, he sees a young man (P1) with a 
18  darker skin tone standing in the crowd)) 
19  ((SK throws a tube of the product toward him, indicating 
 20  that to be the solution of P1’s unhappy life)) 
21  [2((the product appears on the screen; 
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22  SK endorses it with his voice-over)) 
23 SK: [2the all new Fair and Handsome cream (.) because men need 
24  more.]  
 
Commercial 8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vbfn-1Ofow&list=WL&index=9&nohtml5=False 
 
Characters: the celebrity endorser Hrithik Roshan (HR), the male protagonist (P1) and the 
female protagonist Sim. 
Jingle: There is a melodic Hindi jingle in a male voice which plays in the background at 
times throughout the commercial.   
01 HR: hi friends (.)[1have you ever thought what handsome life is? 
02                      [1((Jingle’s rhythm starts)) 
03 P1: good morning (.)[2breakfast? 
04                             [2((Jingle: thousands of dreams lie in the  
05   eyes/ the guitar plays in the heart of aspirations)) 
06 P1: Sim (.)one tea please? 
07 Sim: [3((nods yes)) 
08  [3((jingle: life does not have moments, moments have life  
09   /every moment should be life)) 
10 P1: wow Sim! congratulations (.)you have been selected 
11 Sim: at least read the email right(.) [4where will that extra money come 
12    from?                                
               13                                                  [4Jingle: what is the now excuse and    
14  what is the regret/ life has given another chance    
15 P1: [5((thinks about some the bike-related fond memories, like 
16  P2 gifting him a key ring)) 
17  [5Jingle continues: live every color, sing every song/ this is how 
18  handsome life should be 
19 P1: ((thinks about hugging Sim in the past, taking care of the  
20  bike, riding the bike along with Sim, randomly clicking 
21  photographs of places)) 
22 P1: [6((comes back to the present time, grabs the key for the  
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23  bike and rides to somewhere)) 
24  [6Jingle: live handsome, be carefree/ this is how 
25  handsome life should be 
26 P1: ((comes back home with a bundle of money in hand)) 
27 P1: ((to Sim)) now there is no need to worry. 
28 Sim: ((delighted and on the verge of breaking into tears 
29  suddenly look at P1’s pocket only to figure out the 
30  bike has been sold and the empty key ring is there))  
31 Sim: ((steps forward, pulls the key ring out and realizes it)) 
32 Sim: [7where is your bike? 
33  [7Jingle: live every color, sing every song 
34 P1: [8((embraces Sim, kisses her on the forehead)) 
35  [8Jingle: this is how handsome life should be 
36 HR: hello friends (.) I am sure you all are living your passion  
37  in all possible ways (.)big and small (.)  
38  Fair and Handsome celebrates the spirit of living your 
39  passion and following your dreams (.) 
40 HR: if you too are living a handsome life (.) share your story 
41  with us(.)Fair and Handsome is now giving opportunity to 
42  ten lucky people to meet me and be groomed in a program 
43  which is personally designed by us for you (.) also (.)get 
44  an exclusive chance to meet my F.C. Pune City Team and  
45  hang out with them (.) so (.) what are you waiting for?   
46  [9log on to www.handsomelife.in 
47  [9Jingle: handsome life should be this way]      
 
Commercial 9 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJ_QG26mqPw&list=WL&index=10&nohtml5=Fals
e 
 
Characters: the endorser celebrity Hrithik Roshan (HR), the male protagonist (P1), the 
very young female protagonist (P2), and the watchman (P3) 
Jingle: There is a melodic Hindi jingle sung in a male voice that plays in the background 
at times throughout the commercial 
	   235 
01 HR: hi friends (.)[1have you ever thought what handsome life is? 
02                      [1((Jingle’s rhythm starts)) 
03 P1: [2((looks at his achievements (as Vice President) on  
04  newspaper cutouts, medals, trophies, etc. at home; then drives up to  
05  the rock-climbing academy))  
06  [2Jingle: thousands of dreams lie in the eyes/ the guitar plays in the                 
07  heart of aspirations] 
08 P1: [3((grabs his rucksack and stares at the training space)) 
09  [3Jingle: take that special flight(leap) in life/ which the entire world 
10   will remember forever] 
11 P1: ((stops awhile at the admission desk, cash section)) 
12  [4((spends time with a group of children)) 
13  [4Jingle: live handsome, be carefree/ this is how handsome life should 
               14  be]                              
15 P1: ((sees a very young woman(P2) afar; follows her and finds 
16  her playing with an unattended rock-climbing harness)) 
17  ((the owner comes back and snatches it back from P2))                              
18 P2: [5((stands disappointed)) 
19  [5 ((Jingle’s tune plays without the words)) 
20 P1: ((presumably (since there is no actual spoken utterance), 
21  asks a person nearby about the identity of P2 and the  
22  person points in the direction of the watchman afar)) 
23 P3: [6((the watchman (P3) comes to P1 running)) 
24  [6((Jingle: give wings to your aspirations))]  
25 P1: ((holds hand of P2 and looks at P3)) 
26 P3: [7this (.)um (.)this is my niece. 
27  [7Jingle continues: listen to your heart this time] 
28 P1: ((presumably (there is no actual spoken utterance), asks 
29  P2 if she wants to join the training program))  
30 P2: ((with an extremely happy face)) absolutely! 
31  ((P1 and P2 give “hi five” to each other)) 
32 P3: but (.)but sir (.) the fees? ((with a hesitant voice)) 
33 P1: that I will take care of.  
34 P3: ((puts his palms together as a gesture of gratitude)) 
35 P1: [8((helps P2 to suit up in the gears)) 
	   236 
36  [8Jingle: give wings to your aspirations/ listen to your heart this time 
37  / listen to your heart))] 
38 P1: [9((guides P2 through her first climb onto the rock)) 
39  [9Jingle: live handsome, live carefree/ this is how handsome life 
40  should be] 
41 P1: [10((gives more direction to P2 as to how to navigate)) 
42  [10Jingle: live every color, sing every song/ this is how handsome  
43  life should be))] 
44 P2: ((climbs down the rock successfully; holds hand with P1)) 
45  ((P1 and P2 start walking and look at P3 )) 
46 P3: ((P3 salutes back to P1 as a gesture of gratitude)) 
47  [11((P1, P2, and many other participants come forward; they 
48  all look happy and are smiling)) 
49  [11Jingle: live handsome, live carefree/ this is how handsome life 
50  should be] 
51 HR: hello friends (.)I am sure you all are living your passion  
52  in all possible ways (.)big and small (.)  
53  Fair and Handsome celebrates the spirit of living your 
54  passion and following your dreams (.) 
55 HR: if you too are living a handsome life(.)share your story 
56  with us (.)Fair and Handsome is now giving opportunity to 
57  ten lucky people to meet me and be groomed in a program 
58  which is personally designed by us for you (.)also (.)get 
59  an exclusive chance to meet my F.C. Pune City Team and  
60  hang out with them (.)so (.)what are you waiting for?   
61  [12log on to www.handsomelife.in 
62  [12Jingle: handsome life should be this way))]      
 
Commercial 10 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEHzRhojUlY&nohtml5=False 
 
Characters: The endorser celebrity Hrithik Roshan (HR), the male protagonist son (P1) 
and the male protagonist father (P2), and group of workers to the newly established 
building (P3+). 
	   237 
Jingle: There is a melodic Hindi jingle in a male voice that plays in the background at 
times throughout the commercial.  
01 HR: hi friends (.) [1have you ever thought what handsome life is? 
02                       [1((Jingle’s rhythm starts)) 
03 P1: 
 
[2((walks toward and enters shady “Mehra Garage” 
04  [2Jingle: the moment is close to my heart/ I will write my own fate 
 05 P2: [3((is working in the garage and coughing intermittently)) 
06  [3Jingle: rhythm continues with no words] 
07 P1: ((picks the glass of water and proceeds to hand it over)) 
08 P1: dad (.) water (.) 
09 P2: ((surprised)) hey (.) where have you been since morning? (.) 
10  you know how many times I have tried calling you? 
11  ((takes the glass and drinks the water)) 
12 P1: dad (.)um (.)me (.)outside 
13 P2: oh yes (.)your appointment letter (.) 
14  Congratulations (.) son!((pats on P1’S shoulder)) 
15 P1: ((looks at the letter from the envelope))                               
               16  ((makes a facial gesture of going into flash back)) 
17  [4((recalls his sleepless nights of working relentlessly on a car 
18  project)) 
19  [4Jingle: will try forever/ will not accept defeat so easily                          
20 P1: [5((is shown to be falling asleep in the chair tired))  
21  [5Jingle: never accept, never accept, never accept defeat 
22 P1: ((comes back to present time; tears up the letter))  
23 P2: what! (.) what does it mean? 
24 P1: dad (.)our business plan has been approved (.)we do have 
25  funding now (.)our dream will come true 
26 P2: dream (.)which dream? 
27  ((scene changes abruptly))  
28  ((it is not clear whether it is dream or reality)) 
29  [6((P1 and P2 appear well-dressed, standing in front of a 
30  building, which has a banner that reads,” Mehra and Sons 
31  Auto Motors Pvt. Ltd.”)) 
32  [6Jingle: these moments are extremely special/ my heart is pounding 
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33  with joy these days))] 
34 P2: ((looks happy and content; pats on P1’s shoulder)) 
35 P1: ((looks delighted; tries to touch P2’s feet to show respect)) 
36 P2: [7((stops P1 and embraces him with warmth in his eyes)) 
37  [7Jingle: do not let the time elapse/ you too live a handsome life now 
38  [8((a group of workers/mechanics, P1, and P2 walk toward 
39  the newly founded office)) 
40  [8Jingle: live handsome, be carefree/ this is how handsome life should 
41  be] 
42 HR: hello friends (.)I am sure you all are living your passion  
43  in all possible ways (.)big and small (.)  
44  Fair and Handsome celebrates the spirit of living your 
45  passion and following your dreams (.) 
46 HR: if you too are living a handsome life(.)share your story 
47  with us (.)Fair and Handsome is now giving opportunity to 
48  ten lucky people to meet me and be groomed in a program 
49  which is personally designed by us for you (.) also (.)get 
50  an exclusive chance to meet my F.C. Pune City Team and  
51  hang out with them (.)so (.) what are you waiting for?   
52  [9log on to www.handsomelife.in 
53  [9Jingle: handsome life should be this way]      
 
Commercial 11 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fOkfmuorknQ 
 
Characters: The dark-skinned main model (P1), the female model (F1), the celebrity 
endorser Shahrukh Khan (SK) who appears momentarily, the male voice-over (VO), and 
a female voice (FS) vaguely singing at the 20th second.  
Jingle: There is no jingle in this commercial. However, suspenseful rhythmic music is 
played in the background all the time. Also, a female voice (FS) faintly sings “hey what’s 
up” around the 20th second. 
	   239 
Note: The distinction between SK’s storytelling voice (until 6th second in the beginning) 
and the male voice-over’s narration is blurred as the transition from the former to the 
latter is extremely smooth and almost unrecognizable. 
01 SK: [1our life is full of action 
02  [1((SK is storytelling while the shot abruptly shifts to an action 
sequence 03  
 
consisting of a sword fight by a sweaty SK from commercial 4)) 
04 SK: [2but the sun and the sweat make our skin dull and dark 
05  [2 ((P1 is shown to be enjoying a music concert where he is dancing  
06  and then lands amongst the audience face up—as if he was crowd- 
07  surfing; camera zooms in on his sweaty and dull face)) 
08 VO: [3men’s tough skin is best understood only by the new Fair and  
09  Handsome fairness cream 
10  [3((P1 is shown to be probably coming out of a workout session (in  
11  slow motion) and then he looks in mirror to see his facial skin  
12  Followed by the product’s appearance on the bright screen; the 
13  entire sequence is accompanied by some fast-rhythmic ambient music)) 
14 VO: [4its 5-action formula absorbs sweat, resists stickiness, and gives  
15  a long-lasting light complexion                               
               16  [4((there is this numerical “five” right next to the product; the product 
17  is inside several circles like the a shooting target; the golden number  
18  “five” is glowing; several water bubbles (with sounds of so or droplets)  
19   with are on the screen; top left corner of the screen has the label  
20  “sweat absorption;” P1’s face appears where half of his profile  
21  quickly dries out and becomes light; the other half also appears to be 
22  oil-free in the next fraction of a second where an accompanying “oil” 
23  label towards the bottom right corner of the screen vanishes quickly; 
24  the entire facial skin becomes bright and light, two vertical light beams 
25  slide apart parallelly making P1’s facial complexion light and vanish 
26  with a shine around the ears of P1; P1’s face suddenly appears smiling 
27  ((the rapid sequences appear in the order they have been described  
28  here; all of this is done through special effects; at the end of this (18th  
29  second), some Hindi phrases appear as fine print at the bottom corners  
30  of the screen; the one in the left reads “upon regular use” and the right 
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31  “creative visualization” 
32 VO:  [5That is why a man is always ready for action 
33 P1: [5((P1 walks into the scene wearing a nice shirt; points directly at the 
34  camera with a gesture with hands, lips, and raised eyebrows  
35  mimicking firing a gun; a fast-paced ambient music continues 
36 F1: ((F1 walks up to P1; both of them are facing each other while their 
37  Side profiles are facing the camera; ambient music continues)) 
 38  [6((F1 gently runs her finger on P1’s cheek and slides them down to  
39  apparently tidy the shirt’s collar to show care; P1 faces the camera and 
40  Smiles, while F1 is in P1’s embrace and staring at P1’s face; SK  
41  appears momentarily through the replaying of the 2013 commercial’s  
42  scene (37th second, commercial 7) of his emerging out of his car)) 
43 FS: [6 ((singing evoking a feeling of joy, fades in, rises to prominence, and  
44  fades out “Heeey, what’s up/ heeeey, what’s up”)) 
45 VO: new Fair and Handsome 5-action fairness 
46  ((fast-rhythmic ambient music with heavy beats plays in the  
47  background while the product appears on the screen. the number  
48  “five” again appears in the bright golden color and manner as it has  
49  appeared previously; it is accompanied  a sequence of two words 
50   “ACTION FAIRNESS” right beneath it to complete the entire phrase  
51  “5 ACTION FAIRNESS” 
 
Commercial 12 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Q7ZzJAnewg 
 
Characters: The dark-skinned main model (P1), the first female model (F1) who is 
working on the plants, the second female model (F2) who uses P1 to take off her shoes 
whole P1 hold her purse, the third female model (F3) who is uses P1 to hold the paint 
buckets/cannisters, the endorser celebrity Shahrukh Khan (SK), the ridiculing male singer 
voice (MS), the male voice-over (VO), female chorus singing “hi handsome” (FS), and 
the placeholder male model for special effects (PX). 
	   241 
Jingle: There is a Hindi jingle being played in the background. It has a fast musical tempo 
along with rap-like lyrics interjecting periodically. The lyrics describe the specific 
situations when the main protagonist fails to impress the girls—(he) showed off “style” 
but ended up being just a “shoulder”/ He stood with a “pose” but ended up being just a 
“shoulder”/ just became a shoulder every time. 
Note: Here the model (PX) that appears for the special effects, which virtually show how 
the product works, is a different person than the actual protagonist (P1). 
The pose incorporating standing with arms stretched wide a slight tilting of the head that 
P1 adopts here in this commercial to impress women is an iconic pose by Shahrukh 
Khan. SK has done that in his movies and this posture is said to be very alluring and 
romantic among young women. 
01  [1((instrumental medium-tempo humorous ambient music playing)) 
02  [1((P1 appears standing with stretched arms like SK does in his movies;   
03  
 
the camera gradually shifts focus to F1 who is working on the plants  
04   wearing shortalls (overalls with short bottoms) and gloves)) 
05 MS: [2((in a ridiculing tone)) “Showed off style/ but became a shoulder” 
06  [2((F1 puts the hose and sprayer in P1’s hands; P1 stands like that with  
07  his face showing discontent)) 
08  [2((instrumental medium-tempo humorous ambient music playing)) 
09  [2 ((P1 appears on a staircase, which has floral decorations all around, 
10  with an S-like pose while F2 walks up the stairs upon getting out of a  
11  red car; P1 is standing next to a clutter of footwear left by other guests 
12  implying that the stairs lead to a venue where an auspicious ritual is 
13  being carried out, and F1, in her traditional attire, is here to attend it)) 
14 MS: [3((in a ridiculing tone)) “Showed off a pose/ but became a shoulder” 
15  [3((F1 looks at P1, puts her purse in his hand, holds P1’s hand to                               
               16  keep her balance while she takes off her shoes, and when done, collects 
17  The purse back and rushes to the ritual; P1 stands there as it is with 
18  a dull face showing discontent)) 
	   242 
19  [4((instrumental medium-tempo humorous ambient music playing)) 
20  [4((P1 stands in front of a wall in the same pose staring at F3; F3 looks  
21  at P1 with a smile; F3 is wearing a white top/tee and a checkered shirt  
22  around her waist making her attire for the bottom invisible)) 
23 MS: [5((in a ridiculing tone and at a fast tempo being slowed down at the))  
24  elongated last line of the repetitive verse)) “became a shoulder/ became 
25  a shoulder/ became a shoulder/ became a shoulder” 
26  [5((F3 hangs the buckets/cannisters of paints from P1’s forearms and 
27  rushes to work on a graffiti of a cat on the wall behind P1; P1 stands 
28  unhappy and hopeless)) 
29 SK: [6((giggling, to P1)) if you just show poses, you will forever remain a  
30  shoulder ((only a support or resource person)) (.) 
31  [6((P1 is still holding the buckets while a well-dressed and light-  
32  skinned S looks at P1 with contempt and counsels him)) 
33 SK: [7be handsome, be the man ((the potential partner for women)) 
34  [7((S looks at the camera; he shows the product in his hand)) 
35 VO:  [8new Fair and Handsome  
36  [8((ambient music beats play; SK’s hand holding the product appears; 
37  in the bottom right corner of the screen two Hindi phrases appear 
38  in fine print horizontally parallel to each other and proceeded by 
39  asterisks ((which commonly indicate terms and conditions)); the   
40  phrases read “creative work” and “ upon regular usage of twice a day” 
41  respectively; these phrases remain on the screen until PX is there 
42 VO: [9for the tough skin of men; its 5-action fairness system gives a long- 
43  lasting light complexion 
44  [9((PX’s semi-frontal profile appears on the screen against dark yet  
45  bright background; glass-panels are passed through PX’s face as if   
46  each passing  panel is performing a corrective action to achieve the “5-  
47  action fairness system;” in the bottom left corner a toggle-like function s 
48  flip from 1 to 5 next to the phrase “ACTION FAIRNESS SYSTEM” in  
49  tandem with the ongoing special effects on PX and shifting labels from 
50  “SWEAT ABSORPTION” to “OIL CONTROL” to “LONG- 
51  LASTING FAIRNESS”; at the end of this sequence, PX’s face appear 
52  light-skinned and the profile rotates to full frontal position 
53 FS: [10((in an alluring tone)) “hi handsome” 
	   243 
54  [10((P1 is well-dressed, with light skin, a smiling face, and against a  
55  dark-yet-luminous background stretches his arms, and F2 and F3 
56  walks into P1’s arms while they are in their shining party attires; all 
57  of them look at the camera with their smiling faces)) 
58 SK: [11 new Fair and Handsome (.) not just a shoulder but become a man  
59  [11((SK is wearing a black tuxedo with a bow on a white shirt; the  
60  portion of his body which is visible against a dark-yet-luminous 
61  background is from his head to his waist; he stares right into the  
62  camera to signal an imaginary interaction with the audience and raises  
63  an eyebrow to reassure what he utters; he also has his hands on his  
64  waist; the phrase “not just a shoulder but become a man” appear in  
65   large Roman transliterated script for the corresponding Hindi version  
66  of it; the packaged product appears in the bottom right corner of the  
67  screen)) 
 
Commercial 13 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vVk4J4E9-Zc 
 
Characters: The three models P1, P2, and P3, with their respective skin conditions of dark 
spots, tanning, and oily skin, the celebrity endorser Hrithik Roshan (HR), and the male 
voice-over (VO) 
Jingle: There is no jingle in this commercial, but fast-paced instrumental music which 
invokes a sense of thrill and adventure is played in the background most of the time. 
Note: This commercial does not discuss the skin attribute “fairness,” but talks about 
resolving a few skin issues and gaining “brighter healthier” skin. The commercial also 
does not employ depiction of all of the three models are improving the skin conditions. 
01 VO: [1 men’s faces(.) 
02  [1((HR moves paces across his penthouse well dressed and looking 
03  
 
looking at the camera from a semi-frontal angle; thrilling ambient 
04  music invokes sense of adventure this music plays till line 13)) 
05 VO: [2((continuing from the first line)) confront new challenges all the time 
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06  [2((the scene shifts to HR practicing kickboxing in casual sportswear 
08  such as perforated undervest, track pants, and a cap, while P1, wearing 
09  black track pants and black full-sleeve pullover, is holding the  
10  punching bag)) 
11 VO: [3((continuing from line 5)) sometimes dark spots(.) 
12  [3((the camera focuses on P1’s sweaty face with dark spots on it 
13 VO: [4((continuing from line 11)) sometimes tan(.) 
14  [4((HR, in his sportswear consisting of a white sleeveless jacket and  
15  shorts, rigorously playing tennis against P2, who is wearing a dark grey   
13  crew neck tee and shorts; P2 takes off his cap and shows the forehead 
14  skin in contrastively not tanned)) 
15 VO: [5((continuing from line 13)) or sometimes oily skin (.) 
16  [5((camera focus through a conduit-like passage shows HR and P3        
17  are standing on the sides of a small glass tool opposite to each other;  
18  HR is wearing black casualwear and P3 blueish jeans and a full-sleeve  
20  tee; the camera zooms in on P3’s face, which is oily and has frowned  
21   eyebrows showing discontent; vague ambient music plays)) 
22 HR: [6((transitioning from VO, and showing to be returning to the first  
23  scene and continuing from there)) apart from these, there are several  
24  other problems that damages the skin 
25  [6((electronic ambient instrumental music prepares for an escalation) 
26 VO: [7 here comes Fair and Handsome Laser 12  
27  [7((electronic instrumental music continues; the product appears 
glowing  28  in a dark and gold packaging; the golden beams shine upon the  
29  packaging like limelight; the phrase “LASER 12” gradually appears  
30  near the top left corner of the screen and next to the product as if  
31  laser beams just drew it;)) 
32 VO: [8with laser action technology, it gives 12 benefits 
33  [8((a rotating circular shape made of golden laser beams appears at the 
34  center of the screen against a dark background; the word “12 POWER 
35  BENEFITS” emerges out of a laser show display at the center of the 
36  circular shaper; then gradually all of the 12 benefits emerge on the  
37  screen around the circular structure; there are also two Hindi phrases–  
38  “upon using twice a day regularly” and “ individual results may vary 
39  vary”–lined  up in a horizontal sequence at the bottom of the screen; 
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40  they appear at the 17th second and stay until the 22nd second 
41 VO: [9 starts action in 10 seconds 
42  [9((P3’s face appear at the center of the circular shape; a clock hand 
43  like laser beam rotates over P3’s face to make it appear lighter and 
44  brighter; a digital time stamp rapidly progresses from 1 to 10 seconds 
45  in the bottom left corner of the screen; music continues)) 
46 VO: [10and it gives advanced brightening 
47  [10 ((the camera focuses on P3’ happy and bright face in the scene 
48  presumably right after line 15; the continuous electronic music comes  
49  to a thrilling/ecstatic stage; 
50 HR: [11when the benefits are 12(.) face looks handsome (.) again 
51  [11((HR looks at the camera as if he is interacting with the audience; 
52  the ambient music incorporates more drum beats and conveys 
53   happiness, thrill, and accomplishment 
54 VO: [12 new Fair and Handsome Laser 12. 
55  [7((electronic instrumental music continues; the product appears  
56  glowing in a dark and gold packaging; the golden beams shine upon 
57  the packaging like limelight; the phrase “LASER 12” gradually 
58  appears near the top left corner of the screen and next to the product as  
59  if golden laser beams just drew it)) 
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I. The Hindu (Matrimonial) 
             http://www.thehindu.com/classifieds/matrimonial/ 
 
1. EZHAVA 30/167 BDS own clinic fair Thiruvonam seeks same profession 
suitable bride. 8019692739/ 9701860502 
PUBLISHED: MAY 22, 2016 00:00 IST 
 
2. ADIDRAVIDAR, 30, B.E PVT, Salary 60,000 Pm, Fair. Wants suitable Bride 
044-24347949/ 08122289871 
PUBLISHED: MAY 22, 2016 00:00 IST 
 
3. CHRISTIAN 26/175, Born again, Fair, Good Looking, Software, Tamil, Chennai. 
Now in USA. Seeking fair, good looking, working girl, BC 9444894641 / 
mythilichokkalingam@gmail.com 
PUBLISHED: MAY 22, 2016 00:00 IST 
 
4. NADAR CHRISTIAN, Principal Associate in International Law Firm, Salary 
Rs.18 Lakhs Per Annum. Very Fair, Handsome, Clean Habits, Rich, 176cms 
31yrs Seeks Well Educated, Very Fair Bride from CSI or Catholic Nadar Family. 
Ct:9884133161, 9487533161 
PUBLISHED: MAY 22, 2016 00:00 IST 
 
5. R.C. NAIDU, Nair BE 30/162cm Actor Fair seeks R.C. fair looking girl. Contact: 
7358770808 
PUBLISHED: MAY 22, 2016 00:00 IST 
 
6. HINDU NADAR 36/Fair, MBA/ MNC/Visagam reputed family Chennai. Seeks 
Professional Nadar Bride. 9894556192, 9894766774 sujita_suresh@yahoo.com 
PUBLISHED: MAY 22, 2016 00:00 IST 
 
II. The Tribune (Brides/Grooms wanted) 
             Published between Feb. 19-23, 2017 
             http://www.tribuneindia.com/news/classified-advts/ 
 
1. Well settled Specialist Doctor in New York USA, Punjabi Brahmin boy, fair, 5 
feet and one inch, 1980 born US citizen seeking a qualified match. Visiting India 
in April. Please send bio-data recent picture. hrattan14@gmail.com Call: 
15168084556. C6-94582  
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2. Affluent Jat Sikh family of professionals, very well- established in Canada from 
last 45 years, seek match for their Canadian born son 37 years never married, fair, 
handsome 6 feet, LL.B., LL.M. from a prestigious Canadian Law School and 
presently partner with a law firm. North American match preferred. Divorcees 
please excuse. Please respond with biodata and photograph at 
Email: grksingh84@gmail.com C6-91652  
 
3. Suitable match for fair handsome Khatri boy 5'-7", December 1976, MBBS 
MRCP UK citizen working Canada Doctors family very short marriage divorce 
seeks beautiful educated girl age 30 to 34, caste no bar. 094163-
78082. deepak.hansraj@gmail.com C6-94747 
 
4. Gursikh Arora Army Officer Captain 26/ 5'-11', Teetotaller, Non-trimmer 
Handsome boy seeks Well Educated tall, slim, fair b'ful only Gursikh match. 
Father Retd. Army Officer. Whatt app. bio-data, latest Photo. 
9216540806, maninderkaur0106@gmail.com C6-94628 
 
5. Jat Sikh family well established in U.K. is seeking professionally qualified strictly 
Jat Sikh tall, clean shaven/trimmed match for their MBBS Dr. daughter born and 
brought up in U.K., 34, 5'-3", fair, pretty, sharp featured, attractive, intelligent and 
has good balance of East-West values. The boy should be family oriented, 
respectful Jat Sikh. All stream of matching qualification can be considered. Only 
serious inquiries welcome from Canada, U.K., India. Contact with Bio-Data and 
recent picture at first instance: jatsikh29@hotmail.com or call +07788 497 102. 
C6-91375B 
 
 
